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resumo A distribuic¸a˜o de um sinal relo´gio, com elevada precisa˜o espacial (baixo
skew) e temporal (baixo jitter), em sistemas s´ıncronos de alta velocidade
tem-se revelado uma tarefa cada vez mais demorada e complexa devido ao
escalonamento da tecnologia. Com a diminuic¸a˜o das dimenso˜es dos dis-
positivos e a integrac¸a˜o crescente de mais funcionalidades nos Circuitos
Integrados (CIs), a precisa˜o associada a`s transic¸o˜es do sinal de relo´gio tem
sido cada vez mais afectada por variac¸o˜es de processo, tensa˜o e temper-
atura. Esta tese aborda o problema da incerteza de relo´gio em CIs de alta
velocidade, com o objetivo de determinar os limites do paradigma de de-
senho s´ıncrono.
Na prossecuc¸a˜o deste objectivo principal, esta tese propo˜e quatro novos
modelos de incerteza com aˆmbitos de aplicac¸a˜o diferentes. O primeiro
modelo permite estimar a incerteza introduzida por um inversor esta´tico
CMOS, com base em paraˆmetros simples e suficientemente gene´ricos para
que possa ser usado na previsa˜o das limitac¸o˜es temporais de circuitos mais
complexos, mesmo na fase inicial do projeto. O segundo modelo, per-
mite estimar a incerteza em repetidores com ligac¸o˜es RC e assim otimizar
o dimensionamento da rede de distribuic¸a˜o de relo´gio, com baixo esforc¸o
computacional. O terceiro modelo permite estimar a acumulac¸a˜o de in-
certeza em cascatas de repetidores. Uma vez que este modelo tem em
considerac¸a˜o a correlac¸a˜o entre fontes de ru´ıdo, e´ especialmente u´til para
promover te´cnicas de distribuic¸a˜o de relo´gio e de alimentac¸a˜o que possam
minimizar a acumulac¸a˜o de incerteza. O quarto modelo permite estimar
a incerteza temporal em sistemas com mu´ltiplos dom´ınios de sincronismo.
Este modelo pode ser facilmente incorporado numa ferramenta automa´tica
para determinar a melhor topologia para uma determinada aplicac¸a˜o ou para
avaliar a toleraˆncia do sistema ao ru´ıdo de alimentac¸a˜o.
Finalmente, usando os modelos propostos, sa˜o discutidas as tendeˆncias da
precisa˜o de relo´gio. Conclui-se que os limites da precisa˜o do relo´gio sa˜o, em
u´ltima ana´lise, impostos por fontes de variac¸a˜o dinaˆmica que se preveem
crescentes na actual lo´gica de escalonamento dos dispositivos. Assim sendo,
esta tese defende a procura de soluc¸o˜es em outros n´ıveis de abstrac¸a˜o, que
na˜o apenas o n´ıvel f´ısico, que possam contribuir para o aumento de de-
sempenho dos CIs e que tenham um menor impacto nos pressupostos do
paradigma de desenho s´ıncrono.
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abstract Distributing a the clock simultaneously everywhere (low skew) and period-
ically everywhere (low jitter) in high-performance Integrated Circuits (ICs)
has become an increasingly difficult and time-consuming task, due to tech-
nology scaling. As transistor dimensions shrink and more functionality is
packed into an IC, clock precision becomes increasingly affected by Pro-
cess, Voltage and Temperature (PVT) variations. This thesis addresses the
problem of clock uncertainty in high-performance ICs, in order to determine
the limits of the synchronous design paradigm.
In pursuit of this main goal, this thesis proposes four new uncertainty mod-
els, with different underlying principles and scopes. The first model targets
uncertainty in static CMOS inverters. The main advantage of this model
is that it depends only on parameters that can easily be obtained. Thus,
it can provide information on upcoming constraints very early in the design
stage. The second model addresses uncertainty in repeaters with RC inter-
connects, allowing the designer to optimise the repeater’s size and spacing,
for a given uncertainty budget, with low computational effort. The third
model, can be used to predict jitter accumulation in cascaded repeaters, like
clock trees or delay lines. Because it takes into consideration correlations
among variability sources, it can also be useful to promote floorplan-based
power and clock distribution design in order to minimise jitter accumulation.
A fourth model is proposed to analyse uncertainty in systems with multiple
synchronous domains. It can be easily incorporated in an automatic tool
to determine the best topology for a given application or to evaluate the
system’s tolerance to power-supply noise.
Finally, using the proposed models, this thesis discusses clock precision
trends. Results show that limits in clock precision are ultimately imposed
by dynamic uncertainty, which is expected to continue increasing with tech-
nology scaling. Therefore, it advocates the search for solutions at other
abstraction levels, and not only at the physical level, that may increase
system performance with a smaller impact on the assumptions behind the
synchronous design paradigm.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter introduces the motivation behind this thesis, discusses its main goals, and highlights
its main contributions. It also provides a list of original publications resulting from this work and
describes the thesis organisation.
1.1 Motivation
CUTTING edge Very-Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) designs today are built on Com-plementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) processes below 32nm [1–3] and
have multi gigahertz clock frequencies. The challenge of clock distribution in such sys-
tems is extremely complex, as clock networks may include thousands of interlinked clock
signals that can be amplified, gated, branched and/or merged several times. Ideally, the
clock distribution network is supposed to distribute the clock signal simultaneously (no
skew) and periodically (no jitter) to all registers. As this is an impossible target in practise,
it is common to consider a clock uncertainty budget in every design, usually set bellow
10% of the clock period. Increasing this budget reduces the portion of the clock period
that can be used for computation and offsets some of the performance increase offered
by technology scaling. Thus, mitigating clock uncertainty is one of the major goals when
designing high-performance synchronous systems.
Fig. 1.1 shows the International Technology Road-Map for Semiconductors (ITRS)
speed target for the Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) intrinsic
performance metric (1/τ) and Intel Central Processing Unit (CPU) trends. The ITRS plot in-
cludes MOSFET and Ring Oscillator (RO) speed for planar bulk, Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI)
and Multi Gate (MG) high-performance logic devices [4]. RO speed (in delay per stage, for
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fan-outs of one and four) is slower than the intrinsic transistor speed (1/τ), but is con-
sidered the fastest circuit speed that can be realised, so it is the most common parameter
used to monitor the real speed performance of a CMOS technology. Fig. 1.1a shows that it
increases roughly 11% per year, which is slightly less than the current 13% per year ITRS
target. Nevertheless, comparing both plots, we can see that none of these trends translate
directly to higher clock frequency. Fig. 1.1b shows that it has become harder and harder
to exploit higher transistor speeds. This is mainly due to power consumption constraints
(dynamic and static) but also due to increasing Process, Voltage and Temperature (PVT)
variability affecting the synchronous design paradigm [5, 6].
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Figure 1.1: Scaling trends in: a) transistor intrinsic speed; and b) transistor density, clock
speed, power and instruction-level parallelism in Intel CPUs.
The usual approach to clock circuit design is to use a Clock Distribution Network
(CDN), which is traditionally designed as a clock tree or tree-based structure. Clock trees
are networks of wires and buffers that lead from the central clock source to the clock
loads. They consume the minimum wiring resources and provide the minimum wiring
capacitance and thus, represent the best low-power solution [7]. Unfortunately, they
suffer from high sensitivity to spatial variation in either load capacitance and/or buffer
strength. Thus, most modern CDNs today are hybrid tree structures, with time averaging
schemes (clock grids and spines), delay compensation and/or noise reduction circuits
to mitigate clock uncertainty [8]. However, the cost of developing and deploying such
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techniques is increasing with technology scaling, making uncertainty management in-
creasingly difficult.
Technology scaling is making CDNs increasingly difficult to design because of several
factors. First, the decreasing cost of transistors is being used to integrate more functions
onto chips. Thus, even if the die size is kept constant, circuit density increases. This,
along with increasing clock frequencies, has increased power consumption to levels now
limited by package cost, reliability, and cooling cost issues. Thus, techniques to mitigate
clock uncertainty must comply with stringent power consumption envelopes. Second,
the relative non-scaling of wire delay and the increasing amount of capacitance per unit
area exacerbate clock latency and increase the required gain of the clock network (i.e.,
additional levels of clock buffers are necessary). This further increases clock uncertainty,
which is known to be roughly proportional to the latency of the clock distribution. Third,
complex systems increasingly rely on previously designed Intellectual Property (IP) cores,
which represent an obstruction to clock lines and buffer placement. Finally, because of
the complexity of the deep-submicron processes, designers can no longer ignore the PVT
(temporal and spatial) variations. The impact of variability is more evident on the clock
network, in which clock path delay uncertainty can lead some parts to fail performance
targets or even become inoperable.
This scaling challenges have led to a search for alternative clock distribution meth-
ods. Standing-wave [9] clock distributions have been proposed to reduce clock uncer-
tainty and power dissipation. However, nonuniform amplitude and phase across the
distribution makes integration with existing local clocking methodologies more difficult
and expensive. Travelling-wave clock distribution [10], eliminates these limitations and
has been proposed as a viable alternative to traditional global electrical clock distribution.
Other methods include optical [11], Radio Frequency (RF) [12], current-mode [13] or pack-
age level CDNs [14]. However, these techniques have less Computed Aided Design (CAD)
tool support and typically require auxiliary circuits to convert the signal back to electrical
form and restore its integrity. Also, with the strong emergence of multidomain clock dis-
tribution in multicore processors and System-on-Chips (SoCs), constraints due to global
interconnect are significantly alleviated. As those methods are efficient only for global
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clock distribution, on-die electrical clock distribution is expected to continue being the
predominant clocking technology in the future.
Asynchronous circuits have also been proposed as a means to eliminate the clock
uncertainty problem [15]. Since asynchronous circuits by definition have no globally
distributed clock, there is no need to worry about clock skew or jitter. However, asyn-
chronous circuits are more difficult to design and, in general, cannot leverage off existing
CAD tools (e.g., placement, routing, partitioning, logic synthesis, etc.). Moreover, even
though most of the advantages of asynchronous circuits are towards higher performance,
it is not clear that asynchronous circuits are actually any faster in practical applications.
Future high-performance VLSI systems are thus expected to continue relying in the
synchronous (or loosely synchronous) design paradigm, where the clock signal is dis-
tributed through electrical hybrid tree structures, incorporating static CMOS logic gates 1.
The research in this thesis is driven by the need to understand the sources of clock un-
certainty in these CDNs and evaluate its evolution with techonology scaling. It proposes
models that highlight the key parameters in jitter insertion and accumulation mecha-
nisms, which are then used to discuss the limits of the synchronous design paradigm
within increasingly noisy digital environments.
1.2 Goals
IN current high-performance synchronous and loosely synchronous VLSI designs, mul-tiphase clock solutions can boost the performance of parallel processing architectures.
Thus, performance evolution may depend more on clock uncertainty decrease rather
than on clock frequency increase. The primary goal of this thesis is to better understand
clock uncertainty in order to identify the key circuit and environmental parameters on
which it depends and predict its evolution with the challenges introduced by technol-
ogy scaling. This goal was accomplished through the development of jitter insertion and
accumulation models for clock repeaters and repeater structures. These models consid-
ered intrinsic and environmental variability sources, thus providing the capability for
1Dynamic logic, while attractive for performance in low-frequency or clock-gated regimes, is increasingly
less popular because it consumes more power and is more sensitive to delay variability [16].
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predicting jitter evolution in different scaling scenarios and discussing the future of the
synchronous design paradigm.
Specific goals are the following:
• Compare the performance of different static and tunable repeater designs in order
to identify opportunities for clock precision improvement at the buffer level.
• Develop a general model to predict jitter insertion in static and tunable clock re-
peaters. It should consider the complete repeater cell, including gate and inter-
connect, as well as intrinsic and environmental variability sources. Also, it should
only include simple circuit parameters that can be easily obtained from technol-
ogy providers, so it can be used to discuss clock precision trends and limits under
different technology scaling scenarios.
• Compare the performance of different static and tunable delay lines, evaluating
their linearity and clock precision. Results can be used to identify opportunities for
performance improvement in direct and feedback CDNs.
• Develop a general model to predict jitter accumulation in static and tunable re-
peater lines, considering intrinsic and environmental variability sources. The model
should be sufficiently simple so it can be used to evaluate the impact of design
choices on clock precision, with low computational effort.
• Develop an analytical model to evaluate static and dynamic uncertainty in mul-
tidomain clock synchronisation schemes.
• Estimate the effects of technology scaling on clock precision, using the aforemen-
tioned models, and determine the limits beyond which the synchronous design
paradigm fails and ceases to be the most effective digital design methodology.
• Provide guidelines for jitter-aware clock distribution design in synchronous and
loosely synchronous design styles.
1.3 Original Contributions
THIS work includes several original contributions in the area of clock distribution.Specifically, it provides comparisons and proposes jitter models for clock repeaters
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and clocking structures, which can be used to assess the limits and trends of the syn-
chronous design paradigm. These contributions are described bellow.
1. A performance comparison between static and tunable clock repeaters, including
delay, signal integrity, power, area, and time precision. Time precision is evalu-
ated considering intrinsic and environmental jitter sources, for different fanouts.
Results show that uncertainty, measured as jitter per unit delay, is almost constant
in these structures. This means that for a given insertion delay, time precision is
determined essentially by the implementation technology. This comparison was
published and presented in ISCAS 2009 - IEEE International Symposium on Cir-
cuits and Systems, held in Taipei, Taiwan [17].
2. A model to estimate jitter in CMOS inverters, using circuit parameters that can be
easily obtained for a given technology. This model includes sensitivity metrics
to intrinsic and environmental variability sources, providing a valuable insight
regarding the key circuit parameters responsible for jitter generation. It can also be
used to assess the expected behaviour of existing and future technologies in terms
of clock precision. A first approach to identifying the key circuit parameters in
jitter insertion was published and presented in PRIME 2007 - IEEE PhD. Research
in Microelectronics and Electronics, held in Bordeaux, France [18]. The complete
model, along with a discussion on clock precision degradation with technology
scaling, was published in Integration, the VLSI Journal [19]
3. A scalable model to estimate jitter in general clock repeaters with RC interconnects.
It includes expressions to estimate both static and dynamic clock jitter insertion
in repeaters with different sizes, interconnects and slew-rates, with low computa-
tional effort. It requires only the pre-characterisation of a reference repeater, which
can be accomplished with a small number of simulations or measurements. The
model was shown to be accurate to within 10% of simulation results, for repeaters
with variable fanouts and input transition times. A partial model, considering
only power supply noise induced jitter, was published and presented in PATMOS
2009 - International Workshop on Power and Timing Modeling, Optimization and
Simulation, held in Delft, Netherlands [20]. The complete model was submitted to
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the IEICE Transactions on Fundamentals, in January 2012 [21], along with a jitter
accumulation model described as the sixth original contribution.
4. A performance comparison between uniform and capacitively loaded digitally
controlled delay lines, including intrinsic and environmental jitter. Simulation re-
sults and a simple accumulation model show that thermal noise induced jitter in
uniform delay lines is always higher than in capacitively loaded lines, with similar
latency, while power supply noise induced jitter is comparable in both structures.
Results were published and presented in two conferences, both national and in-
ternational, namely: ICECS 2006 - IEEE International Conference on Electronics,
Circuits and Systems, held in Nice, France [22]; and ConfTele 2007 - Conference in
Telecommunications, held in Peniche, Portugal [23].
5. A study on clock uncertainty with technology scaling, in digitally controlled de-
lay lines. It evaluates clock uncertainty trends considering different noise sources
and loading conditions. It shows that the device size-scaling trend is increasing
the uncertainty associated with these circuits, decreasing their precision. The cor-
relation between circuit’s parameters and selected performance metrics was also
highlighted. Results were published and presented in PATMOS 2008 - Interna-
tional Workshop on Power and Timing Modeling, Optimization and Simulation,
held in Lisbon, Portugal [24].
6. A model for jitter accumulation in general clock repeaters, considering both in-
trinsic and environmental jitter sources. It proposes expressions for dynamic jitter
accumulation, considering the the dual nature of power and ground noise impact
on delay. Along with the scalable jitter model described as the third contribution, it
provides power supply noise jitter predictions for clock trees with an error within
10% of simulation results, for typical designs. This is a much better accuracy than
the conventional statistical accumulation model can provide. Also, it can be used
to replace time-consuming transient noise simulations when evaluating jitter in
clock distribution systems, and provide valuable insights regarding the impact
of design parameters on jitter accumulation. This model was published and pre-
sented in ISCAS 2011 - IEEE International Symposium on Circuits and Systems,
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held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil [25]. It has also been included in [21].
7. An uncertainty model for Delay Locked Loop (DLL)-based deskewing systems,
including floorplanning and scalability issues. It shows that, in spite of the mul-
tiple schemes proposed in the last two decades, DLL-based deskewing systems
are either implemented as Local Deskewing Systems (LDSs) or Remote Deskew-
ing Systems (RDSs). LDSs are used to eliminate skew between two adjacent syn-
chronous domains, while RDSs eliminate only clock distribution skew. This fun-
damental difference impacts both their skew and jitter performance, which can be
evaluated using the proposed analytical model. As it depends only on parameters
that can be easily obtained from design or early simulation data, it can be incorpo-
rated in an automatic tool to determine the best topology for a given application
or to evaluate the system’s tolerance to power-supply noise. Also it can be used to
evaluate the performance of alternative deskewing schemes, under different scal-
ing scenarios. Results show that regardless the system architecture, deskewing
schemes trade static for dynamic uncertainty, with the additional disadvantage
of area and power overheads. This model will be submitted for publication in
PATMOS 2012 - International Workshop on Power and Timing Modeling, Opti-
mization and Simulation, held in Newcastle, United Kingdom [26].
1.4 Software Support
THE work reported in this thesis was accomplished using commercial and opensource tools. Text editing was done using Kile, a TeX/LaTeX editor for the KDE
desktop environment running in a Ubuntu 9.10 based platform. Graphics and figures
were designed with GIMP, OpenOffice drawing tool and OpenOffice spreadsheets. Nu-
merical simulation of proposed models was performed using Scilab 5.1, which is an open-
source alternative to MATLAB. For electronic circuit design, layout and simulation, we
used Cadence Design Framework II, available at the University of Aveiro. Some pub-
lished simulation results were obtained using SMASH, a logic and mixed-signal simula-
tor from Dolphin Integration.
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1.5 Thesis Organisation
THIS thesis is divided into seven chapters. This chapter presents the motivation, theobjectives and overview aspects. The following chapters are described next.
Chapter 2 introduces the synchronous design paradigm and fundamental concepts
for understanding clock uncertainty and its sources. It also provides a general intro-
duction to timing analysis techniques and traditional models for clock delay and delay
uncertainty. Finally, it discusses the most common techniques and structures used for
clock distribution in today’s high-performance VLSI systems.
Chapter 3 introduces different clock repeater architectures, compares their perfor-
mance and proposes two different jitter models to predict their performance under in-
trinsic and environmental jitter sources. The first is referred as the reference jitter model,
and can be used to predict jitter and jitter sensitivity based on simple circuit parameters.
The second is called the scalable jitter model, and can be used to estimate both static and
dynamic jitter in repeaters with different sizes, interconnects and slew-rates.
Chapter 4 investigates how uncertainty propagates and accumulates in clocking struc-
tures. These can be delay lines, used to introduce controllable amounts of delay in the
clock path, or clock trees, used to distribute a clock signal from one source to multiple
sinks. It begins introducing different delay line architectures and comparing their per-
formance, considering timing, power and area metrics. Then, it proposes a model for
dynamic jitter accumulation that can be used to predict jitter in these structures, with
much higher accuracy than the traditional statistical accumulation models. Finally, it
proposes an uncertainty model for deskewing systems, with different architectures.
Chapter 5 describes the experimental framework used to evaluate the proposed mod-
els. Results show the accuracy and applicability of those models and support the conclu-
sions taken in previous chapters, which were based on simulation results.
Chapter 6 discusses the limits and trends in synchronous clocking, using the proposed
jitter insertion and accumulation models coupled with models for variability sources and
their evolution with technology scaling. Different scaling scenarios are considered to
evaluate the limits imposed by clock uncertainty in repeaters and clocking structures, as
well and the expected trends with technology scaling. The latest ITRS reports are also
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used to discuss the future directions of clock distribution in high-performance systems,
and the limits of the synchronous design paradigm.
Chapter 7 concludes by summarising the developments and contributions this thesis,
and identifying possible areas for future work.
Chapter 2
Timing in Synchronous Systems
Synchronous clock delivery in VLSI circuits has always been a major design challenge. Without
an adequate clock signal, synchronous circuits will experience setup time and/or hold time violations,
and they will consequently fail to operate properly. This chapter begins with a review of synchronous
digital systems and the role of the clock in these systems. Clock parameters used throughout this
thesis are here introduced, and the main sources of timing uncertainty discussed. Next, it provides a
brief overview of some of the models and methods commonly used for timing analysis. Finally, this
chapter provides a brief review of current high-performance clock distribution network topologies and
optimisation techniques.
2.1 The Synchronous Paradigm
MOST high-performance digital systems today are synchronous systems that usea clock signal to control the flow of data throughout the chip. This greatly eases
the design of the system because it provides a global framework that allows many dif-
ferent components to operate at a given reference time while sharing data. However, the
clock signal typically has the largest fanout, travels the longest distances, and operates at
the highest speeds, when compared to others. Thus, it usually requires a network with
several levels of amplification (clock repeaters), which may introduce delay uncertainty
as a consequence of noise, interference or process variations. Any uncertainty in clock
arrival times between two registers, especially if these registers share the same data path,
can limit overall circuit performance or even cause functional errors. This section defines
the most significant clock timing parameters that will be used throughout this thesis.
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2.1.1 Synchronous Operation
The synchronous system assumes the presence of storage elements and combinational
logic which together make up a finite-state machine, as shown in Fig. 2.1a. The clock
signal is used to define a time reference for the movement of data within that system.
The machine’s present state (Sn) is fed back as part of the logic inputs, keeping its value
between two clock’s rising edges. The signals at the outputs of the logic have to be stable
before the next clock, which means that the clock period (Tclk) has to be longer that the
longest path through the logic. On the other hand, the clock frequency ( fclk) has to be
high enough to catch all the input changes.
Combinational Logic
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Clocked storage 
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Present 
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Next State 
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Sn+1= f (X,Sn)
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W
(a) (b)
Tclk
clk
10%
90%
tr t f
Clock Signal:
Figure 2.1: The synchronous paradigm: a) concept of a finite-state machine; and b) clock
signal’s timing parameters.
The clock signal is also characterised by the ratio between the pulse width (Wclk) and
Tclk, which is defined as the clock duty-cycle. If the clock has a symmetric shape, it has
a 50% duty-cycle. Other important timing parameters are the rising (tr) and falling (t f )
times. A common definition for these times is the time the signal takes to go from 10%
to 90% of the full swing, as shown in Fig. 2.1b. However, when the signal settles very
slowly, is very noisy, or the swing is small, 20% and 80% levels are usually better suited to
measure rise/fall times (tr20/80 and t f20/80). Another possibility is to consider the rise/fall
times that would be measured if transitions were linear, with slope equal to the maximum
slew-rate (max{SR} = SRmax). To simplify the notation throughout this thesis, symbols
tr and t f correspond to tr10/90 and t f10/90 , unless otherwise noted.
To assure the correct behaviour of a synchronous system it is necessary to guaran-
tee that setup and hold times are respected. Setup specifies the amount of time during
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which a digital signal from one stage of the sequential structure has to be stable, before
being captured by the next stage of the sequential structure. Hold specifies the amount
of time during which that signal has to remain stable, after the capturing clock edge. Fig.
2.2a shows a typical synchronous sequential structure bounded by two flip-flops with a
logic circuit that exhibits a nominal propagation delay (tp). The sequential elements are
clocked by a source clock Clk1 and a destination clock Clk2.
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Tclk
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t2
tsu : setup time
tp,slow
Time loss due to clock 
uncertainty (t  ­ t  )1 2
Clk1
Clk2
Tclk
t1
t2
thold : hold time
tp,fast
 Cycle N   Cycle N+1 
tp,nom
tp
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.2: Synchronous operation constraints: a) sequential structure; b) setup time con-
straint; and c) hold time constraint.
For the system to operate correctly, the clocks must be delivered at a precise relative
time. If the clock sinks were located close together there would be no problem. However,
since the clock signals are routed via a distribution network that includes clock distribu-
tion logic and interconnects, they may arrive at the inputs of the processing elements at
different times. The absolute difference of the clock arrival times (|t1 − t2|) is known as
clock uncertainty. This uncertainty plays a fundamental role in determining whether the
setup and the hold constraints can be robustly met.
The setup constraint (Fig. 2.2b) specifies how data from the source sequential stage
at cycle N can be captured reliably at the destination sequential stage at cycle N+1. This
situation is defined in inequality (2.1), where tp,slow is the slowest (maximum) data path
delay, tsu is the setup time for the receiver flip-flop, and t1 and t2 are the arrival times
for clocks Clk1 and Clk1 (at cycle N), respectively. In this situation, the available time
for data propagation is reduced by clock uncertainty. In order to accommodate clock
uncertainty and meet the inequality in (2.1), either the clock period must be extended or
the path delay reduced. In either case, power and operating frequency are affected.
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Tclk ≥ tp,slow + tsu + |t1 − t2| (2.1)
The hold constraint (Fig. 2.2c) refers to the situation where the data propagation delay
is fast (tp, f ast). Clock uncertainty makes the problem even worse and the data intended to
be captured at cycle N+1 may be erroneously captured at cycle N, corrupting the receiver
state. In order to ensure that the hold constraint is not violated, the design has to guar-
antee that the minimum data propagation delay is sufficiently long to satisfy (2.2), where
thold is the hold time requirement for the receiving flip-flop. Meeting this constraint with
large clock uncertainty could result in setup violation since the slowest manifestation of
the same path could violate the delay requirement in (2.1). Such two-sided constraints
are not uncommon in current high-performance synchronous systems if the clock uncer-
tainty is high [27].
tp, f ast ≥ thold + |t1 − t2| , with tp, f ast < tp < tp,slow (2.2)
2.1.2 Clock Uncertainty
Clock uncertainty can be used when referring to clock jitter and/or clock skew. In the
past, jitter was considered as mainly introduced by the clock generator while skew was
considered to be caused by static path-length mismatches in the CDN. Thus, skew and jit-
ter were used to distinguish between static and dynamic clock uncertainty, respectively.
However, as clock distribution delay became dominant, this distinction became less ap-
propriate. In this thesis, clock jitter is used to represent the difference between the actual
and the nominal clock arrival times, whether it is a static or dynamic uncertainty. On
the other hand, skew is used to describe the unintentional time difference between two
spatially distinct clock edges1. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Skew (S) is shown as the
difference between the mean of two edges (S12,a and S12,b), while jitter (J) is the standard
deviation (or peak-to-peak range) of a single edge (Jk,a and Jk,b, with k = 0, 1, 2).
1In some situations, the clock arrival times are intentionally skewed to facilitate time borrowing across
sequential boundaries [28]. This is not considered here to be part of skew.
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Figure 2.3: Skew and jitter definitions, as components of clock uncertainty: a) clock dis-
tribution network with two clock paths; and b) absolute jitter in clock edges vs. skew
between different clock signals.
There are three different definitions for clock jitter, depending on the timing refer-
ence. These are cycle-to-cycle jitter, period jitter and absolute jitter. Cycle-to-cycle jitter
is defined as the clock signal variation between two consecutive clock edges. Because it
is a very high-frequency phenomenon, it is also sometimes referred as short-term jitter.
Period jitter is defined as the difference between a given period of the clock signal and its
average period. This is specially relevant in systems where the minimum (or maximum)
time period is of importance. Finally, absolute (or long-term) is defined as the differ-
ence between the edges of a clock signal being measured at the ideal locations (where
the edges would occur in the absence of variations). Because it represents accumulated
effects, absolute jitter is the most representative metric when discussing clock precision
and is the one considered in this thesis when clock jitter is discussed.
To benefit from the faster clock frequencies allowed by technology scaling, clock un-
certainty must remain a constant portion of Tclk. However, variability sources do not
scale equally with the transistor speed. Fig. 2.4a shows clock skew as a percentage of
cycle time vs. operating frequency for a number of recent Microprocessor Units (MPUs)
[29]. The trend is for skew to be kept around 5% of Tclk, due to the adoption of skew
tolerant clock distribution topologies, more robust design flow, and the incorporation of
post-silicon compensation techniques. On the contrary, Fig. 2.4b shows that clock jitter
has been continuously increasing when compared to Tclk, meaning that it is increasingly
more important when designing high-performance synchronous systems [30–37].
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Figure 2.4: Clock uncertainty as a percentage of cycle time vs. processor clock frequency:
a) clock skew; and b) clock jitter.
Besides the increase in variability sources, other aspects have been contributing to the
increasing importance of clock uncertainty in the design of synchronous systems. First,
chip area has increased when compared to the transistor dimensions. As the chip area
increases, more resources are needed to compensate for interconnect effects, like loss and
dispersion, which worsens with technology scaling [38]. With more buffer stages, the
CDN becomes more sensitive to variations and harder to tune. Second, the increasing
design complexity introduces new challenges in CDNs. Modern digital systems use more
than one clock frequency, so the system is no longer fully synchronous; rely on previously
designed IP cores, which represent an obstruction to clock lines; and/or employ different
techniques to save power, which induce clock loading varitions. Mitigating uncertainty
in such complex networks is thus often impossible, or the power cost of doing so is unac-
ceptable. Finally, scaled devices are increasingly sensitive to sources of clock uncertainty,
as will be shown latter in this thesis.
2.2 Sources of Clock Uncertainty
CLOCK uncertainty results from variations of intrinsic and/or environmental pa-rameters. This section describes the most relevant variability sources, responsible
for both static and dynamic clock uncertainty in digital CMOS circuits. Typical measures
to mitigate their impact are also briefly discussed.
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2.2.1 Intrinsic Variations
Process Parameters
Process variations are a major challenge in the semiconductor industry today, because of
processing and masking limitations [4]. The increasing difficulty in controlling the uni-
formity of critical process parameters in increasingly smaller devices, makes their electri-
cal properties much less predictable than in the past. The combined effect is a statistical
performance distribution of final products. Several taxonomies can be used to describe
the different variability mechanisms, according to their causes, spatial scales and the par-
ticular Integrated Circuit (IC) layer they impact. However, for the circuit designer, the
primary distinction is between inter-die (or die-to-die) and intra-die (or within-die) vari-
ations [39]. This distinction is conceptually represented in Fig. 2.5 [40].
Figure 2.5: Partition of process variation in inter-die and intra-die variations.
Inter-die variations (lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer or within-wafer) affect all devices on a
die in the same way and are usually modelled as a shift in the circuit device parameters.
Although they may have systematic trends according to the die orientation and location
on the wafer, this information is usually not available at design time. Thus, the impact of
inter-die variability must be captured using a random variable, which is usually assumed
to have a simple distribution (e.g., Gaussian), with a given variance.
Intra-die variation causes device parameters to vary across different locations within
a single chip. Depending on the variability source, they may be classified as spatially
correlated or uncorrelated. Uncorrelated variations affect transistors and interconnects in
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a different way even if they are relatively close. These variations are also usually referred
to as random. Random variations include those whose origins can be truly said to be
random (e.g., random dopant fluctuations) as well as those that are not truly random,
but that are difficult to model. On the contrary, correlated variations are usually referred
to as systematic, because they affect close devices in the same way according to layout-
pattern-dependent factors. While systematic variations can be modelled and accounted
for in the design flow, random variations can only be handled through worst-case design
margins or sophisticated optimisation methods [41]. As CMOS devices are scaled down,
the increased contribution of the random dopant fluctuations and limitations in optical
lithography are expected to continue contributing to increase intra-die variability. Thus,
clock performance is expected to decrease with further dimensional scaling [42].
Intrinsic Noise
In the frequencies of interest for current digital systems, thermal and flicker noise are the
dominant sources of intrinsic variability [43]. Thermal noise derives from carrier agita-
tion and requires only a population of carriers within a conductive region. Therefore,
it appears in both passive and active devices and is generally modelled as a white and
statistically stationary random process, characterised by a Gaussian distribution. On the
contrary, flicker noise appears only in active devices. It is roughly inversely proportional
to frequency and is usually considered a statistically non-stationary random process. This
implies that its mean changes with time and its uncertainty on any period cannot be re-
duced by averaging over longer periods. For the analysis and design of CMOS analog
and RF integrated circuits, flicker noise is one of the factors limiting the achievable per-
formance [44]. However, it is usually considered a second order effect for jitter analysis
in digital circuits.
In digital circuits, thermal noise is dominated by the transistor’s Thermal Channel
Noise (TCN), which increases with technology scaling [45]. The most common expression
for its single-sided Power Spectral Density (PSD) in the saturation region (Sid ) is shown in
(2.3), where T is the carrier temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, gd0 is the output
conductance at zero drain bias, γ is the channel noise coefficient in saturation and gm is
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the maximum transconductance in saturation [46]. For long channel devices, gd0 ≈ gm
and γ is considered to be approximately 2/3.
Sid = 4kBTγgd0 ≈ (8/3) · kBTγgm (2.3)
For short channel devices, both gd0 and γ are complex functions of the device param-
eters. Two alternative TCN models are available in the Berkeley Short-channel Insulated-
gate field-effect transistor Model (BSIM) [47] for Simulated Program with Integrated Cir-
cuits Emphasis (SPICE) thermal noise analysis. However, they depend on several bias-
dependent and fitting parameters and thus, are suitable for circuit simulators only.
2.2.2 Environmental Variations
The two main environmental variability sources are temperature fluctuations and the
current changes induced by the circuit’s activity. When current changes are reflected
in power, ground or substrate voltage changes, they are referred to as Power Supply
Noise (PSN). When changes in one circuit node have a direct impact on other circuit’s
node, they are called interference (or crosstalk).
Temperature
With increasing circuit densities and system complexity, temperature variations due to
the heat generated on-chip have become increasingly more significant. Thermal differ-
ences between circuit regions can be as high as 40 ◦C or 50 ◦C in high-performance de-
signs, creating non-uniform thermal maps [48]. Because the global clock signal is dis-
tributed throughout the chip, temperature induced global skew can be significant. Fortu-
nately, heat conductivity of silicon substrate is usually good and thermal maps are known
to change smoothly in space and time [49]. This means that temperature variations can
be considered quasi-static and thus, their effects can be easily mitigated with pre and/or
post layout optimization/compensation schemes [50].
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Power Supply Noise
The goal of a Power Delivery Network (PDN) is to provide a clean supply voltage to active
devices. However, the flow of time-varying currents through the PDN impedance (resis-
tance, capacitance, and inductance) generates undesired voltage fluctuations, commonly
referred to as PSN. This noise can impact the circuit delay in two ways. On the one hand,
a reduced supply voltage lessens the gate drive strength, thereby increasing the gate de-
lay. On the other hand, a difference in the supply voltage between a driver and receiver
pair creates an offset in the voltage with which the driver/receiver gates reference the
signal transition. This has the effect of creating either a positive or negative time shift in
the perceived signal transition at the receiver gate [51], which makes PSN induced delay
variation much more complex to analyse.
PSN level on power (Vdd) and ground (Vss) rails depends on the PDN impedance and
on the transient current associated with each rail. Thus, to minimise PSN, the designer
should guarantee a low PDN impedance at all frequencies that can be excited by the cur-
rent waveforms. This is usually done with power and ground grid structures, commonly
referred to as power grids or power planes. Other popular techniques to minimise the
PDN impedance include:
• Board level - locate the Voltage Regulator Module (VRM) as close to the IC as possible,
to reduce the inductive and resistive components of the power supply leads link-
ing them. Decoupling capacitors should also be used to flatten the on-board PDN
impedance, helping the VRM to respond to instantaneous current requirements.
• Package level - replace traditional wire-bond packages with low inductance packag-
ing styles, as flip-chip or bump-bond packages. On-package decoupling capacitors
can also help in reducing the impact of package inductance.
• Chip level - add on-chip decoupling capacitance to help reducing the impact of on-
chip inductance [52]. Although it has been shown in [53] that chip performance is
less sensitive to amount on-die decoupling capacitance than it was conventionally
expected, this is still a popular technique. Another option it to use of more power
supply and ground pins, which helps reducing the total pin inductance.
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A typical PDN using these techniques is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. The supply current
comes from the on-board VRM, and is fed into the package through a Ball Grid Array
(BGA). The current then flows through power planes and vias on the package, enters the
chip through Controlled Collapse Chip Connect (C4) bumps, and finally is distributed
to on-chip circuitry by on-chip power grids. Decoupling capacitors in each stage serve
as local storage to supply charge to the next stage when quickly needed. The coverage
frequency increases from the regulator to the die, using progressively higher quality (e.g.,
smaller parasitic inductance and resistance) and lower valued decoupling capacitors [54].
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Figure 2.6: PDN with on-chip, package and board components.
In high-performance designs, the on-chip PDN is also typically designed as a hierar-
chical structure [51]. The top-level network connects to the macro-blocks while a local
network inside the macro-block connects to the logic gates. A simplified circuit model
is shown in Fig. 2.7. In this model, power supply pins and wires are modelled as a se-
ries of RLC elements, usually referred to as supply parasitics [55]. With this arrangement,
localised supply variations induced by signal transitions inside each block do not con-
tribute to clocking errors because the effect is the same on every clock cycle, and hence
affects each rising clock edge the same way. However, they may have a significant impact
in circuits that drive circuits in another blocks, as in the case of clock repeaters in global
and/or regional CDNs.
Voltage fluctuations are primarily generated by the PDN’s resistive and inductive com-
ponents. Static voltage drops (IR drops) are developed on the power grids due to the
circuit’s average current consumption. On the contrary, dynamic voltage drops/surges
occur due to transient currents caused by inductive parasitics and are known as switching
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Figure 2.7: Simplified circuit model for a typical PDN with bump-bond packaging.
(or di/dt) noise. From a statistical point of view, static noise corresponds to the difference
between the mean supply/ground voltages and their to nominal values, while dynamic
noise corresponds to supply/ground voltage standard deviation.
If the package-level inductance dominates the PDN’s total inductance, supply noise is
usually symmetric to ground noise (∆Vdd= −∆Vss), and Differential Mode Noise (DMN) is
assumed to be dominant [56]. If not (e.g., if low inductance packaging is used), no single
parasitic can be considered to dominate and the PDN may exhibit Common Mode Noise
(CMN), which corresponds to in-phase power/ground fluctuations (∆Vdd = ∆Vss) [51].
Noise modes are also known to depend on the switching activities of active circuits and
the correlation degree (spatial and/or temporal) among the switching nodes [57],[58].
Thus, it is not reasonable to consider specific assumptions regarding the PSN profile seen
by a given clock repeater or a clocking structure in a modern high-performance digital
circuit. Thus, only three general PSN assumptions are considered in this thesis:
1. PSN is low-frequency - local decoupling capacitance (parasitic and/or added) is
considered to limit the magnitude of the highest speed noise excursions, so they
occur at a slower time scale than the clock switching transitions.
2. PSN has a zero-mean Gaussian distribution - noise is considered to include only
dynamic variations (di/dt noise), which results from the ensemble effect of on-
chip devices switching at a variety of different frequencies, slew-rates and/or time
instants. Static or quasi-static IR drops are not considered a relevant component
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of PSN, for the same reason that temperature was not considered to be a relevant
environmental source of clock uncertainty (the effects of static or quasi-static vari-
ability sources can be mitigated with compensation/calibration schemes).
3. PSN is a Mixed Mode Noise (MMN) source - power and ground rails are affected by
independent noise sources, which can be evenly decomposed into common and
differential mode noise (CMN and DMN) components.
Part of the reason that PSN has become one of the most significant uncertainty sources
in synchronous systems is the steadily-shrinking design rule used in semiconductors,
which results in reduced supply voltage margins, shorter transistor switching time and
increased on-chip currents. A change of one generation in design rule means about 2×
the quantity of transistors per unit area and 0.7× the gate width, so total current con-
sumption per chip unit area increases to about 1.4×. On the other hand, spatial imbal-
ances between the currents in various parts of a chip are accentuated, particularly with
the advent of multicore systems (where some cores may switch on and off entirely) and
three dimensional ICs. To reduce noise and/or its impact on circuit performance, differ-
ent techniques have been proposed, like slew-rate control [59] or on-die power supply
filtering [36]. However, these techniques also introduce performance and complexity
penalties which cannot be disregarded.
Substrate Noise
All current injected into the substrate causes fluctuations of the substrate voltage, i.e.,
substrate noise. This noise produces the effect of modulation of the current response
(body effect), which degrades or alters the transitory behaviour of devices. However, in
digital CMOS circuits, the substrate is commonly biased by a large number of contacts
connected to ground. Thus, this thesis considers substrate noise to be part of PSN.
Crosstalk
When conductors are placed sufficiently close to each other, signals on the lines can inter-
fere with each other via near-field electromagnetic coupling. In circuit theory, the electric
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field coupling is described as capacitive crosstalk while the magnetic field coupling is
described as inductive crosstalk. The influence of capacitive and inductive crosstalk be-
tween the aggressor line (line A) and the victim’s line (line B), is represented in Fig. 2.8
[60]. Each line is modelled by a lumped resistance (Rint), capacitance (Cint), inductance
(Lint), mutual capacitance (Cm) and mutual inductance (Lm). These mutual parameters
are the ones responsible for crosstalk.
Cm
Lm
Rint,A
L int,A
Rint,B
L int,B
A B
Cint,BCint,A
IA
IB
VB
A B
Electric Field Magnetic Field
Figure 2.8: Electromagnetic coupling in neighbouring interconnects.
Crosstalk between the aggressor and victim lines is a major source of performance
degradation for two reasons. First, it introduces variability in the victim’s effective line
capacitance and inductance, increasing or decreasing the signal delay (crosstalk delay). If
this delay exceeds the allowed time margins, time violations or system malfunction may
occur. Second, crosstalk introduces unexpected glitches that, if captured by end latches,
can also produce erroneous logic values. Crosstalk delay is usually more serious than
glitches, because these do not always result in easily perceptible logic changes [61].
The best way to protect the clock signal from aggressors is by shielding it. A com-
mon method of shielding is placing ground or power lines at the sides of the clock line.
[62]. Differential signalling can also be used to mitigate crosstalk - by encoding the in-
formation in the voltage difference of a pair of wires, any noise source affecting both
wires of the differential pair is filtered [63]. However, the differential signal needs to be
converted back to single ended before reaching the flip-flops. Because these techniques
introduce significant resource utilisation penalties, they are usually found only on the
higher branches of the CDN, if used.
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2.3 Timing Analysis
THIS section describes the most popular models and tools used to evaluate delayand delay variability in a CMOS inverter, which is the most common clock repeater
and the basic building block of any digital circuit.
2.3.1 Timing Models
Circuit designers require accurate timing models for estimating the performance of CMOS
circuits. Model inaccuracies should be reduced as much as possible because they directly
translate into timing overhead, that degrades speed performance. This section describes
analytical and empirical delay models suitable for the CMOS inverter. Some of these mod-
els will be used throughout this thesis.
Analytical Models
Early MOSFET timing models were based on Shockley’s square law current model [64]. To
improve their accuracy in Deep Sub-Micron (DSM) and nanometer technologies, Sakurai
et al. [65] proposed an alternative semi-analytic current model - the α-power law model
- that included the carrier velocity saturation effect of short channel devices. Expressions
for the inverter’s output transition time (tout), charging and discharging inverter delays
(td,LH and td,HL) were also proposed, as shown in (2.4) and (2.5).
tout =
CLVdd
Id0
(
0.9
0.8
+
Vd0
0.8Vdd
+ ln
10Vd0
eVdd
)
(2.4)
td,HL, td,LH =
(
1
2
− 1− vT
1+ α
)
tin +
CLVdd
2Id0
, with vT =
Vth
Vdd
(2.5)
In these expressions, tin is the input transition time, Vth is threshold voltage of the
transistor, α is the velocity saturation index for sub-micron devices, CL is the gate’s load
capacitance, Vdd is the supply voltage, Vd0 is the drain saturation voltage and Id0 is the
MOSFET drivability at Vgs=Vds= Vdd. Although this model is quite accurate when the tin
is small compared to tout, it becomes less accurate for higher tin. To improve its accu-
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racy, several modified Sakurai-Newton models were later proposed [66], [67], [68], [69]
and [70]. However, they are all based on linear fitting of the current-voltage transistor’s
characteristic in saturation region and thus, some model parameters have to be obtained
either by simulation or measurement.
A different approach was proposed in [71], where the conventional saturation drive
current Id0 is replaced with an effective switching current (Ie f f ). It is defined as the time-
averaged drain current from 50% input to 50% output in the rise-to-fall and fall-to-rise
transitions, and can be computed as shown in (2.6). The main advantage of this approach
is that Ie f f does not dependent on the load capacitance and can be easily adapted for
different technology nodes. Similar approaches can also be found in [72], [73], [74] or
[75], for simple inverters, or in [76] for more complex gates.
Ie f f = mean{Ie f f ,n = Ids(Vgs=0.7Vdd∧Vds=0.9Vdd); Ie f f ,p = Ids(Vgs=−0.75Vdd∧Vds=−0.95Vdd)} (2.6)
Analytical models have also been proposed to compute delay in gates with RC and
RLC interconnects [77], [78]. However, as technology scales and new effects come into
play, empirical models become more adequate.
Empirical Models
There are two approaches to empirical gate delay modelling which have gained consid-
erable acceptance: 1) computation of delay through delay tables or k-factor equations;
and 2) computation of delay by modelling the gate as a voltage source and a resistance
in series with the gate load, i.e., using the gate’s Thevenin equivalent1.
In the first approach, delay and rise-times are obtained by loading each gate/cell in
a given library with a discrete load capacitor (CL) and then changing both CL and tin.
Simulation results for gate delay (td) and output transition time (tout) are stored in a two-
dimensional look-up table and/or fitted into analytical functions (k-factor equations).
Synopsys’ scalable polynomial delay model is shown in (2.7), which resorts to a product
of polynomials to fit timing data.
1This approach is here considered to be empirical because it requires fitting to approximate the resistance
value, usually as a function of input slew-rate and output load.
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(a0 + a1CL + ...+ amCmL ) · (b0 + b1tin + ...+ bntnin) (2.7)
In the second approach, the gate is modelled as a simple resistance (Rd) in series with
a voltage step. Using empirical observations, it has been shown in [79] that Rd can be
computed using the 50% and 90% time points, denoted as t50 and t90 in (2.8). This allows
the use of simple RC delay estimators, as the Elmore delay [80].
Rd = (t90 (CL, tin)− t50 (CL, tin)) / (CL ln 5) (2.8)
Both methods work well when the interconnects behave like an equipotential sur-
face, i.e., when the driver resistance overwhelms the wire resistance. However, if the two
are comparable, these models can introduce significant errors due to the phenomenon
known as resistive shielding [81]. Because this is an increasingly frequent effect in mod-
ern ICs, the wire resistance cannot be ignored in repeater delay models. One possible
approach is to use a second-order driving point admittance model that approximates the
total gate load as a pi-circuit [82]. Higher-order analyses, as the Asymptotic Waveform
Evaluation (AWE) technique [83], can also be used at the cost of higher complexity. How-
ever, even the simple pi-model circuit is often too computationally expensive to be used
in design optimisation loops.
For simplification and compatibility with previous gate delay models, Ratzlaff et al.
[81] proposed the use of a single effective capacitance (Ce f f ) that captures the resistive
shielding effect. This procedure involves a set of iterations, whereby the average load cur-
rent driven by the driver’s Thevenin model through the interconnect pi-model is equated
to that through a capacitor Ce f f [84]. Equivalently, this may be thought of as equating
and matching the total charge delivered to each circuit over a given time period tm [85].
This is shown in (2.9), where Ipi and IC are defined in Fig. 2.9.
1
tm
∫ tm
0
IC (t) dt =
1
tm
∫ tm
0
Ipi (t) dt (2.9)
Because this model has too many unknowns, a specific waveform must be assumed
for v2 (t). One possible approach is to assume a combination of quadratic and linear func-
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Figure 2.9: Loaded gate pi-model and its equivalent effective capacitance model.
tions, as shown in (2.10). Starting at an initial voltage Vi, the wave-shape is considered to
be quadratic until tx = tm − tout/2. From there to tm = td + tin/2, the driving transistor
is in saturation and the voltage is assumed to be linear. The constants a, b and c must be
set according to the expected waveform, knowing that the delay approximation accuracy
depends on how realistic the waveform assumption is.
v2 (t) =

Vi − ct2 , 0 < t < tx
a + b (t− tx) , tx ≤ t ≤ tm
(2.10)
Using (2.10) and expressions for the mean current through near-end (C2) and far-end
(C1) capacitances, the expression shown in (2.11) was derived in [85]. As expected, Ce f f
lies between C2 and the total circuit capacitance (C1 +C2), where parameter λc represents
the percentage of C1 contributing to Ce f f .
Ce f f = C2 + C1
[
1− RC1
tm − tx/2 +
(RC1)
2
tx (tm − tx/2) e
tx−tm
RC1
(
1− e −txRC1
)]
= C2 + λcC1 (2.11)
Using the previous expressions, Ce f f can be computed iteratively as follows:
1. Set the load capacitance value equal to the total capacitance (CL = C1 + C2);
2. Use the load capacitance value to obtain a delay and an output-signal transition
time (e.g., using the k-factor equations);
3. Using td and tout obtained in the previous step, compute Ce f f using (2.11).
4. If Ce f f is still changing, set CL = Ce f f and go to step two.
Due to the iterative nature of this algorithm, it is usually considered to be too compu-
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tationally intensive to be used in the context of physical design optimisation. Fortunately,
accurate and non-iterative approaches to compute the effective capacitance also exist [86].
2.3.2 Jitter Models
The construction of a well-balanced clock tree is a key step in the design of digital syn-
chronous ICs. However, a well-balanced tree in the nominal corner is not necessarily
robust to variations [87]. Thus, it is of vital importance for the designer to know how ran-
dom variations are expected to affect performance and reliability. This section presents
the fundamental background on existing jitter insertion and accumulation models, which
will be used latter in this thesis.
Jitter Insertion
A lot of research has been done on jitter and phase noise in electric oscillators [88], [89],
[90], [91]. In these circuits, jitter models are based on two main assumptions. First, noise
is considered to cause only small voltage perturbations and thus, the circuit can be lin-
earised for the purpose of noise analysis. Second, the effects of noise around the nominal
crossing time have a higher impact on jitter than effects of noise long before (or after) the
nominal crossing time. The system can therefore be described with a transfer function in
the frequency domain.
When analysing digital circuits in an open-loop configuration, like clock repeaters
or clock distribution networks, the second assumption holds [44]. However, the linear
assumption fails, because these circuits operate in large-signal mode. Thus, jitter must be
treated in the time domain. The most popular time domain jitter model for digital gates
is the First Passage Time (FPT) model, derived for TCN induced jitter in ideal inverter cells
[92]. It states that a given amount of voltage noise (σ2vn ) produces a time delay variance
(σ2td ) that is inversely proportional to the signal’s slew-rate (SR) squared (2.12).
σ2td = σ
2
vn · (1/SR)2 (2.12)
In this expression, σtd corresponds to jitter and SR represents the inverter’s sensitivity
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to noise. This sensitivity is usually given by the ratio between the inverter’s drivability
and its load capacitance. Using the expressions previously shown for Ie f f (2.6) and Ce f f
(2.11), the clock signal’s slew-rate can be expressed as shown in (2.13).
SR = Ie f f /Ce f f = Ie f f / (C2 + λcC1) (2.13)
The FPT model has also been used to show that the time uncertainty associated with
gate delay, given as jitter normalised to the nominal delay, can only be reduced if the ratio
between the voltage swing and noise can be improved [93]. This result can be obtained
using (2.12) and (2.5), under the assumption of fast input transition times (tin ≈ 0), as
shown in (2.14). Delay uncertainty (Ud) is particularly useful to compare the clock preci-
sion of circuits with different delays, because it is a relative jitter metric.
Ud = σtd /td ≈ 2σvn /Vdd (2.14)
For PSN induced jitter, there are two main models in literature. Both are based on ana-
lytical expressions using the α-power law MOSFET model and consider static voltage noise
samples. In [51], PSN induced delay variation (∆td,psn) is shown to be linear with respect
to the power and ground variations (∆Vdd and ∆Vss) but dependent on the package and
threshold voltage considered. For bump-bond packaging, the change in delay is given
by (2.15), with delay measured at Vdd/2. For other packages and/or measuring points,
the change in delay follows similar expressions but with cross dependencies on slew-rate
and tin. Note that both terms in (2.15) are in agreement with the FPT model, where jitter
depends on noise divided by slew-rate.
∆td,psn =
CL
ID0
· ∆Vdd + tin + ∆tinVdd (1+ α) · ∆Vss (2.15)
A more general (and complex) jitter model was proposed in [94], here shown in (2.16).
Parameter λ is the channel modulation factor and ∆Vh and ∆Vl correspond to the varia-
tions in supply and ground levels in the input waveform (i.e., power and ground noise
injected through the previous stage). Note that once again, delay variation depends on
voltage variation divided by the circuit’s slew-rate, in agreement with the FPT model.
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∆td,psn =
CL
ID0
·
1
2 Vdd+∆Vdd
1+λ (Vdd+∆Vdd)
· Vdd−Vth
Vdd−Vth+∆Vh−∆Vss +
Vth+∆Vh+∆Vss
Vdd+∆Vh−∆Vl ·
tin
2
(2.16)
Traditional crosstalk induced jitter models consider only capacitive effects. There are
two main reasons for this. On one hand, most on-chip interconnects are designed in
such way that their mutual inductance is not sufficiently large to influence each other’s
electrical characteristics [95]. On the other hand, including inductive effects would pro-
hibitively increase the complexity of jitter models [78]. Thus, crosstalk jitter will hereafter
be considered to result from capacitive coupling only.
Crosstalk (CRT) delay is traditionally analysed with techniques to decouple multicou-
pled lines into an equivalent RC line [96], using an effective capacitance model [97], [98].
This capacitance reflects the signal transient characteristics due to the different switching
patterns in potential aggressors. Although very popular, this approach requires detailed
layout information on the victim circuit and its neighbors. A more interesting approach
is described in [99], where the impact of CRT delay on timing is statistically investigated.
They introduce a probabilistic coupling rate (ζc), as the ratio between the total coupling
capacitance causing CRT delay (Cct) and the total victim’s capacitance when no crosstalk
is present (Cv). It obeys to a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation
given in (2.17). Here, tsw/Tclk represents the victim’s crosstalk window, and M is the
number of aggressor segments along the victim’s line.
σζc = (Cct/Cv) ·
√
(tsw/Tclk) /M (2.17)
Crosstalk induced jitter (σtd,crt ) is then shown to follow the same Gaussian distribution
as ζc, with a standard deviation (CRT jitter) given by (2.18). Here the symbol ’≈’ is used
because the expression is accurate only on average, as it depends on the aggressor’s tim-
ing. Nevertheless, it shows that jitter depends on the crosstalk window, on the number
of aggressor segments and on the ratio Cct/Cv.
σtd,crt ≈ td · σζc = td · (Cct/Cv) ·
√
(tsw/Tclk) /M (2.18)
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Jitter Accumulation
When several gates are cascaded, the statistics of timing jitter depend on the correlation
among the noise sources involved. If each transition is affected by independent noise
sources, jitter inserted by a stage can be considered to be totally independent of the jitter
introduced by other stages. Thus, the total variance of jitter is given by the sum of the
variances introduced at each stage. On the contrary, if noise sources are totally correlated,
the standard deviations rather than variances should be added [100]. As as example, lets
consider the CDN shown in Fig. 2.10. It represents a source clock path with M buffer
stages and a receiver clock path with N buffer stages, with path delays tD1 and tD2, re-
spectively. If τi is the actual delay of stage i and µτ is the average delay per stage, tD1 and
tD2 can be computed as shown in (2.19).
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Figure 2.10: Sample clock distribution for uncertainty accumulation model.
tD1 =
M
∑
i=1
τi ≈ M · µτ ; tD2 =
N
∑
i=1
τi ≈ N · µτ (2.19)
Assuming that µτ ≈ CLVdd/Id0 (using (2.5)), the change in delay per stage (∆τ) can
be formulated as the sum of partial derivatives (2.20). ∆τ is shown to be roughly pro-
portional to the stage delay, which corroborates experimental observations where higher
jitter is observed in electrically longer paths [29].
∆τ ≈ CL
Id0
∆vdd +
Vdd
Id0
∆CL +
CLVdd
I2d0
∆Id0 =
(
∆vdd
Vdd
+
∆CL
CL
− ∆Id0
Id0
)
· µτ = λµτ (2.20)
Additionally, if the delay per stage (τ) is a normally distributed Random Variable (RV)
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with standard deviation στ ≈ λµτ, the standard deviations of skew (measured between
tD1 and tD2) and jitter (associated with clock signals on those paths) can be computed as
shown in (2.21), where λskew and λjitter are variation coefficients for skew and jitter.
S12 =
√
M + N · λskew · µτ ∧ J1 =
√
M · λjitter · µτ ∧ J2 =
√
N · λjitter · µτ (2.21)
These expressions show that the delay uncertainty grows with the square-root of the
number of distribution stages and linearly with the nominal delay per stage. However,
they are derived under the assumption that λskew and λjitter are known, which is not usu-
ally the case. Moreover, they rely on a statistical accumulation model that is too optimistic
about statistical independence of variations. This is especially true for sources that are
partially correlated in time and space, such as PSN sources.
A different approach is to consider low-frequency sinusoidal PSN variations to ana-
lytically evaluate PSN jitter accumulation. It has been used to estimate jitter in oscillators
[101], DLLs [102], clock and data recovery circuits [103] and clock trees [104],[105], because
it provides a means to analyse jitter accumulation with a significant speedup compared to
circuit simulations. However, it considers PSN to have a single dominant low-frequency
spectral component, shared by the circuit elements. Although this can be a reasonable
assumption for some circuits (and some packaging technologies) it may not be so in oth-
ers, because it disregards the impact of high and mid frequency PSN components, as well
as their temporal and spatial correlations.
2.3.3 Simulation Tools
Most circuit simulation tools today are based on the industry standard SPICE, a freeware
simulator developed at the University of Berkeley [106]. Commercial versions of SPICE
include HSPICE from Synopsis or SPECTRE from Cadence Design Systems. These sim-
ulators resort to delay models of individual components to obtain the circuit’s overall
timing behaviour. They perform different types of analysis, but the most relevant for
this thesis is transient analysis. It computes output variables as a function of time, over
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a specified time interval, with initial conditions determined by a DC analysis. Although
transient analysis can be used to perform very accurate timing analysis, it can also be-
come prohibitively computationally expensive for large circuits. The alternative is to
perform Static Timing Analysis (STA), which is much faster than gate-level simulation
(for the basic algorithm, run time is linear with circuit size).
In the traditional STA flow, variations are captured in the form of PVT corners. For
example, the fast corner is computed by considering that all the gates (or transistors)
are faster than expected and performing a regular deterministic timing analysis. While
very successful, STA has three significant limitations: 1) it requires too many corners to
handle all possible cases; 2) it is too pessimistic when there are significant random varia-
tions [107]; and 3) it cannot easily handle intra-die correlations. To address the increasing
number of scenarios (corners), On-Chip Variation (OCV) analysis was introduced around
the 130nm node. It allows designers to add margin to the timing paths, accounting for
the aggregate number of total variations from a wide variety of sources. However, im-
plementing designs with OCV can also be very computational expensive at advanced
technology nodes.
To deal with the pessimism associated with STA, Statistical Static Timing Analysis
(SSTA) was proposed. SSTA takes into consideration the statistical distribution of variabil-
ity sources, the arrival times and gate delays [87]. SSTA algorithms fall into numerical or
analytical approaches. Numerical techniques, like Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, generate
values for input parameters assuming that they satisfy some distribution (e.g., uniform
or Gaussian)[108]. The circuit delay is computed using these values and the procedure
is repeated hundreds or thousands of times until enough delay values are obtained for
a delay distribution curve [109]. On the contrary, analytical approaches take as input
the statistical models for gate delays and variability sources, and construct a Probability
Density Function (PDF) of path delays [58], [110]. However, neither of these approaches
are currently affordable (in computational cost) in practical designs. To reduce STA pes-
simism and SSTA cost, Advanced On-Chip Variation (AOCV) analysis has been proposed
[111] and incorporated in commercial tools [112]. Yet, it is not immune to the problem of
growing PVT corners.
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2.4 Clocking Systems
CLOCKING systems can be divided into clock generation and distribution. Theirphysical implementation depends on the required clock precision, power con-
sumption and implementation area. This section describes the most common clock gen-
eration and clock distribution structures, pointing out their strengths and limitations in
regard to clock precision. It discusses on-die electrical clock distribution methods only,
as they are expected to continue being dominant [29].
2.4.1 Clock Generation
Clock generation begins on a system board, where an accurate and stable system clock
reference is generated, usually from a quartz-crystal oscillator. Given the size and limi-
tations of quartz-crystals, the frequency of such clock signal is usually much lower than
the desired on-chip clock rate. Even if the system clock reference could be generated at
the desired frequency, it would be very hard to bring it on-chip due to the large parasitics
associated with packages. Thus, a low-frequency system clock is first brought on-chip
and then frequency multiplication is performed to achieve the desired on-chip clock rate.
Clock multiplication and alignment can be performed by a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) or a
DLL, which produce a clock signal phase-locked to the system clock (reference clock).
The PLL includes a Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) that generates the internal
clock, which is then aligned to the reference clock by virtue of negative feedback loop, as
shown in Fig. 2.11a. The phase difference between the reference clock and the internal
distributed clock is measured by the Phase Detector (PD) and filtered by the Low-Pass
Filter (LPF), generating the control voltage for the VCO. When the PLL locks, the VCO gen-
erates an output frequency and phase such that the phase detector detects no phase error
between the reference and feedback inputs. In addition, the PLL is able to perform clock
multiplication if a frequency divider is inserted between the output and the feedback PD
input. Typically, a copy of the distribution delay (insertion delay) is included into the
feedback loop, ensuring that the internal clock is in phase with the reference clock.
A DLL has a similar structure, as shown in Fig. 2.11b. It also includes a PD and a LPF,
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Figure 2.11: Generic block diagrams for the: a) PLL; and b) DLL.
but the VCO is replaced by a Voltage-Controlled Delay Line (VCDL). The filter’s output
controls the VCDL delay until the external and internal clocks are aligned. Unlike the PLL,
any noise present in the input clock reference is passed through the VCDL to the output of
the DLL, without any filtering. Thus, DLLs perform better when the reference clock is not
the main noise source and most uncertainty is introduced by the VCDL. On the contrary,
PLLs are better in cases where the input reference noise is dominant and typically worse
in cases where the major noise source is introduced in the VCO (where noise accumulates
over time), given that VCOs and VCDLs are implemented using the same type of delay
element [113], [114].
Jitter in PLLs and DLLs has scaled well with process technology while clock distribu-
tion jitter has not. This jitter is known to be proportional to clock distribution latency,
which has been scaling slower than clock frequencies. As technology shrinks, wire delay
and chip size are constant at best, while clock speeds increase with gate delay (td). Yet,
the total number of buffering stages (and thus, total latency) increases with
√
td. This
results from the fact that along an optimally buffered clock distribution line, the distance
between buffers decreases with the root of td (i.e., the ratio of gate delay (td) to wire delay
(τw) is constant and τw is proportional to the square of the wire length). As a result, the
current dominant source of clock jitter arises in clock distribution [36].
2.4.2 Clock Distribution
On-chip CDNs rely on device parameter matching. This section discusses CDNs under
the optimistic simplification that all systematic variations are compensated by design.
Thus, it considers jitter to be induced only by random variations which, if spatially un-
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correlated, also contribute to skew. Based on this assumption, it compares several clock
architectures and discusses their ability to mitigate the impact of jitter and skew.
Distribution Topology
An important requirement for a low-jitter clock network is to have sharp clock edges.
Designers achieve this by inserting buffers and repeaters in the clock network, creat-
ing multistage clock trees. This isolates downstream capacitance and reduces transition
times. Thus, nearly all on-chip clock distribution networks consist of a series of buffers
and interconnects that distribute the clock signal to storage elements.
Regarding its structure, the CDN traditionally consists of two parts: a global clock
network and a local network. The global clock network distributes the clock signal from
the clock source to local regions and usually follows a symmetric structure. Because only
the relative phase between two clocking points is important, symmetry allows the system
to exploit the irrelevance of the absolute delay from a central clock source to clocking
elements. On the contrary, the local distribution network typically delivers clock signals
to registers using an unconstrained tree style structure, because it has a limited span and
the clock load is not evenly distributed [7].
Between global and local clock distribution, it is not uncommon to find more hierar-
chical levels, as shown in Fig. 2.12 [33]. These regional levels do not span as much area
as the global level and do not drive as much load as the local level. Typically, regional
buffers can be found in a symmetric structure (much like the global network) or may
drive clock grids. A clock grid is composed by wires to which the local networks within
a region can be connected. Grids are inherently much more immune to variations than
trees, due to the redundancy in source-to-sink paths [115]. Also, they make clock design
almost independent of floorplanning, which is a very attractive feature. The drawback, of
course, is the power dissipation due to extra wiring capacitance and short-circuit currents
between drivers [116].
At the global level, most high-performance VLSI circuits use some form of length-
matched tree to distribute the clock. It is usually electrically balanced and completely
symmetric, to simplify the design and provide nominally low skew, as shown in Fig.
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Figure 2.12: Clock distribution for the Itanium microprocessor.
2.13. These structures maintain the distributed interconnect and buffers identical from
the clock signal source to the clocked register of each clock path. Thus, each clock path
has practically the same delay and exhibits good tracking across PVT variations.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.13: Tree structures: a) H-tree; b) X-tree; c) binary tree; and d) clock mesh or grid.
H-trees (or X-trees) can efficiently and symmetrically cover large areas due to its sim-
ple regular pattern. One important characteristic of these trees is that by continuing to ex-
pand the buffer hierarchy, they are capable of delivering the clock to all part of the silicon
die in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions. Unfortunately, floorplan constraints
often lead to non-ideal driver placements and loss of performance. Because binary trees
provide higher flexibility in buffer placement and routing, they are usually preferred over
H-trees. Spine clock distribution is a specific implementation of a binary tree, also some-
times called a one dimensional mesh or grid. With a clock spine, the clock signal can be
transported in a balanced fashion across one dimension of the die with low structural
skew, although with a significant power consumption. Moreover, its path redundancy
makes it less susceptible to the effects of variability [117].
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Table 2.1: Clock distribution characteristics of commercial processors.
Frequency skew Technology skew/Tclk DistributionName Ref
[MHz] [ps] [nm] [%] Style
Deskew
Itanium [33] 800 28 180 2.24% H-Tree/Grid Yes
Pentium4 [36] >2000 16 180 3.20% Spine/Grid Yes
Itanium2 [118] 1000 52 180 5.20% Asymmetric Tree No
Power4 [31] >1000 25 180 2.50% Tree/Grid No
Itanium2 [119] 1500 24 130 3.60% Asymmetric Tree Yes
Power5 [120] >1500 27 130 4.05% H-Tree/Grid No
Banias Mobile [121] >1500 32 130 4.80% Spine/Grid Yes
Pentium4 [115] 3600 7 90 2.52% Recombinant tile Yes
Itanium2 [122] >2000 10 90 2.00% Asymmetric Tree Yes
Xeon [123] 3400 11 65 3.74% Tree/Grid Yes
Opterom [124] 2800 12 65 3.36% Tree/Grid –
Power6 [125] 5000 8 65 4.00% H-Tree/Grid Yes
Merom [126] 3000 18 65 5.40% Tree/Grid Yes
Tukwila [127] 2400 n.a. 65 – Asymmetric Tree Yes
Nehalem [128] 3200 n.a. 45 – Multidomain Yes
Xeon [129] 3200 21 45 6.72% Multidomain Yes
Westmere [130] 4000 12 32 4.80% Multidomain Yes
Poulson [1] 2000 n.a. 32 – Multidomain Yes
Clock Deskewing
Deskewing schemes are based on the idea that clock skew can be minimised if the size of
the distribution network is reduced, because the main variability sources are spatially
correlated. This translates into partitioning the chip into individual Synchronisation
Domains (SDs), which should be small enough so that conventional clock distribution
schemes yield acceptable local skew. The delay error between adjacent SDs is then com-
pensated with Post-Silicon Tunable (PST) clock buffers [29]. Table 2.1 shows the preva-
lence of Deskewing (DSK) techniques in commercial MPUs, regardless the multitude of
clock distribution styles.
According to their operating rate, deskewing systems can be separated into static
or dynamic. The former operate only once, during boot time or factory test, while the
last operate continuously or periodically during system operation. Fig. 2.14a illustrates
a static deskewing system, where one-time-programmable PST buffers are used to ad-
just clock delays based on data obtained from the Automatic Test Equipment (ATE). To
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achieve the maximum tuning capability with minimal hardware cost, different tech-
niques have been proposed [131], [132], [133]. However, they all rely on complete con-
trollability and observability with ATE, which is often difficult and costly [134].
Because PVT variations may change over time, an initial single clock adjustment may
not suffice over the device’s lifetime usage. A better approach is to resort to tuning loops
that self-monitor clock delay mismatches and appropriately adjust their tunable buffers
during normal system operation [135], [136]. This type of dynamic (or active) deskewing
is represented in Fig. 2.14b. Next to each PST buffer there is a controller to measure
skew and generate the appropriate tuning information for delay adjustment, allowing to
compensate for dynamic skews that fall within the circuit bandwidth.
ATE
Tuning 
Data
Buffer
PST Buffer
(b)
φ1 φ2
Tuning 
Data
Operating 
Data
PST Buffer
Skew 
Controller
Buffer
(a)
Figure 2.14: Deskewing schemes with: a) static tuning during factory test and calibration;
and b) dynamic tuning during circuit operation.
The usage of PLL and DLL circuits to implement deskewing circuits was first proposed
in [137] and [138], respectively. Since then, multiple schemes have been proposed with
either structures. However, DLL based schemes are more common because PLLs have
a longer lock-in time and higher power and area overheads. Skews induced by static or
quasi-static variability sources (e.g., process variability, circuit defects or temperature gra-
dients) can be mitigated with simple circuits, because the delay adjustment is performed
only once or with a coarse periodicity [50], [134]. On the contrary, to cope with dynamic
variability, these circuits have to operate continuously and fast [139]. This introduces an
additional risk of creating new timing critical paths and render the circuit unstable and
thus, dynamic DSK is used only when there are stringent floorplan and power limitations
that preclude the usage of clock grids [130].
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Multidomain Clock Distribution
To reduce the design time in modern VLSI systems, it is essential to reuse verified and
tested IP blocks. However, the integration of various IP cores usually requires a multi-
clock domain design. It typically embodies multiple islands operating synchronously,
served by independent clocks and dedicated interfaces to manage inter-domain commu-
nications. This provides functional flexibility, as each of the domains can operate at the
optimal frequency, and minimises the complexity and power associated with distributing
a low-skew clock to the entire die [140].
Multidomain CDNs belong to a class of designs called Globally Asynchronous Locally
Synchronous (GALS) systems, and are typically found in multicore processors and SoCs
[29]. A generic illustration of the GALS design style is shown in Fig. 2.15a, where multiple
clock domains are embedded in a single silicon die. The chip may receive multiple copies
of the system clock and use multiple PLLs to generate the clocks for each synchronous
unit. According to the relationship between these clocks, the system can be categorised
as: a) mesochronous, when there is a single synchronous unit but its clock distribution
network has non-constant delay offset among branches; b) plesiochronous, when there
are multiple SDs with a nominally identical frequency; or c) heterochronous, when SDs
have different operating frequencies.
Fig. 2.15b shows the global mesochronous clocking technique used in an integrated
Network-on-Chip (NoC) architecture containing 80 tiles arranged as an 8 × 10 array of
floating-point cores and packet-switched routers [141]. Communication across tiles is
made asynchronously, while each tile operates synchronously. The on-chip PLL output
is routed using horizontal and vertical spines. Within each tile, the clock is distributed
using a balanced H-tree. An example of a plesiochronous clock distribution system is
shown in Fig. 2.15c, where independent clock frequencies and distribution styles are
used in each domain [123]. Finally, Fig. 2.15d shows a heterochronous distribution [124].
It includes independent PLLs for the cores, un-core, and the Input/Output (I/O) interface
blocks, that are capable of operating at different frequencies. Clock domain crossing is
accomplished with low-latency First In First Out (FIFO) buffers. Similar schemes can also
be found in the most recent high-performance MPUs [127, 128, 130].
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Figure 2.15: Multidomain clock distribution: a) generic GALS; b) Intel TeraFlops MPU; c)
Intel dual-core Xeon MPU; and d) AMD quad-core Opteron MPU.
2.5 Final Remarks
THIS chapter provided a compact overview on key subjects related to timing insynchronous systems. The emphasis was on concepts, models and techniques that
will be referred later on this thesis, but it also covered a broader spectrum of related sub-
jects. It started identifying key timing parameters, performance metrics and variability
sources. Then, a brief review of timing models and simulation techniques was provided.
Some of these models and techniques are latter used in this thesis. Finally, the funda-
mental background on clock generation and clock distribution was introduced for the
reader’s convenience.
From this brief overview, three fundamental ideas should be retained. First, the in-
creasingly complex structure and manufacturing process of digital VLSI systems has been
and will continue to be an impairment to clock precision. Each challenge overcome by
the IC industry and designers creates new opportunities to shrink device dimensions and
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increase circuit complexity, which further contribute to increase the number and impact
of uncertainty sources. Second, accessing the performance and reliability of synchronous
systems is an increasingly complex task as the impact of those sources becomes increas-
ingly difficult to analyse. Finally, it should be noted that although loosely synchronous
styles can alleviate the clock uncertainty problem, they are not a definite solution.
In loosely synchronous systems, clock domains of the same frequency can be crossed
over synchronously using simple deskewing devices while clock domains of different
frequencies can be crossed over asynchronously, using FIFO registers. However, these
devices introduce a global latency penalty that gets worse when the clock cycle shrinks.
Thus, even with these design styles, minimising clock uncertainty can increase the over-
all system performance. On the other hand, the design of individual SDs still relies on
the synchronous paradigm, using hybrid clock distribution trees with passive or active
clock deskewing units. This means that GALS are also affected by the fundamental perfor-
mance limits imposed by clock precision. This thesis proposes models for jitter insertion
and accumulation in clock distribution networks, which can be used to explore those
performance limits in synchronous and loosely synchronous designs.

Chapter 3
Uncertainty in Clock Repeaters
Clock repeaters are used in digital synchronous systems with two different purposes - to amplify the
clock signal or to introduce intentional delay. The designer can choose from a large variety of physical
implementations, depending on the desired performance. Traditional performance metrics include
the repeater’s delay, power consumption and implementation area. Time uncertainty is known to
be roughly proportional to the cell’s propagation delay, but there is no practical means to accurately
quantify this relationship. This chapter proposes two different models to predict uncertainty in clock
repeaters: a circuit model for reference inverters and a scalable model for general repeaters with RC
interconnects.
3.1 Clock Repeaters
PROPAGATION delay through conventional clock repeaters depends on their sizeand spacing and cannot be manipulated once the chip is manufactured. These re-
peaters are here called Static Delay Repeaters (SDRs). In the last decade, Post-Silicon
Tunable (PST) clock repeaters have gain popularity, as their propagation delay can be
statically or dynamically manipulated to compensate for PVT variations [142]. As op-
posed to SDRs, they are hereafter referred as Tunable Delay Repeaters (TDRs). Besides
being used as amplification stages in clock distribution networks, both SDRs and TDRs are
basic building blocks of other clocking systems, such as Delay Locked Loops (DLLs) [143],
Phase Locked Loops (PLLs) [144], Digitally Controlled Oscillators (DCOs) [145, 146], Dy-
namic Random Access Memory (DRAM) interface units [147], Deskewing (DSK) circuits
[148] or spread-spectrum clock generators [149], to name a few. This section describes
their typical architecture, discusses implementation trade-offs and evaluates their time
precision.
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Although analog TDRs have been widely used in the past and are still used in some
applications for their simplicity and precision [150], only all-digital implementations will
be discussed here because they can provide more robust operations over PVT and loading
effects, with the benefit of portability across multiple processes.
3.1.1 Static and Tunable Delay Repeaters
Clock repeaters may be symmetric or asymmetric, balanced or unbalanced, inverting or
non-inverting. Symmetric repeaters have equal rising and falling switching times (tr =
t f ), while balanced repeaters have similar input and output switching times (tin = tout).
Balanced symmetric repeaters can thus be characterised by a single switching time pa-
rameter, tsw. When the repeater is not balanced nor symmetric, tsw can still be used to
represent the mean between input/output and rise/fall transition times (3.1).
tsw,in =
(
tr,in+t f ,in
)
/2 ; tsw,out =
(
tr,out+t f ,out
)
/2 ; tsw = (tsw,in+tsw,out) /2 (3.1)
Inverting repeaters are usually implemented with basic inverters or NAND gates.
Inverters are the most common as they provide the shortest delay of any digital gate. This
is useful to implement high frequency oscillators, provide fine grain delay control in DLLs
or implement low uncertainty clock repeaters. If non-inverting operation is required,
tapered clock buffers are the most usual choice, for their short propagation delay and
low power consumption. In these clock buffers, the ratio of the second inverter size to
the size of the preceding inverter is called the tapering factor (ζ). Long tapered buffers (a
chain of inverters of gradually increasing size) are common when driving large off-chip
capacitive loads, but cannot be considered general on-chip clock repeaters. Thus, in this
thesis, tapered buffers are always considered to include only two cascaded inverters.
In Fig. 3.1 the circuit and transistor level representations of these SDRs are shown.
Next to each transistor, there is an indication of its size in terms of channel width (W)
and length (L). The size of the N-Channel Metal Oxide Semiconductor (NMOS) transistor
in the inverter gate is considered the reference when comparing with other transistors
and thus, 1/1 means that Wn/Ln are reference values. In the inverter gate, the size of
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the P-Channel Metal Oxide Semiconductor (PMOS) transistor is 2/1, so its channel length
is the same as in the NMOS (Lp =Ln) but its width is two times the width on the NMOS
(Wp=2Wn). The NAND gate is usually designed to deliver the same output current as the
inverter. Hence, the represented gate has similar PMOS transistors and NMOS transistors,
with W = 2L. Finally, the buffer has the same input capacitance as the inverter and is
represented with a generic tapering factor ζ.
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Figure 3.1: Static Delay Repeaters: a) inverter gate; b) NAND gate; c) tapered buffer.
Propagation delay in these gates depends not only on their load but also their logic
function. Using the method of logical effort [151], any gate delay can be modelled in
terms of a basic delay unit (τ), particular to that process. Being τ the delay of an inverter
driving and identical inverter with no parasitics, the absolute propagation delay in a
logic gate (td) can be expressed as the product of a dimensionless gate delay (d) and τ.
This delay is comprised of two components: the parasitic delay (p), which is an intrinsic
component and can be found by considering the gate driving no load; and stage effort ( f ),
which depends on the load. The stage effort can be further divided into two components:
a logical effort (g), which is the ratio of the input capacitance of a given gate to that of an
inverter capable of delivering the same output current; and an electrical effort (h), which
is the ratio of the input capacitance of the load to that of the gate. The electrical effort is
also commonly called the gate’s fanout. These relationships are equated in (3.2).
td = τ · d = τ · (p + f ) = τ · (p + g · h) (3.2)
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Considering the reference inverter in Fig. 3.1, the NAND gate has a logical effort
g = 4/3 in each input and a parasitic delay twice as large as the inverter’s. This means
that for the same fanout, the NAND gate has a larger propagation delay. However, it
has a significant advantage over inverters: it provides two point-of-entry control signals.
This is an interesting feature in many applications, like clock gating, to multiplex clock
signals at different rates or to implement Digitally Controlled Delay Lines (DCDLs).
SDRs are usually designed with symmetric transitions. However, in circuits with
single-edge triggered flip-flops (where a 50% duty-cycle clock is not mandatory), it is
possible to design asymmetric gates that focus the majority of their drive current on the
critical clock edge. Single-Edge Clock (SEC) inverters, as proposed in [152], have been
shown to reduce latency and uncertainty in clock distribution networks. They are de-
signed to have the same size (Wp +Wn) as typical symmetric inverters (Invt), but variable
PMOS to NMOS width ratios (β=Wp/Wn). Thus, they can be used as drop-in replacements
of symmetric inverters. Fig. 3.2 shows two SEC inverters that can be used to replace a
symmetric inverter with β = 3, along with their output rise/fall times obtained for a
90nm technology. It can be observed that both clock edges, travelling through a cascade
of Invf/Invr gates, will experience balanced and symmetric transitions: the critical has a
≈ 10ps transition time; while the neglected edge has a ≈ 30ps transition time.
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Figure 3.2: Invr and Invf SEC inverters, used as drop-in replacements of a symmetric
inverters (Invt), and their output rise/fall times.
In contrast to SDRs, TDRs can be configured to exhibit a controllable amount of prop-
agation delay. TDRs can be divided in three categories, according to their operating prin-
ciple: Variable Resistor Inverters (VRIs) [153], Current-Starved Inverters (CSIs) [154], and
Shunt-Capacitor Inverters (SCIs) [155]. Figure 3.3 illustrates their symmetric architec-
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tures with 3 binary weighted controlling transistors, starting with a minimum-sized unit
switcher (×20). The number of controlling elements depends on the desired number of
different separate delays and the required delay resolution. Each cell is represented with
an additional output inverter, commonly used to restore the output signal’s integrity.
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Figure 3.3: Digital voltage controlled TDRs: a) CSI; b) VRI; c) SCI type 1 and type 2.
Symmetric VRIs are built with a static inverter, a series-connected NMOS pull-down
stack and a PMOS pull-up stack. Control stacks use transistor arrays in which multiple
rows are allowed. Nevertheless, single-row stacks are more common due to their simplic-
ity (Fig. 3.3b). By applying a specific binary vector to the controlling transistors, different
pull-up and pull-down resistances are produced and thus, different delays. However,
the delay is not only influenced by the resistance of the controlling transistors. It also
depends on the capacitance seen by the supply nodes of the first inverter. Thus, increas-
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ing the length of a controlling transistor may not increase the circuit’s delay. Its higher
capacitance increases the charge sharing effect that causes the output capacitance to be
charged/discharged faster. This induces a non-monotonic behaviour of the delay with
respect to the input vector, which is one of the main drawbacks of VRIs.
On the contrary, CSIs can be easily designed to exhibit a monotonic behaviour using
the method proposed in [156]. As shown in Fig. 3.3a, the delay is controlled by the
current passing through transistors M5 and M8 (M8 controls the inverter’s fall time while
M5 controls its rise time). The current passing through these transistors is determined by
Ic, which depends on the size of controlling transistors M0-M2 and on the digital input
vector. Note that M3 is always ON and thus, determines the repeater’s maximum delay.
As for VRIs, if the controlling transistors are binary weighted, the circuit can implement
2N different delays with N controlling transistors. However, VRIs need equal PMOS and
NMOS stacks to control both rising and falling edges, while CSIs can vary both edges at
the expense of only three more transistors (M4, M5 and M7). The main drawback of
this circuit is its power consumption, which has a significantly high static component.
Adequately sizing the controlling transistors may reduce static power consumption, but
it increases the circuit’s susceptibility to interference [156].
With a simpler design, SCIs are built with a bank of capacitive loads connected to the
output node of a basic inverter. If the inverter is symmetric, so are the output rise and
fall transition times. This means that there is no design overhead to obtain symmetric
transitions. The most common designs are depicted in Fig. 3.3c, which will hereafter be
called SCI type 1 (SCI1) and SCI type 2 (SCI2) configurations. In SCI1, shunt capacitors are
switched on and off with transmission gates [157] while SCI2 employs NMOS capacitors
with shunted source and drain terminals [158]. Compared to SCI1, SCI2 design is more
adequate for small delay steps as it consumes less area, power, and can be designed to
exhibit finner delay resolutions.
3.1.2 Uncertainty in Basic Inverters
In this section, clock uncertainty in CMOS inverters is evaluated using circuit simulation.
A 90nm minimum length symmetric inverter is used, with Ln=Lp=100nm, Wn=1µm and
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Wp=3µm. This inverter is here called the reference repeater because the performance of
other SDRs and TDRs will be latter compared to this inverter’s performance, using the
same simulation framework.
Transient noise simulation was performed with SPECTRE, using a 50% duty-cycle
clock waveform as signal source and a single capacitance as load (CL = h · Cu), as shown
in Fig. 3.4a. The slew-rate was configured to guarantee balanced transitions and the
unit load (Cu) chosen as the one that produces the same delay as the delay shown by an
inverter at the middle of a long fanout-of-one (FO1) inverter chain (Fig. 3.4b). Because
the load of an FO1 inverter is equal to its own input capacitance, Cu can be considered to
be equal to Cin. Thus, CL is as a multiple of Cin and h is the inverter’s fanout.
(a) (b)
0
Vdd
CL=h ∙ Cu
    =h ∙ Cin
tin
0
Vdd tout
Cin Cintin = tout  
td,reftd = td,ref
Figure 3.4: Inverter: a) test circuit; and b) circuit to extract Cin.
Timing parameters were obtained, following their usual definitions: delay (td), was
measured as the average of the time difference between input and output reaching 50% of
Vdd, for rise and fall times; switching time (tsw), was measured as the average between tr
and t f ; and absolute jitter (σtd ), was obtained as the average of rising and falling standard
deviation of delay, in the presence of TCN, PSN, Intra-die Process Variability (IPV) and
temperature variations. Simulations were performed with Tclk = 20tsw, to guarantee the
clock signal’s integrity, and T = 27 ◦C (room temperature) unless otherwise noted.
To evaluate TCN induced jitter, a transient noise simulation tool available in Analog
Design Environment (ADE) from Cadence has been used. It allows white noise samples
to be generated at each simulation step, with a variance determined by each transistor’s
bias conditions and simulation temperature. This results in time-dependent, zero mean,
random noise current sources being considered in parallel with each transistor’s channel.
Several parameters may be configured as described in Table 3.1. The configuration used
in these simulations is also shown and justified.
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Table 3.1: Transient noise analysis configuration parameters.
Parameter Description Value Justification
noisefmax
Bandwidth of pseudo-random
noise sources. A non-zero value
turns ON the noise sources
during transient analysis.
0.5/p (1)
This is the knee frequency for typ-
ical digital signal shapes, which is
not too far beyond the inverter’s in-
trinsic -3dB bandwidth [159].
noisescale
Noise scale factor applied to all
generated noise. 10
(2)
This gain used to artificially inflate
the small TCN and make it visible,
above transient analysis numerical
noise floor.
noiseseed
Seed for the random number gen-
erator. 1
The same seed has been used across
simulations, to compare the re-
peater’s performances under the
same circumstances.
noisefmin
The power spectral density of
the noise sources depend on
frequency in the interval from
noisefmin to noisefmax.
noisefmax
(default)
In this case, only white noise is con-
sidered.
noisetmin
Time interval between noise
source updates.
1/noisefmax
(default)
Smaller values would produce
smoother noise signals, but would
reduce time integration step.
(1) p is the repeater’s parasitic delay.
(2) This gain can be disregarded as results were back-scaled to correspond to the real performance.
To evaluate PSN induced jitter, simple transient simulations were performed with in-
dependent random Gaussian noise sources in power and ground rails (MMN). Several
sets of 5000 noise samples were generated in MATLAB and imported into SPECTRE as
piece-wise linear voltage sources with configurable noise gain and step (Tn). Fig. 3.5a
shows the impact of different PSN levels (υn=σpsn/Vdd) on jitter insertion, for a FO4 in-
verter with Tn = Tclk and Tn = 4Tclk. It shows that jitter grows almost linearly with υn if
it is small, and exponentially if it is large. Hereafter, only small PSN levels will be consid-
ered (< 10%), as it is the most common scenario in well designed ICs. Thus, jitter can be
considered to depend linearly on PSN magnitude, as is usually observed in practise [160].
In Fig. 3.5b, jitter is shown as a function of the noise cut-off frequency ( fn=1/Tn). It shows
a resonance peak for fn = fclk and again for fn = 2 fclk. In contrast, for fn < 0.25 fclk, jitter
is almost constant. Because PSN is usually considered to have a low-frequency spectrum
compared to the clock frequency, the noise step will be hereafter set to Tn = 4Tclk.
The system being here simulated can be classified as terminating1 if an event can be
1In general, the run-length of a transient simulation depends on the system nature. In a terminating
system, the run-length is fixed by specification or by an event definition that marks the end of the simulation.
The simulation goal is to understand system behaviour for this fixed duration. On the other hand, a non-
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Figure 3.5: PSN jitter in the reference FO4 inverter, for different: a) noise levels (υn =
σpsn/Vdd); and b) cut-off frequencies ( fn = Tn).
specified to mark the end of simulation. If jitter could be calculated during the simulation
run, the event could be the time instant for which a given confidence level was reached
for the chosen performance metric. Unfortunately, absolute jitter can only be calculated
after the simulation run and thus, a fixed simulation time (Tsim) had to be imposed. Be-
cause the standard deviation’s accuracy is directly proportional to sample size, it is only
possible to reach a reasonable value for Tsim by inspection of simulation results.
Figures 3.6a and 3.6b show the inverter’s TCN and PSN jitter evolution for growing
sample sizes (N = Tsim/Tclk). Both have shown to follow inverse exponential functions
towards a reasonably constant final value, although PSN jitter took a longer time to do
that. To have accurate results within a reasonable simulation time, the simulation run
length was set to one thousand clock cycles for TCN jitter (N = 1000) and three thousand
for PSN jitter (N = 3000). IPV jitter was evaluated with Monte Carlo simulation, which
also usually requires thousands of simulation steps until enough delay values are ob-
tained. Fortunately, screening experiments have shown that a reasonable number of runs
could be used in such simple structures as clock repeaters. Fig. 3.6c shows IPV jitter in the
reference repeater for an increasing number of runs and the correspondent simulation
time (compared to the time needed for 50 runs). A good compromise between accuracy
and simulation time was found to be around 200 runs.
terminating system is in perpetual operation and the goal is to understand its steady-state behaviour.
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Figure 3.6: a) TCN jitter vs. sample size (N); b) PSN jitter vs. sample size (N); c) IPV jitter
and simulation time vs. MC runs.
Jitter simulation results are shown in Fig. 3.7a for a balanced reference repeater, with
σpsn = 10%Vdd and increasing fanouts (FOh, h = 1..6). Jitter is shown to increase linearly
with fanout for all sources, but with different rates. For this fanout range, TCN jitter
increases 1.1×, while PSN and IPV jitter increase 3.2× and 2.6×, respectively. TCN jitter
grows slower with fanout because the high-frequency noise components are affected by
the low-pass filtering imposed by CL. It is also shown to be much smaller (two orders of
magnitude) than PSN or IPV jitter. Yet, TCN jitter will not be neglected in this section as it
represents a fundamental limit on dynamic timing precision. On the contrary, PSN and
IPV jitter have the same order of magnitude for this PSN level.
The impact of different noise modes has also been evaluated. Simulations were re-
peated using random noise sources in power and ground rails, with different modes but
the same magnitude (σdmn = σcmn = σmmn). Fig. 3.7b shows that jitter induced by CMN
sources is higher than for DMN sources, while jitter induced by MMN sources (indepen-
dent noise sources in power and ground rails) falls between CMN and DMN bounds.
The impact of temperature on PSN, TCN and IPV jitter can be observed in Fig. 3.8a,
for an FO4 inverter with 0 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 100 ◦C. Values are normalised to jitter measured
at room temperature (T = 27 ◦C). As expected, temperature has a significant impact on
TCN jitter. A variation of 21% was measured in TCN jitter values while PSN and IPV jitter
varied less than 5%, in the specified temperature range.
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Figure 3.7: Jitter in the reference inverter, for different fanouts and: a) PSN, TCN and IPV
sources; and b) CMN, DMN and MMN sources.
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Figure 3.8: Jitter in the FO4 reference inverter, for: a) different operating temperatures;
and b) unbalanced transition times.
Finally, the FO4 inverter’s performance for unbalanced transitions was evaluated.
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 3.8b. When tin ≤ tout, jitter is not very much affected
by the input transition time. On the contrary, it increases faster when tin  tout, follow-
ing the typical output transition time behaviour under fast and slow input transitions
[161]. Thus, a good design practise to achieve low clock uncertainty is to keep balanced
transitions in clock repeaters. However, if clock repeaters have internal unbalanced cells
(like tapered buffers or TDRs), their performance is inevitably affected by this effect. For
example, in a tapered buffer with high ζ (please refer to Fig. 3.1), the smaller jitter gen-
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Table 3.2: SDRs performance metrics with σpsn = 6%Vdd.
Time [ps] Jitter [ps] Uncertainty [%] Power Area
SDR td tsw PSN TCN IPV PSN TCN IPV [µW] [Lsq]
FO1 14 16 1.30 0.023 0.75 9.02% 0.159% 5.21% 5.40
Inv
FO4 39 49 3.54 0.039 1.92 9.20% 0.102% 4.98% 14.5
33.4
SEC Inv FO1 11 14 1.04 0.014 0.71 8.44% 0.126% 6.27% 33.0
Invr FO4 31 42 2.80 0.026 1.94 9.15% 0.087% 6.35% 29.4
33.4
SEC Inv FO1 7 7 0.57 0.007 0.28 8.23% 0.116% 4.26% 33.0
Invf FO4 17 20 1.52 0.016 0.70 8.84% 0.093% 4.07% 29.4
33.4
FO1 20 24 1.94 0.027 1.14 9.61% 0.138% 5.80% 7.70
NAND
FO4 47 62 4.60 0.045 2.75 9.75% 0.095% 5.83% 18.7
83.3
Buffer FO1 29 18 2.00 0.038 1.62 6.89% 0.132% 5.63% 10.9
ζ = 1 FO4 52 47 3.79 0.056 2.77 7.33% 0.108% 5.35% 19.9
66.7
Buffer FO1 42 21 2.84 0.046 2.75 6.78% 0.109% 6.55% 26.0
ζ = 4 FO4 50 27 3.28 0.048 3.08 6.58% 0.096% 6.18% 35.5 166.7
FO16 75 55 4.88 0.057 4.10 6.51% 0.076% 5.47% 72.4
erated in the first inverter (with tin < tout) will not fully compensate for the higher jitter
generated in the second cell (with tin > tout).
3.1.3 Performance Comparison
This section evaluates the performance of SDRs and TDRs, using the same simulation
framework described for the reference inverter. Table 3.2 compares timing, precision,
area and power metrics, using σpsn = 6%Vdd, Tn = 4Tclk, T = 27 ◦C and tin = tout. Be-
cause SDRs have different nominal delays, both jitter and delay uncertainty (jitter as a
percentage of propagation delay) are shown. These results were obtained from circuit
simulation only, as different layout styles could influence the comparison. Thus, imple-
mentation area values are given in terms of logical squares (Lsq), which correspond to
units of a minimum-size NMOS transistor in this technology (Ln=100nm and Wn=120nm).
Power consumption is evaluated as the average power consumed per clock cycle, with
fclk=500MHz.
For each SDR, the table presents simulation results for FO1 and FO4 repeaters. It
also includes results for an FO16 buffer with ζ = 4, in which inverters have balanced
transitions (both are FO4 inverters). A higher fanout corresponds to higher jitter, delay,
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transition times and power in all repeaters. However, when these cells are used to insert
a given amount of delay, precision is best evaluated with the uncertainty metric. A higher
fanout is shown only to slightly increase PSN uncertainty and to have a beneficial impact
on both TCN and IPV uncertainty. This results from the fact that PSN was defined as having
a low-frequency spectrum and thus, it is not affected by a lower repeater’s bandwidth.
Regarding different topologies, SEC inverters are shown to have a better timing per-
formance than symmetric inverters (especially the Invf), at the cost of higher power con-
sumption. Comparing buffers with inverters, it can be observed that although inverters
have lower absolute jitter, dynamic uncertainty is smaller in buffers. Also, uncertainty is
smaller in buffers with higher ζ values. This means that for the same total delay, buffers
with high ζ have higher precision than simple inverters or low ζ buffers. Also, better
results are achieved if balanced transitions are guaranteed, i.e., for fanouts equal to ζ2.
The NAND gate repeater seems to have no significant advantage compared to the
inverter, because its most important feature is not evident in Table 3.2. The NAND gate
has the benefit to provide two point-of-entry control signals which can be used to build
compact DCDLs. For that particular application, inverter/buffer based SDRs have to be
associated to a multiplexer, which increases the fanout of each cell and introduces more
uncertainty. Therefore, the FO1 NAND gate should be compared to an FO3 or FO4 in-
verter, depending on the multiplexer design. In this case, NAND repeaters may be a
good alternative to inverter/buffer based SDRs with the advantage of allowing very reg-
ular DCDL designs.
The performance of different TDRs was also compared, using the same simulation
framework. The repeater’s design followed the architecture depicted in Fig. 3.3, using
reference inverters. To allow a fair comparison, TDRs were designed to have similar max-
imum and minimum delays, using transistor sizing. However, due to the charge-sharing
effect, this technique could not be used in VRI and SCI1 repeaters. In these repeaters, an
extra static NMOS capacitance was added to the output of the first inverter to increase
their minimum delay. Table 3.3 shows the size of transistors used in the controlling struc-
tures of each TDR (refer to Fig. 3.3). In SCI1, transmission gates (TGi) are used to control
the bank of NMOS capacitance (Mi). Transistors M3-M4, M5-M6 and M7-M8 correspond
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Table 3.3: Transistor sizes in TDRs, following the structures depicted in Fig. 3.3.
Repeater Size [nm] M0 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 (1)
L 700 700 700 100 100 100 100 100 330
CSI
W 1320 660 330 330 1000 1000 330 330 330
L 1000 500 500 120 300 700 700 1400 1000
VRI
W 750 750 1500 750 250 500 250 250 1200
L 2000 2000 2000 100 100 100 100 100 100 2000
SCI1
W 700 1400 2800 700 700 1400 1400 2800 2800 2000
L 2000 2000 2000
SCI2
W 700 1400 2800
(1): NMOS capacitance added to the first inverter’s output node to increase the cell’ minimum delay.
Table 3.4: TDRs performance metrics with σpsn = 6%Vdd.
Timing [ps] Jitter [ps] Uncertainty [%] Power Area
TDR b2b1b0 td tsw PSN TCN IPV PSN TCN IPV [µW] [Lsq]
000 113 50 16.9 0.343 8.8 15.0% 0.303% 7.8% 216
CSI
111 183 78 31.0 0.704 17.9 16.9% 0.385% 9.8% 114
229
000 105 48 8.7 0.127 6.3 8.2% 0.121% 5.9% 20
VRI
111 195 77 17.5 0.257 11.9 9.0% 0.131% 6.1% 21
410
000 111 47 7.9 0.104 8.9 7.1% 0.093% 8.0% 46
SCI1
111 196 79 10.8 0.181 10.8 5.5% 0.092% 5.5% 129
1298
000 111 41 6.1 0.104 7.0 5.5% 0.094% 6.3% 48
SCI2
111 196 76 13.6 0.155 11.6 6.9% 0.079% 5.9% 90
883
to TG0, TG1 and TG2, respectively, while M9 corresponds to the NMOS capacitance used
in VRI and SCI1 repeaters to increase their minimum delay (not shown in Fig. 3.3).
Table 3.4 presents the same performance metrics shown for SDRs, for maximum and
minimum input vectors (maximum and minimum delays). SCI cells show the best jitter
and uncertainty performance, at the cost of higher implementation area. Compared to
each other, SCI1 performs better for large delays while SCI2 is better for small delays. In
fact, the SCI1 is the only TDR for which uncertainty decreases with increasing delay. Thus,
the SCI1 is more adequate to insert coarse delays while SCI2 is best fitted to implement
fine tuning TDRs. On the other hand, VRIs and CSIs have shown to be more sensitive to
dynamic variations. To increase the CSI robustness, authors in [162] proposed an alter-
native design where the controlling transistors are replaced by current sources. Yet, it
further increases its power consumption, which is already high.
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In TDRs, linearity is also an important figure of merit. To evaluate this feature, Fig.
3.9 shows the repeater’s delay and power consumption for all possible input vectors.
The SCI2 repeater shows a good delay linearity and a reasonable power consumption
compared to others. The VRI is the one with lower power consumption, but is not very
linear with the input vector. Moreover, it has to be carefully designed due to the charge-
sharing effect. The impact of charge-sharing is also clearly observable in the SCI1 repeater
delay, when the largest controlling transistor is turned on (b2 = 1). As expected, the worst
power consumption of all is shown by the CSI, specially for small delays.
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Figure 3.9: Performance metrics for CSI, VRI, SCI1 and SCI2 repeaters, with respect to input
vector (b2b1b0): a) delay; and b) power consumption; for fclk=500MHz.
At this point, two comments are due regarding uncertainty in clock repeaters. First,
simulation results show that absolute jitter increases for higher fanouts in SDRs, and
higher input vectors in TDRs. However, gate delay seams to increase almost by the same
amount, which reduces the uncertainty variability in each structure (at least for the most
significant jitter sources - PSN and IPV). This means that uncertainty cannot be signifi-
cantly reduced by manipulating the repeater’s fanout. Second, except for the CSI repeater,
results have shown that uncertainty variability is also small among SDRs and TDRs. The
mean values for PSN, TCN and IPV are 7.8%, 0.11% and 5.77% with standard deviations
equal to 1.35%, 0.02% and 0.86%, respectively. Thus, when clock repeaters are used to
insert delay in the clock path, time precision is not significantly dependent on their par-
ticular design.
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3.2 Reference Inverter Jitter Model
D IFFERENT variability sources affect the repeater’s precision in different ways.This section presents heuristic expressions to determine the inverter’s sensitivity
to intrinsic and environmental jitter sources, and identify the key parameters on which
they depend. A symmetric inverter repeater is here considered, for two main reasons.
First, its low gate complexity allows enables the identification of key parameters involved
in jitter insertion and development of tractable models; second, knowledge of inverter
properties leads to knowledge of larger gates and more complicated clock repeaters. Sim-
ulation results presented here were obtained with the same simulation framework and
reference repeater design described in section 3.1.2.
3.2.1 Circuit Parameters
Section 2.3.2 presented the most popular jitter model for digital gates, the First Passage
Time (FPT) model. For the reader’s convenience it is reproduced in (3.3), where σvn is the
gate’s output voltage noise and SR is its slew-rate. Although slew-rate can be represented
by the gate’s effective switching current (Ie f f ) divided by its effective load capacitance
(Ce f f ), it is not known if these parameters can be used to obtain accurate dynamic jitter
predictions, nor which of the existing Ie f f models provide the better results.
σtd = σvn · (1/SR) (3.3)
Fig. 3.10 shows the reference inverter’s output waveforms for fast and slow rising
input signals. The output discharging current is also shown. These results were obtained
for the reference inverter, with h = 4 and a ramp input clock source. Similar plots could
be obtained for a falling input and/or other fanouts. The black time intervals correspond
to idle periods of time, here called the inverter’s rest state. In this state, one transistor is
conducting in the ohmic region and the other is at cut-off. When Vin ≥ Vth,n the NMOS
starts conducting and the inverter starts switching (for these transistors Vth,n ≈ Vdd/2).
The grey time interval corresponds to the switch state, where transistors go through dif-
ferent regions depending on tin, CL, Vth,n and Vth,p. When Vout ≤ 0.1Vdd the inverter is
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considered to be back to the rest state. At the threshold crossing (Vout = Vdd/2), one
transistor is usually off while the other can be in ohmic or saturation region.
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Figure 3.10: Inverter’s voltage and current waveforms for: a) tin < tout; and b) tin > tout.
Considering balanced inverters only, the analysis can be restricted to a single path
through operating regions. Fig. 3.11 shows the output voltage and current waveforms for
balanced FO1 and FO4 inverters. For both, the input voltage reaches its final value before
the output voltage crosses the logic threshold. At the threshold, the NMOS is in the ohmic
region and the PMOS is at cut-off. On the other hand, the peak output current (Ip) occurs
before the threshold crossing, almost simultaneously with the time when Vin reaches Vdd.
For the FO1 inverter this corresponds to Vout ≈ 0.8Vdd while it occurs for Vout ≈ 0.7Vdd for
higher fanouts. For simplicity, and because repeaters are usually designed with balanced
transitions, only balanced inverters will hereafter be considered.
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Figure 3.11: Inverter’s output voltage and current waveforms, for balanced transitions:
a) FO1 inverter; and b) FO4 inverter.
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Even with this simplifying assumption, the repeater’s circuit parameters depend on
circuit bias, which changes continuously during the switch state. Fig. 3.12 shows dif-
ferent SR and Ie f f simulation results, according to different definitions. Slew-rate was
obtained for different intervals of an output transition, while Ie f f was computed accord-
ing to different heuristic models. Values obtained from [73], [71] and [75] are represented
by Ie f f ,Na, Ie f f ,Yo and Ie f f ,Hu, respectively. Model results are also compared with the max-
imum output current (Ip) and the actual Ie f f , computed as Ie f f = CL · SR20/80. One can
see that no current model, nor Ip, follow the actual Ie f f . This observation also sustains if
a different SR definition had been used (e.g., SR10/90).
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Figure 3.12: Slew-rate and Ie f f for the reference 90nm inverter, for different a) slew-rate
definitions; b) effective current definitions.
The same experiments were repeated for different driving and loading conditions,
using the circuits shown in Fig. 3.13. These circuits will be referred as A, B, C and D.
Circuit A is the one used so far (with ramp input and constant load capacitance), while
circuit B corresponds to the most realistic situation, where the repeater drives and is
driven by similar gates. Remember that in circuit A, CL was chosen as the capacitance
that induces the same propagation delay shown by the inverter in circuit B, while tin was
manipulated to guarantee balanced transitions throughout simulations. Circuits C and
D, correspond to balanced mixed configurations, using the same CL.
For each circuit, slew-rate was measured using different thresholds. Fig. 3.14a shows
that circuit D is the one that best represents realistic conditions for SR10/90. However, for
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Figure 3.13: Different test circuit configurations: a) ideal driver and load; b) realistic
driver and load; c) ideal driver and realistic load; d) realistic driver and ideal load.
other SR definitions, circuit A provides a better approximation to the behaviour of circuit
B. The effective current, obtained with SR20/80, was also evaluated and is shown in Fig.
3.14b. Results show that circuit A is the one that best mimics the most realistic situation
(circuit B), at least for fanouts higher than one (typical situation in most repeaters).
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Figure 3.14: For the circuits shown in Fig. 3.13, plots show: a) slew-rate for different
definitions; and b) Ie f f obtained with SR20/80, for increasing fanouts.
Because the FPT model depends essentially on slew-rate, it is acceptable to assume
that circuit B can be replaced by circuit A when evaluating the inverter’s jitter perfor-
mance. Its simplicity reduces the complexity associated with parameter extraction - both
CL and tin become constant parameters during the switch state - allowing simple heuristic
expressions to be obtained for the inverter’s jitter sensitivity.
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3.2.2 Intrinsic Variability Sources
Intrinsic variability sources include TCN and IPV, which determine the fundamental dy-
namic and static circuit precision, respectively. This section starts analysing the circuit’s
response to TCN and then discusses the impact of IPV. Simulation results for TCN jitter
(σtd,tcn ) and uncertainty (Utcn) are shown in Fig. 3.15, for the 90nm inverter with different
sizes and fanouts. Transistor’s width was increased from Wp = 3Wn = 750nm up to
Wp = 3Wn = 3µm, resulting in sizes from 1× up to 8×. Large inverters were built with
a single finger (continuous lines) or with multiple fingers (dashed lines), to evaluate the
impact of different sizing techniques.
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Figure 3.15: Performance metrics in 90nm inverters for different sizes and fanouts: a) TCN
jitter; and b) TCN uncertainty.
Three relevant observations can be made from these plots. First, smaller inverters
have higher TCN jitter. This happens because the slew-rate is proportional to the transis-
tor’s drain current (Ids) while TCN (Root Mean Square (RMS)) grows with the root of Ids.
Second, while jitter increases with CL, uncertainty decreases because the inverter’s noise
bandwidth decreases. This means that highly loaded inverters can be used to generate
delays with lower TCN uncertainty than lightly loaded ones. Finally, inverters built with
multiple fingers have lower jitter and higher uncertainty, because they have lower output
parasitic capacitance. Nevertheless, differences are not very significant.
According to the FPT model, TCN jitter depends on slew-rate and output noise. Us-
ing transient noise simulations, TCN was measured at the inverter’s output node (vo,tcn)
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for different input DC voltages and different fanouts. Although these simulations can not
fully represent the noise behaviour of the switching inverter, it is the only way to measure
the inverter’s output TCN at the threshold crossing. Fig. 3.16a shows simulation results
using the simulation setup described in Table 3.1. They show that vo,tcn is highly depen-
dent on circuit bias, especially for those values of Vin that correspond to the switch state.
On the other hand, the peak noise is shown to occur when Vin = 0.6V, which corresponds
to 0.5Vdd in this 90nm technology.
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Figure 3.16: Results for the reference inverter: a) TCN (RMS) measured at the output node
for constant input voltages; b) voltage transfer characteristic.
Fig. 3.16b shows the inverter’s Voltage Transfer Characteristic (VTC). When Vin =
0.6V (i.e., at ki = Vin/Vdd ≈ 0.5) the output voltage is around 70%Vdd (ko = Vout/Vdd ≈
0.7), which is also the voltage for which the current is maximum (Ip) in a balanced in-
verter with typical fanouts (refer to Fig. 3.11). Based on this insight and using the FPT
model, an expression to estimate TCN jitter is proposed in (3.4), where βtcn= CL/Ip is
defined as the inverter’s TCN jitter sensitivity factor.
σtd,tcn = σvo,tcn,max ·
(
CL/Ip
)
= σvo,tcn,max · βtcn (3.4)
Table 3.5 shows the error between the model predictions and simulation results, as a
percentage of simulation results (etcn), for inverters with different sizes and fanouts. Also
shown are the exact input and output voltage parameters (ki and ko), used to measure
peak noise, and the mean error (µetcn) and standard deviation (σetcn) for typical fanouts
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Table 3.5: Heuristic TCN jitter model error for 90nm inverters.
etcn [%] Typical Fanouts
Size Fingers
FO1 FO2 FO3 FO4 FO5 FO6 µetcn σetcn
ki ko
1× 1 -12.6 -7.47 -1.60 -1.93 2.92 5.55 -0.20% 2.71% 0.458 0.888
4× 1 0.91 1.51 0.53 0.14 -2.08 -0.24 -0.47% 1.41% 0.475 0.830
4× 4 -5.77 0.95 -0.65 0.66 2.42 -2.24 0.81% 1.54% 0.442 0.835
8× 1 0.32 0.60 0.96 -0.78 -0.25 -1.52 -0.03% 0.89% 0.500 0.704
8× 4 -6.12 0.13 -0.99 1.33 1.94 0.23 0.76% 1.55% 0.446 0.811
(between FO3 and FO5). Although some significant error values were obtained for small
inverters and fanouts, the model has shown to provide accurate jitter predictions for
typical inverter sizes and fanouts (FO1 and/or minimum-sized inverters are seldom used
in practise). This means that βtcn can be considered a good TCN sensitivity metric and
σvo,tcn,max a good estimator for the inverter’s output noise during the switch state.
Sensitivity to static jitter (induced by IPV) can also be shown to depend on the in-
verter’s peak current. Several MC simulations were performed, using the reference 90nm
inverter with balanced transitions and increasing fanouts. Static jitter (σtd,ipv ) was found
to depend on Ip and on its variability (σIp,ipv ) with process parameters. Based on these
results, an heuristic model is proposed in (3.5), where βipv is the inverter’s IPV sensitivity.
σtd,ipv = σIp,ipv ·
(
td/Ip
)
= σIp,ipv · βipv (3.5)
The model’s error as a percentage of simulation results (eipv) is shown in Table 3.6, for
increasing fanouts. Again, there is a close agreement between model predictions and sim-
ulation results. This means that the key parameter determining the inverter’s sensitivity
to intrinsic variability sources is the peak current (Ip). This means that all design op-
tions that contribute to reduce this current will also contribute to increase the repeater’s
sensitivity to TCN and IPV.
Table 3.6: Heuristic IPV jitter model error for the reference 90nm inverter.
FO1 FO2 FO3 FO4 FO5 FO6
σIp,ipv [µA ] 16.5 18.5 19.2 19.5 19.9 20.1
σtd,ipv [ps] 0.75 1.14 1.53 1.92 2.31 2.70
eipv [%] -1.55 0.46 1.67 1.94 1.37 0.65
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3.2.3 Environmental Variability Sources
Power Supply Noise (PSN) and Crosstalk (CRT) are the most relevant environmental vari-
ability sources affecting the inverter’s timing performance. This section proposes metrics
for the inverter’s sensitivity to these sources.
Power Supply Noise
Fig. 3.17 shows simulation results for PSN jitter (σtd,psn ) and uncertainty (Upsn) in a 90nm
inverter, with the same sizes and fanouts used for TCN jitter evaluation. Results were
obtained with Tn = 4Tclk and MMN sources with σvdd=σvss .
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Figure 3.17: Performance metrics in 90nm inverters for different sizes and fanouts: a) PSN
jitter; and b) PSN uncertainty.
Both PSN jitter and uncertainty are shown to increase for higher fanouts, because the
significant noise spectral components are well bellow the inverter’s bandwidth. Regard-
ing inverter’s size, one can see that the minimum-size inverter has worse performance
compared to others, as long as they are designed with multiple fingers. Also, invert-
ers with multiple fingers have similar performances while single-finger transistors have
increasingly worse performances with sizing (due to their higher parasitic capacitance
and resistance). Thus, as long as good design practises are used and minimum-transistor
width is avoided, the repeater’s size is not a relevant PSN jitter parameter.
To derive an expression for PSN jitter sensitivity, it is first necessary to express the in-
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verter’s output noise as a function of PSN at the supply rails. Although noise sources in
power and ground rails are independent, their contribution to output jitter is not - the
impact of power noise in a given signal edge actually depends on the ground noise af-
fecting that edge on the same period of time. Thus, the output noise responsible for jitter
(σvo,psn ) should also be considered as the result of partially correlated power and ground
noise sources (σvdd and σvss ). Because uncorrelated random variables are usually added as
variances and correlated variables sum up as standard deviations, the expression in (3.6)
is here proposed to define σvo,psn .
σvo,psn = 0.5 ·
(√
σ2vdd + σ
2
vss
)
+ 0.5 · (σvdd + σvss) (3.6)
Using σvn =σvo,psn , the FPT model can now be used to derive a PSN jitter sensitivity met-
ric, as long as an appropriate effective current is considered when computing SR. Fig.
3.18a compares Ip with the effective current for which the FPT model predictions match
simulation results (Ie f f , f pt), for different FO4 inverter sizes. It also shows the effective
current obtained with SR10/90, referred here as Ie f f ,sr. One can see that Ie f f , f pt follows
Ie f f ,sr better than Ip, meaning that the inverter’s PSN sensitivity depends on the mean
slew-rate during the entire signal transition and not only on the peak slew-rate (as TCN
sensitivity does).
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Figure 3.18: Effective current: a) Ip compared with the FPT model’s effective current and
the one obtained from slew-rate measurement; b) impact of both Vth and Vdd.
Fig. 3.18b shows that Ie f f , f pt depends on both Vth and Vdd. Faster transistors, with
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Table 3.7: Heuristic PSN jitter model error for 90nm inverters.
epsn [%] Typical Fanouts
Size Fingers
FO1 FO2 FO3 FO4 FO5 FO6 µepsn σepsn
1× 1 -11.9 -5.43 -2.10 -0.34 1.01 1.9 -0.47% 1.56%
4× 1 -12.5 -6.08 -3.15 -1.50 -0.06 0.67 -1.57% 1.54%
4× 4 -13.1 -2.66 0.59 2.52 3.87 4.79 2.33% 1.65%
8× 1 -14.4 -8.22 -5.62 -3.97 -2.91 -1.97 -4.16% 1.37%
8× 4 -9.01 -2.19 1.19 3.27 4.30 5.09 2.92% 1.58%
lower Vth or higher Vdd result in higher effective currents. Based on this observation, an
heuristic model for the effective current is proposed in (3.7). It depends on both Ip and on
the normalised threshold voltage (vT=Vth/Vdd). Parameter ξ is a fitting parameter close
to one. Using the FPT model and this expression for Ie f f , the final expression for PSN jitter
can be written as shown in (3.8), where βpsn is defined as the PSN jitter sensitivity factor.
Ie f f = Ip · (ξ − (vth/Vdd)) = Ip · (ξ − vT) (3.7)
σtd,psn = σvo,psn
[
CL/
(
Ip (ξ − vT)
)]
= σvo,psn · βpsn (3.8)
Table 3.7, presents the error between model predictions and simulation results, com-
pared to simulation results (epsn). Predictions were obtained using the ξ value that min-
imises the error, which is 1.2 in these repeaters. The mean error (µepsn) and its standard
deviation (σepsn) for fanouts between three and five (typical fanouts) are also given. The
proposed model has consistently shown to under-estimate jitter for small fanouts and
over-estimate jitter for high fanouts. This results from the fact that (3.7) does not depend
on fanout, which is not fully realistic. However, the goal was to identify the key circuit
parameters in PSN jitter insertion and not to derive an accurate effective current model.
Moreover, the Ie f f model has shown to be much more accurate than previously published
models for this purpose. Thus, βpsn (3.8) can be considered to be an accurate heuristic PSN
sensitivity metric.
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Crosstalk
Crosstalk (CRT) is also a significant jitter source in current high-performance digital cir-
cuits, changing the inverter’s delay according to the switching behaviour of its neigh-
bours. Fig. 3.19a presents a typical victim interconnect with two potential aggressors,
where Cc is the coupling capacitance to each neighbour. Here, the total coupling capac-
itance is Cct = 2Cc and the total ground capacitance (Cgt) includes the load capacitance
plus the parallel-plate and fringing capacitance between the conductor and the upper
and lower planes.
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Figure 3.19: Crosstalk induced capacitance variability: a) victim wire with two possible
aggressors; b) Cv as a Gaussian variable; c) normalized td as a function of normalized Cv.
Following the approach described in section 2.3.2, the victim’s capacitance (Cv) is here
considered to be a random variable with a Gaussian probability density function. This
is shown in Fig. 3.19b, where µc and σc correspond to the mean and standard deviation
of Cv, respectively. When the potential aggressor lines are quiet, the capacitance of the
victim’s wire (Cv) has a mean value equal to µc = Cgt + 2Cc. However, Cv may exhibit any
value between Cv,min = Cgt and Cv,max = Cgt + 4Cc when aggressors switch, according
to Miller bounds [163]. The minimum occurs when the aggressors switch in the same
direction and simultaneously with the victim’s wire, while the maximum occurs when
aggressors switch simultaneously and in opposite directions.
The impact of Cv variability on jitter was evaluated with a reference inverter (size
8×), using the arrangement previously described as circuit A (represented in Fig. 3.13a).
The input transition time (tin) was kept constant and equal to the output transition time
when Cv = µc (balanced transitions when there is no crosstalk). Then, the inverter’s
output capacitance (Cv) was varied in the range [0.5µc, 1.5µc] and its propagation delay
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measured. It was found that CRT induced delay increases linearly with Cv and thus,
results could be fitted into a linear function (y = m · x + b), like the one shown in Fig.
3.19c. This function represents the inverter’s delay sensitivity to the variability in Cv.
Thus, CRT jitter (σtd,crt ) can be expressed as shown in (3.9). Comparing this expression
with the one presented in (2.18), and noting that µc is the victim’s capacitance with no
crosstalk, σc can be written as shown in (3.10). A fitting parameter (kc) was included to
reflect variable switching profiles and switching probabilities of the aggressor lines.
σtd,crt = td · (σc/µc) ·m (3.9)
σc = (kc/m) · Cct ·
√
(tsw/Tclk) /M (3.10)
Using (3.9) and (3.10), the crosstalk sensitivity factor (βcrt) can be written as shown in
(3.11). Here, both kc and M are considered to be associated with crosstalk sources (ag-
gressor lines) and thus, do not represent the victim’s sensitivity. Sensitivity depends es-
sentially on the circuit’s delay, switching window and interconnect layout choices (which
determine the coupling capacitance).
βcrt = td ·
(
Cct/
(
Cgt + Cct
)) ·√tsw/Tclk (3.11)
Besides the direct impact on delay, Cv variability has also an impact on the repeater’s
balance and thus, on jitter induced by other sources. Fig. 3.20a shows the inverter’s delay
and balance ratios (rd = td/td,nom and rio= tin/tout) as a function of normalized Cv. As
discussed in section 3.1.2, jitter increases linearly with fanout (and thus, with delay) and
exponentially with rio. Fortunatelly, rd and rio ratios change in opposite directions with
crosstalk, which has a beneficial impact on jitter inserted by the line driver. Fig. 3.20b
presents the simulated results of PSN, TCN and IPV jitter, as a function of normalized Cv.
It can be observed that the variation in rio has a noticeable impact on the jitter’s linearity
with the load capacitance, previously shown in Fig. 3.7. However, it also has an impact
on jitter inserted by the next cell, which will experience unbalanced transitions.
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Figure 3.20: Impact of CRT on: a) rd and rio ratios; b) PSN, TCN and IPV jitter.
3.3 Scalable Jitter Model
CLOCK repeaters are usually sized and spaced to guarantee sharp clock edges andmaintain acceptable uncertainty levels in CDNs. However, big repeaters consume
more power and generate higher PSN. Accurately predicting uncertainty in clock re-
peaters can thus help in preventing circuit over-design and increase its global perfor-
mance. This section proposes a novel scalable jitter model for clock repeaters that can be
used to estimate both static and dynamic jitter in repeaters with different sizes, intercon-
nects and slew-rates, with low computational effort. It requires only the characterisation
of a reference repeater, which can be done with a small number of simulations or mea-
surements. This model can be used to replace time-consuming transient noise simulation
when evaluating jitter in clock distribution systems, and provide a valuable insight re-
garding the impact of design parameters on jitter. It includes IPV and PSN, as these are
the dominant static and dynamic variability sources. Crosstalk is not discussed, as it
depends more on choices regarding the the routing strategy of neighbouring wires and
their switching activity, than on the repeater’s design.
3.3.1 Equivalent Circuit Model
Previous sections have considered only the amplification stage of clock repeaters, loaded
with capacitive loads. In applications where repeaters have short interconnects between
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them, this is a good approximation to reality. However, when repeaters are required
to drive long interconnects, the wire capacitance and resistance become relevant. In-
ductance can also have a significant impact in the wire impedance when fast switching
signals travel in low resistance, long interconnects. However, it is disregarded in most
interconnect analysis due to the high computational cost of inductance extraction and
inductance-aware timing analysis [164]. For the same reason, the proposed jitter model
considers only the impact of RC interconnects.
According to the FPT jitter model, if the interconnect parasitics do not significantly
affect the repeater’s output noise, an RC loaded repeater inserts the same amount of jitter
as a capacitively loaded repeater as long as slew-rates match. This section proposes a
method to obtain this equivalent load capacitance and thus, an equivalent circuit model
for jitter analysis in general clock repeaters. For simplicity, a symmetric inverting Clock
Repeater Cell (CRC) in a binary clock tree will be considered, as the one shown in Fig.
3.21a. Rint and Cint are the total resistance and capacitance of each wire connecting the
driver to load repeaters, expressed as the product between the resistance/capacitance per
unit length multiplied by the length of the wire.
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2 2
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Figure 3.21: CRC: a) extraction from binary clock tree; and b) its circuit model.
The circuit model for this CRC is represented in Fig. 3.21b, featuring a similar gate with
half the original size driving a capacitive load (CL) through a distributed interconnect pi-
model. In this model, Cint is equally divided in two sections2, connected on either side
of Rint. The following analysis shows how to convert the interconnect pi-model into a
2If the driver and load are connected through an RC network, with multiple branches, obtaining the
interconnect pi-model is not so straightforward and some approximations must be considered. One possible
approach is to replace the branches outside the clock path with an effective capacitance Ce f f ,bi. The total
interconnect capacitance is then given by Cint = Cwire +∑Ce f f ,bi.
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single capacitive load in this symmetric CRC, but it can be easily extended to asymmetric
and/or non-inverting CRCs.
The effective capacitance model (described in section 2.3.2) allows the designer to esti-
mate the gate’s delay (td,gate) in RC (and RLC) loaded repeaters. However, this capacitance
is not able to capture the signal’s slew-rate at the repeater’s output node and thus, cannot
be used to evaluate the repeater’s output jitter. To do that, an equivalent capacitance model
is here proposed. The equivalent capacitance (Ceq) is the one that captures the repeater’s
slew-rate at the output node, as shown in Fig. 3.22. It can be obtained using the same
methods used to find Ce f f and thus, it is also accurate only up to the point when the gate
begins to behave like a resistor. However, for balanced repeaters (with similar input and
output transition times) it can reasonably capture the cell’s slew-rate during the first half
of the output voltage waveform transition (coarsely between 30% and 50% of Vdd).
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Figure 3.22: CRC pi-model and its correspondent Ceq model.
The methodology presented in [85] was modified to enable the computation of Ceq.
First, an analytical waveform for v2(t) was considered to compute of the mean currents
through the near-end (C2 = Ci2) and far-end (C1 = Ci1 +CL) capacitance. This waveform
should be as realistic as possible to minimise the approximation error. Thus, the shape
of v2(t) was defined as a combination of quadratic and linear functions according to the
typical waveform at the output of a balanced repeater. The quadratic region was defined
from t1 (≈ td) to t2 (≈ tig), while the linear region goes from t2 to t3 (≈ td + 0.5tig), as
shown in Fig. 3.23. Here, tig corresponds to the input transition time (0% to 100% Vdd)
necessary for the gate’s output transition to be balanced. Thus, tig ≈ to,gate/0.8.
If t1 is considered to be the initial time instant, v2(t) can be defined as shown in (3.12).
Here, Vi is the initial voltage, tm = 0.5tig, tx = tig − td and α and β are fitting constants.
For an input rising transition, the initial output voltage is Vdd. When t = tx, the output
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Figure 3.23: Key time instants for the gate’s output waveform (v2(t)).
voltage is ≈ 70%Vdd, falling to ≈ 50%Vdd at t = tm. Thus, fitting parameters are α ≈
0.3Vdd/t2x and β ≈ 0.2Vdd/(tx(tm − tx)).
v2(t) =

Vi − αt2, 0 ≤ t < tx
Vi − αt2x − βtx(t− tx), tx ≤ t ≤ tm
(3.12)
Using (3.12), the current through the near-end capacitance (i2(t)) can be easily com-
puted, as shown in (3.13).
i2(t) = C2 · v2(t)dt = C2 ·

−2αt, 0 ≤ t < tx
−βtx, tx ≤ t ≤ tm
(3.13)
The current through the far-end capacitance (i1(t)) is not so straightforward to obtain.
While v2(t) is quadratic (for 0 ≤ t < tx), the current through C1 may be computed in the
Laplace domain with τ = RintC1, as shown in (3.14). However, to compute i1(t) when
v2(t) is linear, it is necessary to have the voltage in C1 when t = tx. This initial voltage
(Vc1x = v1(tx)) is computed as shown in (3.15).
V2q(s) = Rint I1q(s) +
I1q(s)
sC1
⇒ I1q(s) = V2(s)Rint + 1/sC1 = −2αC1
1/τ
s2 (s + 1/τ)
(3.14)
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Vc1x = v1(tx) =
tx
C1
∫ tx
0
i1q(t)dt + v1(0) = Vi − α
(
t2x − 2τtx + 2τ2(1− e−tx/τ)
)
(3.15)
Using this as the initial voltage in C1, the current i1l(t) for the linear portion of v2(t)
(for tx < t ≤ tm) can be obtained. Its expression in the Laplace domain is shown in (3.16).
I1l(s) = C1
1/τ
s + 1/τ
[(
Vi − αt2x −Vc1i
)− βtd
s
]
(3.16)
Using the inverse Laplace inverse transform, the final expression for i1(t) is shown in
(3.17), where µx =
(
e−tx/τ − 1).
i1(t) =

−2αC1
(
t + τ
(
e−t/τ − 1)) , 0 ≤ t < tx
−βtxC1
(
1− e−t/τ)−
− 2αC1 (τµx + tx) e−t/τ, tx ≤ t ≤ tm
(3.17)
The equivalent capacitance is the one that produces the same slew-rate shown by
v1(t). Thus, to find Ceq, one must compute the time period between v1(tx) and v1(tm),
represented by tswl in (3.18). The expression for the mean current through C1 during that
period (I1l) is shown in (3.19), with t f = tm − tx and µ f = (e−t f /τ − 1).
tswl = C1 · v1(tm)− v1(tx)I1l
=
v2(tm)− v2(tx) + Rint (i1(tx)− i1(tm))
−βtx
(
1+ τµ ft f
)
+ 2ατµ f (τµx + tx)
(3.18)
I1l = C1
[
−βtx
(
1+
τµ f
t f
)
+ 2ατµ f (τµx + tx)
]
(3.19)
Because these expressions depend on tx and tm, which are also unknowns, tswl must
be calculated iteratively using the same procedure used to compute Ce f f in [85]. Once
tswl is obtained, Ceq can be obtained using empirically derived k-factor equations. They
provide the gate’s output transition time for a given CL and tin. Because only balanced
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repeaters (tin = tout) are considered, the output switching time becomes a function of load
capacitance only. Thus, Ceq can be easily computed from tswl . Note that k-factor equations
are usually available in technology library files, but can also be obtained through simple
transient simulations.
Fig. 3.24 shows a comparison between the pi-model waveforms and the one obtained
with the Ceq model, for different interconnect sizes and load capacitances. Note how
the model fails to accurately predict delay or capture the full CRC response, specially the
waveform tail, but reasonably captures its partial output slew-rate (tswl).
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Figure 3.24: Waveform comparison between the CRC pi-model and its equivalent model,
for balanced repeaters with: a) Cint = 1.4Cin, Rint = Ron, CL = 2Cin and Ceq = 4.3Cin; and
b) Cint = 2.6Cin, Rint = 2Ron, CL = 4Cin and Ceq = 14.4Cin; with Ron = Vdd/2ID0.
To verify the accuracy of the equivalent capacitance model in jitter evaluation, jitter
was measured (through simulation) in the output node of a balanced reference inverter
with metal four (M4) interconnects. Results were obtained with FO2 and FO4 loads,
and interconnects with different widths (Wint) and lengths (Lint). Then, the intercon-
nect and load were replaced by Ceq and simulations repeated. PSN jitter was obtained
with transient simulation, using independent Gaussian MMN sources, while IPV jitter was
evaluated with Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. Fig. 3.25 presents the Ceq model jitter error
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contour plots, for PSN and IPV, as a function of normalised interconnect width and length.
Minimum width and length for M4 are Lmin = 10µm and Wmin = 140nm.
Ceq model static jitter error (εeq,ipv)
Fitting RMSE: 1.2%
Ceq model dynamic jitter error (εeq,psn)
Fitting RMSE: 1.1%
Figure 3.25: Static and dynamic jitter error contour plots, using the Ceq model.
The error (eeq,psn and eeq,ipv) was computed as the difference between the Ceq model re-
sults and the ones obtained with interconnect and load, as a percentage of the last. Results
show that static jitter is over-estimated for long and thin interconnects while it is under-
estimated for shorter and wider lines. On the contrary, dynamic jitter is under-estimated
in the direct proportion to interconnect resistance. This means that the interconnect re-
sistance has a beneficial impact in σIp,ipv and a detrimental impact in σvo,psn . Nevertheless,
the error is shown to be sufficiently small for a wide range of interconnect lengths and
widths, which correspond to a line resistance Rint ∈ [0 .. 2.4Ron] and line capacitance
Cint ∈ [0 .. 3.6Cin], where Cin is the repeater’s input capacitance.
At this point, three important observations are due. First, the only assumption behind
the Ceq model is that the repeater’s gate can be seen as a constant current source up to the
threshold crossing, which is true in balanced clock repeaters. Hence, for jitter estimation
purposes, an RC loaded clock repeater can be conceptually seen as gate loaded with a sin-
gle equivalent capacitance. Second, if higher accuracy is desired, the proposed analytical
method can be replaced by an heuristic approach. Ceq can be extracted through transient
simulation, using the following procedure: 1) clock paths and CRCs in those paths are
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extracted from the clock tree; 2) simple transient simulations are performed for each CRC,
using a tin that guarantees balanced transitions; 3) tout measured between 30% and 50%
of Vdd (tswl) is used to infer Ceq from empirically derived k-factor equations. Finally, it
should be noted that although Ceq is computed under the assumption of balanced tran-
sitions, it can be used to predict jitter in unbalanced CRCs as long as they have the same
design (same repeater size, interconnect and load). This will be shown in section 3.3.4.
3.3.2 Jitter Model for Symmetric Repeaters
Sections 3.1 and 3.2, have shown jitter and uncertainty results for repeaters with different
designs, sizes and fanouts. Except for TCN, where noise generation strongly depends
on the repeater’s size and load, results have shown that uncertainty is almost constant
for general repeaters with fanouts higher than two. Because small fanouts are seldom
used in practical designs and TCN jitter can be neglected in most applications (where
PSN is relevant), a scalable jitter model is here proposed. It is based on the assumption
that design parameters affecting the CRC’s timing parameters will equally affect jitter
generation. Thus, the delay and output transition time characterisation of a reference
repeater can be used to scale jitter insertion in CRCs with different designs.
For this purpose, two key design parameters are here defined: the cell’s capacitance
ratio, defined as the ratio between the equivalent capacitance and the cell’s input capac-
itance (rc= Ceq/Cin); and the cell’s balance ratio, defined as the ratio between the input
to output transition times (rio = tin/tout). Note that Ceq was derived assuming that the
CRC is balanced and thus, rc and rio are independent parameters. Also, the gate’s size and
interconnect parasitics are embedded in rc, through Cin and Ceq, respectively.
Fig. 3.26 shows how IPV and PSN sources can be mapped to the repeater’s equiva-
lent circuit model. PSN is represented by voltage variations in power (∆vdd) and ground
(∆vss) rails, which include the effect of power, ground and substrate noise sources. IPV
associated with the repeater is represented by ∆vth and ∆L, as it has the overall effect of
varying the transistor’s threshold voltage and channel length. IPV also affects the input
capacitance of the next stage, the width, thickness and the inter-level dielectric thick-
ness of interconnects. These effects are represented by variations in the load capacitance
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(∆CL), interconnect resistance (∆Rint) and capacitance (∆Cint), which are mapped to the
equivalent model as ∆Ceq.
C int
ddv
L
vth R int
ssv
CL
tin
tout
ddv
ssv C eq
td,eq
IPV
PSN


tin tout
Figure 3.26: Clock repeater with jitter sources and its Ceq model.
The proposed model flow is schematically represented in Fig. 3.27a. The first step is
to select a reference repeater and measure its delay for rc = rio = 1, here represented as
td,re f . The reference repeater should be the smaller available in the library. The second
step is to characterise its nominal delay (td) and output transition time (tout), as a function
of rc and rio. Although this characterisation has to be done for each technology, the model
itself is technology independent. Moreover, the required characterisation data is usually
already available in technology library files, which can virtually eliminate the model’s
computational cost. A scaling function (Γd) is then obtained as shown in (3.20). Fig.3.27b
shows that Γd is a smooth function of design parameters, reflecting their impact on the
CRC’s timing parameters and thus, on jitter.
(a) (b)
rc
dNormalised scaling function ( Γ   ) 
rio
Figure 3.27: Scalable jitter model: a) generation flow; and b) normalised scaling function
obtained for the reference inverter in a 90nm technology.
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Γd (rc, rio) =
td (rc, rio)
td,re f
· tout (rc, rio)
tout (rc, rio = 1)
(3.20)
This function can be used to estimate dynamic jitter (σˆtd,D ) in any repeater, as long as a
reference jitter value is available. This is shown in (3.21), where σtd,D,re f corresponds to the
reference repeater’s dynamic jitter. It may be obtained with transient noise simulations
or the heuristic model presented in section 3.2.3. If σtd,D,re f is not available, Γd can still
provide useful information as it is a measure of performance deterioration induced by
design choices - it quantifies jitter magnification in a given repeater cell, compared to the
balanced reference repeater with a fanout of one.
σˆtd,D = σtd,D,re f · Γd (rc, rio) (3.21)
The scaling function defined in (3.20) can also be used to estimate the repeater’s static
jitter (σˆtd,Sr ), as shown in (3.22). Again, a reference jitter value (σtd,S,re f ) is required, which
can be obtained with MC simulations.
σˆtd,Sr = σtd,S,re f · Γd (rc, rio) (3.22)
However, to predict the overall CRC static jitter, it is necessary to further consider the
impact of interconnect and load variability. To do that, it was necessary to obtain ∆Ceq
using MC simulations. The variability associated with each metal layer of interest was
characterised using a simple circuit that comprises a ramp voltage source with constant
slope (dv/dt = m), a metal interconnect and a reference repeater as load. This circuit is
shown in Fig. 3.28. To avoid leaving the repeater’s output node open, a single capac-
itance to ground (Cout) was used at the inverter’s output node, which was set to Ceq in
each experiment. Simulations were repeated for several interconnect lengths and widths,
using the following procedure: 1) start with a minimum size interconnect and obtain the
average current (Iavg) through this line; 2) use this to estimate Ceq as Iavg/m; 3) obtain
the current standard deviation σIavg with MC simulation and compute σCeq = σIavg /m; 4)
finally, select a different load and interconnect dimensions (different ratio Cint/Ceq) and
repeat the procedure. The stop condition depends on the desired accuracy, but the func-
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tion is smooth enough to require only a few points.
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Figure 3.28: Simulation framework to characterise Ceq variability.
Using this procedure, σCeq /Ceq was obtained as a function of Wint/Wmin and Cint/Ceq.
The interconnect length is not a direct parameter (is embedded in Cint/Ceq) because it
has an equal impact on both Rint and Cint. Fig. 3.29 shows the results for two different
interconnect layers - metal four (M4) and top metal layer (M2 2B), in a IBM’s 90nm tech-
nology. The width is normalised to the minimum value allowed in each layer (Wmin), and
neighbouring wires were considered to be quiet (no crosstalk). In these plots, variability
is shown to increase with higher (Cint/Ceq). Also, it increases with a faster rate in thin
interconnects, which means that IPV variability is directly proportional to line resistance.
Ceq /Ceq  for M4 Ceq /Ceq  for M2_2B
Figure 3.29: Variability in metal four (M4) and top metal layer (M2 2B).
The function σCeq /Ceq was then used to estimate static jitter induced by the intercon-
nect and load variability (σˆtd,Si ), using the Elmore gate delay as shown in (3.23).
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σˆtd,Si ≈ 0.67Ron · σCeq with σCeq = Ceq · f
(
Cint/Ceq; Wint/Wmin
)
(3.23)
As partial static jitter components in (3.22) and (3.23) are not correlated, their vari-
ances can be added to estimate the total CRC static jitter (3.24). However, because the
proposed Ceq over-estimates static jitter when the interconnect resistance is high (which
is exactly when it is more affected by IPV variability), IPV jitter was found to be well
estimated with the repeater’s contribution only (σˆtd,Sr ). Nevertheless, considering both
contributions can be useful, as it provides a worst case jitter prediction.
σˆtd,S =
√
(σˆtd,Sr)2 + (σˆtd,Si)2 (3.24)
3.3.3 Jitter Model for Asymmetric Repeaters
Clock repeaters are usually designed to have symmetric transitions, with the exception
of SEC inverters and asymmetric TDRs. As explained in section 3.1.1, SEC inverters are
designed to favour the propagation of the critical clock edge. When they are cascaded,
the critical and the neglected clock edges see virtually different balanced repeaters. The
critical clock edge sees a fast repeater because the load is smaller than what would be
expected in a symmetrical repeater with that transistor’s size. Likewise, the neglected
clock edge sees a slow repeater because its load is bigger than expected. In (3.25) the
relation between the size of PMOS and NMOS transistors in an asymmetric inverter, com-
pared to the correspondent symmetric inverter, is presented. Here, β = Wp/Wn is the
ratio between PMOS and NMOS transistor’s width.
Wn,sec =
1+ β
1+ βsec
·Wn ; Wp,sec = (1+ β)βsec(1+ βsec)β ·Wp (3.25)
The SEC inverter can thus be decomposed in two virtual inverters: one seen by the
critical clock edge (fast inverter) and another seen by the neglected edge (slow inverter).
Because these are balanced virtual inverters, the characterisation data obtained for the
reference symmetric repeater can also be used to estimate their jitter, as long as equivalent
fanouts are defined for them. To do that, it is necessary to separately consider the rising
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and falling transition times in a SEC inverter and in its correspondent symmetric inverter.
If td,LH and td,HL are the symmetric inverter rising and falling transition times for h = 1
and Rp and Rn are the transistor’s channel resistances, the SEC inverter’s transition times
can be expressed as shown in (3.26) and (3.27), using the Elmore delay approximation.
Note that CL,sec = CL, by definition, and Rp,sec and Rn,sec correspond to the Thevenin
equivalent resistances of the SEC inverter’s transistors.
td,LH,sec = 0.69 · CL,sec · Rp,sec = 0.69 · CL · Rp ·
Wp
Wp,sec
· h = td,LH · β (1+ βsec)βsec (1+ β) · h (3.26)
td,HL,sec = 0.69 · CL,sec · Rn,sec = 0.69 · CL · Rn · WnWn,sec · h = td,HL ·
1+ βsec
1+ β
· h (3.27)
Factors affecting the symmetric inverter’s transition times can also be seen as factors
affecting the virtual inverter’s load. For example, the output rising edge in a FO1 strong
pull-up inverter (Invr) sees a smaller load capacitance than it would expect, considering
the size of its PMOS transistor. Thus, it corresponds to a virtual fanout smaller than one
(h f ast < h). On the contrary, the falling edge sees a bigger capacitance than it would
expect, which corresponds to hslow > 1. Thus, the equivalent fanout for the fast and
slow inverters in this SEC inverter (Invr) can be expressed as shown in (3.28). Similar
expressions can also be easily derived for the strong pull-down inverter (Invf).
hslow =
1+ βsec
1+ β
· h ∧ h f ast = β (1+ βsec)βsec (1+ β) · h (3.28)
The proposed jitter model can also be easily extended to asymmetric TDRs. They can
be associated to as many virtual inverters as the possible delay increments, each of which
with its own jitter model. Alternatively, the model can be applied only to the virtual
inverter with the higher propagation delay (worst case jitter), the lower introduced delay
(worst case current consumption), or a combination of both.
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3.3.4 Model Evaluation
The proposed scalable jitter model assumes that there is a design space where the CRC’s
timing parameters and jitter are equally affected by design parameters. This section in-
vestigates the boundaries within which this assumption is reasonable, for an inverter-
based CRC implemented in a 90nm technology. Monte Carlo (MC) and transient noise
simulation were used to obtain static and dynamic jitter, using the simulation framework
described in Sec. 3.1.2. Transient simulations were also performed to obtain Γd (rc, rio),
according to the methodology presented in section 3.3.2.
Jitter simulations were performed using a balanced inverter repeater with 10 times
the size of the reference repeater, and interconnects routed in M4 metal layer. The inter-
connect length and width was varied, to evaluate the impact of different Rint and Cint
parameters. For load, both 2 and 4 similar repeaters were used in parallel. Model predic-
tions were then compared to simulation results and the percent error computed. Static
and dynamic jitter error rates are shown in Fig. 3.30, for capacitance ratios rc ∈ [1, 12] and
resistance ratios rr= Rint/Ron ∈ [0, 2.5]. The error is shown to be quite scattered inside
this significantly broad design space, but always falling within 6% of simulation results.
These results show the model accuracy and applicability for most clock repeaters, which
are usually designed to be balanced.
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Figure 3.30: Jitter error in balanced repeaters as a function of: a) rr; and b) and rc.
Moreover, the model can also be applied to unbalanced repeaters, as shown in Fig.
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3.31 for rio ∈ [0.4, 1.8]. Simulations were performed for the same load and interconnect
sizing, described for balanced repeaters. According to these plots, jitter predictions tend
to be more accurate when rio > 1. Nevertheless, most jitter predictions are within 10%
of simulation results, for a significantly wide design space. Thus, results show that the
proposed jitter model is applicable and accurate for balanced CRCs, but can also be used
to predict jitter in unbalanced CRCs with reasonable accuracy.
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Figure 3.31: Model error in repeaters with different designs, as a function of rio: a) static
jitter; and b) dynamic jitter.
3.4 Conclusions
THIS chapter discussed clock precision in clock repeaters. Section 3.1 described dif-ferent architectures of Static Delay Repeaters (SDRs) and Tunable Delay Repeaters
(TDRs), compared their performance and evaluated the jitter behaviour of their basic
building block - the CMOS inverter. Section 3.2 proposed a jitter model for this inverter,
based on sensitivity metrics, considering the most relevant intrinsic and environmental
variability sources. Finally, section 3.3 proposed a scalable model to estimate jitter in gen-
eral clock repeaters with RC interconnects. The main conclusions drawn in each of these
sections are summarised next.
Results in section 3.1.2 lead to the following observations. First, jitter grows linearly
with the load capacitance, temperature, input transition time and noise levels (at least for
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σpsn < 0.1Vdd), while it grows exponentially with tin < tout and with υn > 10%. Second,
IPV and PSN jitter have the same order of magnitude for common PSN levels, while TCN
jitter is two orders of magnitude smaller. This means that dynamic jitter results essen-
tially from noise in the power supply rails. Finally, the spectral content of PSN sources
has no influence on jitter as long as these sources can be considered to be low-frequency
( fn < 0.25 fclk). This is the most common situation in digital ICs.
Section 3.1.3 compared the precision of common SDRs and TDRs. Jitter and uncertainty
were shown to increase with fanout, except for TCN and IPV uncertainty, which decreased
with fanout. This means that when repeaters are used to introduce delay in systems with
low PSN, it is best to use a small number of heavily loaded inverters than a large number
of lightly loaded ones. Comparing different structures, it has been shown that SEC invert-
ers and tapered buffers are the SDRs with higher precision, while SCIs are the best among
TDRs. Furthermore, results have shown that both static and dynamic uncertainty is al-
most constant in clock repeaters. This means that for a given delay insertion, precision is
determined essentially by the implementation technology.
Section 3.2 proposed a model to estimate jitter in CMOS inverters and identify the key
circuit parameters on which it depends. The inverter was considered to be driven by an
ideal clock source and loaded with a single capacitance to ground (CL). As long as the
clock source guarantees balanced transitions and CL induces the same delay as the one
shown by the inverter with its original load, these simplifying assumptions have been
proved reasonable. Jitter sensitivity has been shown to depend on the peak current for
intrinsic variability sources (TCN and IPV), while it depends on the effective current for
PSN sources. The main advantage of this approach is that expressions depend only on
parameters that can easily be obtained from early circuit simulation or from data usually
disclosed by technology providers. Thus, they can provide information on upcoming
constraints very early in the design stage.
Finally, section 3.3 presented a scalable model to estimate jitter in general clock re-
peaters with RC interconnects. It is based on the observation made in section 3.1.3 re-
garding the low variability of uncertainty. The proposed model allows the designer to
optimise the repeater’s size and spacing, for a given jitter budget, with low compu-
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tational effort. This avoids the use of unnecessary big inverters which consume more
power and generate higher PSN. On the other hand, it provides a valuable insight regard-
ing the repeater’s key design parameters in jitter insertion, including the gate, load and
interconnects. Results show that the proposed model predicts jitter with an error within
10% of simulation results, for a significantly wide design space.
Models proposed in section 3.2 and 3.3 will also be useful in chapter 6, to investigate
uncertainty trends with technology scaling.
Chapter 4
Uncertainty in Clocking Structures
This chapter investigates how uncertainty propagates and accumulates in clocking structures.
These structures can be used to introduce controllable amounts of delay in the clock path or to dis-
tribute a clock signal from one source to multiple sinks. It starts evaluating static and dynamic jitter
in cascaded clock repeaters. Conclusions taken from simulation results are then used to support an
heuristic dynamic jitter accumulation model, which can be used to predict jitter accumulation bounds.
This model takes into consideration the impact of power and ground noise correlations, as well as corre-
lations between PSN sources affecting neighbouring repeaters. Finally, a model to analyse uncertainty
in structures with feedback is proposed.
4.1 Delay Lines and Clock Trees
CLOCK repeaters are typically used to distribute a clock signal to different locationsor to introduce controllable amounts of delay in a given clock path. The former
is usually called a Clock Distribution Network (CDN), while the last is generally referred
to as a Delay Line (DL). Apart from their purpose, the most significant difference be-
tween these structures is the electrical and physical distance between repeater cells. In
DLs, repeaters are usually located in close proximity, so interconnect parameters may be
disregarded when analysing the circuit’s operation. On the contrary, interconnect para-
sitics cannot be neglected in CDNs. This section describes the most common architectures
of DLs and CDNs, and discusses the key parameters that influence their precision.
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4.1.1 Digitally Controlled Delay Lines
When a clock signal travels through more than one repeater it is considered to travel
through a DL, which in its simplest form is just a cascade of SDRs. If the line is composed
of inverters with increasingly larger size, it is called a tapered DL. This is a very common
structure when a small gate has to drive a large capacitive load. DLs are also frequently
used to intentionally delay the clock signal, in order to meet some timing specifications.
If the delay is digitally adjusted the line is called a Digitally Controlled Delay Line (DCDL)
[165]. Analog Controlled Delay Lines (ACDLs) provide finner delay steps, but typically
have higher noise sensitivity, smaller tuning range and more complex control circuitry.
This thesis discusses only DCDL, for their popularity in current high-performance ICs.
If each stage introduces a constant delay, the delay line is said to be uniform and the
control unit is typically a ring counter. This is usually the case when DCDLs are imple-
mented with SDRs in a single-path configuration, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The inverter is
usually chosen for its reduced insertion delay [147]. However, the minimum delay is
also determined by the multiplexer used to control the number of stages through which
the signal travels. On the contrary, NAND delay lines do not require a multiplexer as
they have the benefit to provide two point-of-entry control signals. As a consequence,
they can be used to build DCDLs with very regular layouts [166,167]. Non-inverting SDRs,
like buffers or AND gates, are less popular because DCDLs are usually required to have
the lowest unit delay possible.
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Figure 4.1: Uniform DCDLs, built with: a) inverter gates; b) NAND gates.
When a large phase range and a reduced implementation area are required, delay
stages can be implemented with weighted delays, controlled with a binary counter. This
is typically accomplished with SCIs [168] or SDRs associated to multiplexers in a parallel-
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path configuration [148]. These structures are shown in Fig. 4.2. With SCIs, the unit
delay depends on the cell’s minimum load capacitance and a single stage is enough to
implement the line. However, more than one may be used to increase the total line delay,
as shown in Fig. 4.2a. On the contrary, parallel-path DCDLs (Fig. 4.2b), require the use
of multiple stages and the unit delay is obtained from the difference between the delay
of alternative paths within the minimum delay stage. Due to their poor resolution, these
lines are typically used to implement coarse DLs while single stage SCIs are commonly
used to implement fine-tuning DLs.
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Figure 4.2: Binary weighted DCDLs with: a) SCIs; b) SDRs in a parallel-path configuration.
The number of delay elements in a inverter-based uniform DCDL depends on the re-
quired total delay (tD) and may be calculated using the Sakurai’s propagation delay and
transition time expressions, referred in section 2.3.1. Considering td,LH = td,HL = td
and tin = tout, the total delay tD after N cells is shown in (4.1). One can see that tD is
proportional to the gate’s output capacitance, which results from the next cell’s input
capacitance and the multiplexer’s input capacitance. For large delays, one can either in-
crease the number of cells or the load capacitance in each cell. However, to have a good
delay resolution and a large dynamic range, a large number of fast delay cells is required.
tD = N · td = N · CLVdd2Id0 ·
(
2 ·
(
0.9
0.8
+
VD0i
0.8Vdd
+ ln
10VD0i
eVdd
)
·
(
1
2
− 1− vT
1+ α
)
+ 1
)
(4.1)
Alternatively, a single stage SCI with a shunt capacitance M = N − 1 times bigger
than CL can be used, saving area and power consumption. However, this large capaci-
tance may compromise slew-rate and increase the signal sensitivity to PSN. To take the
best out of both worlds, DCDLs often employ multiple stages of coarse and fine-tuning de-
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lay cells with different structures. Coarse tuning is usually accomplished with uniform
or parallel-path DLs, for their simplicity and predictability, while fine tuning is imple-
mented with TDRs [167–169]. Fine tuning delays can also be implemented with direct
[170, 171] and feedback path phase blenders [172] or variable strength drivers [144]. Yet,
these particular structures are not discussed here because they are not built with cascaded
repeaters.
Regarding precision, uniform DCDLs are usually seen as less accurate than SCIs, be-
cause jitter accumulates along the line. However, several different phenomena should be
accounted for when analysing jitter in these structures. Although jitter accumulation may
be worse in long uniform DLs (due to the large number of cascaded cells), SCIs are intrin-
sically unbalanced and have long transition times when a large delay is required. Thus,
jitter insertion in each stage is expected to be higher than in uniform DCDLs, which have
fast balanced cells (as discussed in Chapter 3). These effects will be further discussed in
section 4.1.3.
4.1.2 Clock Distribution Trees
Clock trees have the complex task of equalising the delays from the clock source to clock
sinks. They are usually two dimensional structures intended to connect a clock source to
clocked units, scattered throughout a synchronous system. Because the clock signal must
travel long distances in interconnects with significant Resistor and Capacitor (RC) delays,
clock repeaters are usually necessary to regenerate the signal. These repeaters should also
guarantee matched latencies from source to sinks, in order to minimise skew. This can
be done by matching wire lengths (e.g., with symmetric trees); matching electrical path
lengths (e.g., with balanced trees); or both. The buffered H-tree is one good example of
both techniques.
The design of buffered H-trees is a very simple task. The selected number of stages de-
termines the number for clock repeaters from source to sink, the total load driven by each
sink (considering a uniform load distribution) and the wire length in each tree branch.
The interconnect width depends on the selected wire sizing technique, which can be uni-
form (equal widths in all stages) or geometric (the width is geometrically increased from
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sink to source), although geometric sizing is the most common in practice. Fig. 4.3a rep-
resents an H-tree with three stages (i.e., with N=7 repeaters along the clock path) and
uniform wire sizing, while Fig. 4.3b represents a two stage H-tree (N=5) with geomet-
ric wire sizing. Note that an odd number of repeaters is here assumed because the final
repeater is considered part of the clock tree.
(a) (b)
clock path 
with N=5 
repeaters
clock 
sink
clock 
source
clock path 
with N=7 
repeaters
clock source
clock 
sink
Figure 4.3: H-tree topology with: a) three stages and uniform wire sizing; b) two stages
and geometric wire sizing.
For a given branch i, the interconnect capacitance (Cint) and resistance (Rint) can be
approximately computed as shown in (4.2). Here, R is the wire resistance, Cc is the cou-
pling capacitance and Cg is the capacitance to ground in a nominal width interconnect, w
is the wire width ratio to the nominal width and Lw is the wire length. Once the intercon-
nect parasitics are determined, the optimal repeater size for minimum skew can be easily
obtained [173]. However, trade-offs between power dissipation and skew often impose
limits on repeater sizing [174].
Cint,i =
(
2Cc + Cg · wi
) · Lwi ; Rint,i = R · Lwi /wi (4.2)
For generic clock trees and non-uniform load distribution, tree design is not so straight-
forward and Clock Tree Synthesis (CTS) tools are needed to meet specifications. The first
step is topology generation through partitioning the clock sinks, followed by routing and
optimisation steps. The primary job of traditional CTS tools is to vary routing paths and
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the placement of the clocked cells and clock buffers, to meet maximum skew specifica-
tions with minimum area and power consumption [7]. The designer should also be able
to trade-off power and area for timing, if higher operation speed is required. Traditional
clock tree performance metrics are:
• power consumption - clock trees consume a significant portion of the total chip power
since they have the highest activity factor and drive the largest capacitive load in
synchronous systems. It is thus important to minimise its size, not only for power
saving concerns but also for temperature and PSN;
• implementation area - implementation area is not always available for free in a given
location. Increasing the repeater’s size may be costly (if circuit blocks must be
replaced and/or rerouted) or even not possible;
• routing resources - the clock net is one of the largest nets in a synchronous systems
and is usually one of the first nets to be routed. Its routing area should be min-
imised because it usually constitutes a blockage for other nets;
• insertion delay - uncertainty is roughly proportional to path delay, so the tree inser-
tion delay should be minimised;
• clock skew - since skew represents a cycle-time penalty, it is important to minimise
it in order to enable maximum operating frequency;
Today, designing CDNs for high-speed systems is more complex than just meeting
skew specifications. Supply voltages have dropped while chip power consumption has
remained constant or even increased, causing chip currents to increase. As a conse-
quence, the required impedance to maintain a fixed percentage noise budget on the
power supply, and contain clock jitter, became extremely challenging to achieve [175].
On the other hand, modern packaging styles and techniques to reduce power consump-
tion have changed the typical PSN profiles [176], which further contributes to reduce the
designers confidence regarding the system’s expected dynamic jitter performance.
Several works have shown that clock trees with a small number of large repeaters
with wide interconnects between them are more robust to variability sources [63, 105].
This also guarantees sharp transitions, which are critical for high-speed operation and
robustness to PVT variations [49]. Authors in [177] have also shown that parameter vari-
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Table 4.1: DCDL performance metrics with σpsn = 6%Vdd.
Time [ps] Jitter [ps] Uncertainty [%]
DCDL d tDmax tDmin Delay PSN TCN IPV PSN TCN IPV
Inverter + min 5.59 0.09 6.45 6.05 0.10 6.98
Multiplexer (1)
15 289 92
max 26.4 0.34 19.8 9.13 0.12 6.86
Inverter + min 9.10 0.05 5.81 8.00 0.04 5.10
Multiplexer (2)
25 288 114
max 26.8 0.15 19.2 9.33 0.05 6.67
min 4.67 0.08 3.90 6.90 0.12 5.76
NAND 69 276 69
max 29.6 0.18 18.6 9.75 0.07 6.76
SCI min 15.6 0.13 12.2 9.92 0.07 6.99
(Type 2)
8.1 297 175
max 28.1 0.19 14.2 9.50 0.06 4.80
Parallel Path + min 22.8 0.13 17.0 8.99 0.05 6.68
Multiplexer (2)
23 585 247
max 52.0 0.23 36.4 8.64 0.04 6.05
(1): with Pass-Transistor Gate multiplexer
(2): with Three-State Inverter multiplexer
ation effects on the final levels of an H-tree have a higher impact on performance than
those closer to the source [177]. However, none of these works provide insights regarding
the impact of design parameters and noise correlation on jitter.
4.1.3 Performance Analysis
This section evaluates the performance of DCDLs and CDNs, using the simulation frame-
work and gate design techniques described in section 3.1. The performance of clock
averaging structures, as clock grids, meshes or spines, will not be discussed as it would
be out of the scope of this thesis. The interested reader is referred to [117].
Table 4.1 presents time and precision metrics for uniform and binary weighted DCDLs.
These circuits were implemented in a 90nm IBM technology, and designed for the same
maximum path delay (tDmax ). The only exception is the parallel-path DCDL, designed for
twice the delay of other lines, for practical reasons. Timing metrics include the delay
resolution (d) and the maximum and minimum path delay (tDmax and tDmin ). Clock pre-
cision is evaluated with TCN, IPV and PSN induced jitter and uncertainty. These metrics
were obtained for maximum and minimum delay and with σpsn = 6%Vdd, Tn = 4Tclk and
T = 27 ◦C. In PSN jitter evaluation, the same MMN sources were used for all cells, so noise
is totally correlated between stages but independent in power and ground rails.
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Two different inverter-based DCDL implementations are compared: one using a Pass-
Transistor Gates (PTGs) multiplexer; and another built with a Three-State Inverters (3STIs)
multiplexer. Because the multiplexers have different input capacitance, those DCDLs have
different resolutions and number of cells for the same tDmax . With a PTG multiplexer,
the DCDL includes fourteen inverters while it requires only eight inverters when using a
3STI multiplexer. With less stages and a heavier multiplexer, the 3STI DCDL has a smaller
dynamic range (tDmax − tDmin ), larger delay resolution (d) and higher PSN uncertainty. On
the contrary, it has a smaller intrinsic uncertainty (induced by TCN and IPV) due to higher
cell’s fanout.
Using NAND gates designed for the same output current as inverters, the DCDL re-
quires only four stages for the same tDmax . Compared to other uniform lines, it has a larger
resolution (d) and dynamic range, because there is no multiplexer adding a delay over-
head. Measured values for jitter and uncertainty are very similar to the ones obtained
for inverter-based lines, although slightly higher for PSN. This was already expected, as
NAND gates have a larger parasitic delay and higher logical effort, which conducts to a
larger load capacitance.
Results for a single stage SCI and a parallel-path DCDL are also shown. The parallel-
path DCDL has four binary weighted stages with 3STI multiplexers, while the SCI is con-
trolled by four binary weighted capacitors in a type 2 configuration (according to section
3.1.1). The SCI has a smaller delay step but very limited dynamic range. On the contrary,
the parallel-path line has about twice the dynamic range, with a delay resolution three
times larger. Due to its larger tDmax , absolute PSN and IPV jitter are also much larger than
in other DCDLs, although uncertainty remains similar to other DLs.
According to these results, uncertainty seems to be a quite stable parameter, regard-
less the selected delay or DCDL architecture. This can be better observed in Fig. 4.4, where
jitter and uncertainty evolution are graphically represented. Results are presented for in-
creasing delays, from tDmin up to tDmax . Uncertainty is shown to have a much smaller
variability among DCDLs, than absolute jitter. This can be further noticed in Table 4.2. It
shows the standard deviation of jitter (σJ) and uncertainty (σU), measured within each
line’s dynamic range, as a percentage of values obtained for tDmin . Compared to jitter,
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Table 4.2: DCDL jitter and uncertainty variability within the dynamic range.
DCDLs Statistics
Metric Inv+Mux (1) Inv+Mux (2) NAND SCI2 Pp+Mux (2) µ σ
PSN 71.4% 67.7% 230.1% 11.1% 29.1% 81.9% 86.7%
σJ/Jmin TCN 66.7% 25.0% 53.9% 9.3% 16.1% 34.2% 24.8%
IPV 24.6% 12.7% 34.1% 2.9% 9.1% 16.7% 12.5%
PSN 7.1% 12.8% 19.2% 1.7% 3.2% 8.8% 7.2%
σU/Umin TCN 9.1% 7.9% 19.8% 1.4% 4.8% 8.6% 6.9%
IPV 3.4% 3.1% 4.3% 2.1% 2.9% 3.2% 0.8%
(1): with Pass-Transistor Gate multiplexer
(2): with Three-State Inverter multiplexer
uncertainty is here shown to be a quite stable parameter. Note that this observation has
also been made in section 3.1, regarding uncertainty in clock repeaters.
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Figure 4.4: Jitter and uncertainty in DCDLs, for increasing delays.
The impact of different PSN magnitudes and bandwidths has also been evaluated us-
ing simulations. Fig. 4.5, shows PSN jitter evolution in an 8-cell inverter-based DCDL. The
maximum line delay was selected and the same noise sources were applied to all cells.
Above each plot, the mean uncertainty along the line (µ) is shown, as well as its standard
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deviation (σ). One can see that PSN uncertainty is almost constant along the line, depends
almost linearly on the PSN level (υn) and is not very sensitive to Tn as long as Tn > Tclk.
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Figure 4.5: Jitter and uncertainty along an inverter-based DCDL (with a 3STI multiplexer)
for increasing: a) PSN level (υn); and b) noise step (Tn).
Based on previous observations, an expression for the normalised low-frequency PSN
uncertainty (Υpsn) is proposed in (4.3). This is expected to be a constant parameter for
DCDLs, regardless their architecture. It should depend only on the implementation tech-
nology, as will be discussed in Chapter 6.
Υpsn = Upsn/υn =
(
σtd,psn ·Vdd
)
/
(
td · σpsn
)
(4.3)
The accuracy of the traditional statistical accumulation model, presented in section
2.3.2, is also here investigated. Due to the cell’s proximity in DCDLs, all elements are
considered to be affected by totally correlated PSN and IPV sources. Thus, individual jit-
ter contributions should add as standard deviations, according to that model. On the
contrary, TCN jitter contributions are intrinsically uncorrelated and thus, individual con-
tributions should add as variances. Fig. 4.6 compares jitter simulation results with the
statistical model predictions, for the inverter-based DCDL with 3STI multiplexer. Individ-
ual contributions, here used to compute model predictions, were obtained from simula-
tions. Results show that the statistical model provides reasonably accurate predictions
for TCN, IPV and MMN jitter. However, it fails significantly for DMN or CMN sources.
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Figure 4.6: Jitter simulation results and statistical model predictions for: c) uncorrelated
TCN sources; b) totally correlated PSN sources; and c) totally correlated IPV sources.
The accuracy of the traditional statistical model when predicting PSN jitter in an H-
tree with five cascaded CRCs is shown in Fig. 4.7. Plots show the error computed as the
difference between statistical model predictions and simulation results, as a percentage
of the last. One can see that it fails to predict dynamic jitter accumulation in most situ-
ations. When noise sources are uncorrelated, the model (sum of variances) follows the
same trends shown by simulation results, but underestimates jitter with an error around
40% after only five CRCs. When noise sources are totally correlated, it provides even
worse predictions. For CMN the error is large and non-monotonic because the positive
effect of CMN on delay is disregarded. The next section proposes a modified statistical
accumulation model, to predict PSN jitter accumulation in DCDLs, clock trees and other
distribution structures, with much higher accuracy.
4.2 Jitter Accumulation Model
THIS section analyses the mechanism behind PSN jitter accumulation in Clock Re-peater Cells (CRCs) and discusses the impact of jitter amplification, according to
power/ground noise correlations and correlations among noise sources in cascaded re-
peaters. TCN and IPV jitter accumulation is not discussed because the traditional statistical
accumulation model is reasonably accurate for these jitter sources.
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Figure 4.7: Error between traditional statistical accumulation jitter predictions and simu-
lation results, for: a) uncorrelated noise sources; and b) correlated noise sources.
4.2.1 Dynamic Jitter in Cascaded Repeaters
In cascaded clock repeaters, jitter associated to a clock path depends on jitter inserted by
each CRC on that path. CRCs are usually designed to to have tin = tout, so a given clock
path can be represented by a cascade of balanced CRCs (with similar rc and rio = 1). Fig.
4.8 represents such a general clock path with N equivalent CRCs affected by PSN sources.
Here, σtd,i is the total jitter observed at the output of cell i, which is different from the jitter
inserted by cell i (σtd,ii ), due to jitter amplification and accumulation.
...
td,2σtd,1σ td,N­1σ td,Nσ
td,NNσtd,22σtd,11σ
vdd,1∆
vss,1∆
vdd,2∆
vss,2∆ vss,3∆ vss,N∆
vdd,3∆ vdd,N∆
Figure 4.8: Cascaded CRCs and their output jitter.
To explain the physical mechanism behind jitter amplification, the results of a simple
experiment with three cascaded CRCs are presented next. The supply and ground levels
on the first cell were varied and the waveforms along that line (vni) were compared with
the waveforms of a reference line (vri), with nominal supply and ground levels. Fig.
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4.9 shows the waveforms for CMN and DMN, where ∆tdi is the instantaneous delay error
observed at the output of cell i. Similar results could be obtained for ∆vdd > 0. Note that
absolute jitter is by definition the standard deviation of ∆tdi.
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Figure 4.9: Waveforms of a reference CRC line (vri) and a CRC line affected with PSN in the
first cell only (vni) for: a) CMN; and b) DMN.
The graphics show that for both CMN and DMN, the instantaneous delay error intro-
duced by the first cell is transfered to the second cell with gain. This gain results from the
fact that the second cell’s input voltage is different from its supply voltage, which affects
its response to the input transition. After the second cell, the delay error does not increase
because there is no further influence of PSN sources (applied to the first cell only). Thus,
the gain for uncorrelated PSN sources (gu) depends on the relative position between the
noisy CRC and the observed cell. It has also been shown to be higher for DMN than for
CMN and depend on the CRC design parameters, as will be discussed latter in this section.
A second experiment was performed to observe jitter gain when CRCs have totally
correlated PSN sources. The same repeater line was used, but now all cells shared the
same power and ground levels. The resulting waveforms are shown in Fig. 4.10 for
∆vdd < 0, but similar results could be obtained for ∆vdd > 0. It can be observed that the
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instantaneous delay error measured at the second cell is not twice the error measured in
the first cell, as would be expected in a cascade of identical cells with correlated noise
sources. For CMN, the amplification gain is even negative (attenuation), which almost
mitigates jitter accumulation. This negative effect of CMN in cascaded inverters has also
been observed in [51]. On the contrary, DMN causes a significant jitter amplification as
all contributions have a positive effect on jitter accumulation. The gain for correlated
sources (gc) is thus different from gu, although it also depends on the noise mode and
CRC design parameters.
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Figure 4.10: Waveforms of a reference CRC line (vri) and a CRC line with the same PSN
sources applied to all cells (vni) for: a) CMN; and b) DMN.
4.2.2 Bounds for Jitter Accumulation
If PSN sources are uncorrelated in each CRC, the superposition principle can be used to
estimate jitter along the repeater line, as shown in (4.4). To account for the amplification
effect identified in the previous section, an amplification gain parameter is used. For
uncorrelated sources, the gain elements define a lower triangular matrix [gu] with giju =
0, for j > i and giju = 1, for j = i. Each element giju is the gain applicable to jitter
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inserted by cell j in order to obtain its contribution to jitter in cell i. Jitter variances are
added because jitter contributions from uncorrelated sources are independent random
variables (the superscript ’u’ stands for uncorrelated). These individual contributions
(σtd,ii ) can be obtained using the scalable jitter model proposed in Chapter 3 or transient
noise simulation results.
[σ2td,i
u]N×1 = [g2
u]N×N · [σ2td,ii
u]N×1 (4.4)
If PSN sources are totally correlated, the superposition principle cannot be used. In
this case, the dynamic jitter after N cells depends on the sum of individual standard
deviations and on the gain for totally correlated sources. To compute dynamic jitter at
the output of cell k, in a cascade of N cells, the expression in (4.5) should be used. Here,
the superscript ’c’ indicates that PSN sources are correlated.
[σtd,i
c]N×1 = [gc]N×1 ·
k
∑
i=1
σtd,ii
c (4.5)
In a general clock path, the amplification gain depends on many different design and
noise parameters, and is associated with the repeater’s non-linear behaviour during the
signal transition. Thus, it is not straightforward to derive an accurate analytical model
for [gu] and [gc]. Instead, an heuristic method based on the characterisation of a reference
repeater line with six similar CRCs is proposed. Screening experiments revealed that this
is a sufficient number of cells to provide an accurate characterisation.
For uncorrelated PSN sources, the amplification gain can be obtained with transient
noise simulations with PSN applied to the first cell only. This can be done because gu
depends only on the relative position between the noisy CRC and the observed cell. Sev-
eral transient noise simulations were repeated for different noise modes, noise variances
and CRC design parameters (rc and rr). Results were then used to obtain the gain ele-
ments (giju), computed as the ratio between jitter measured at the output of cell i and
jitter generated in the first cell (j = 1), as shown in (4.6).
giju = σtd,i
u/σtd,jj
u , i = 1, ...N , j = 1 (4.6)
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For correlated PSN sources, the amplification gain elements (gic) can be obtained with
a similar procedure, but with the same PSN sources applied to all CRCs in the line. They
are computed as the ratio between the jitter measured at the output of each cell and the
total expected jitter at that node. In this case, the expected jitter at the output of cell N is
just N times the jitter observed at the output of the first cell (4.7).
gic = σtd,i
c/
(
i · σtd,1 c
)
, i = 1, ..., N (4.7)
Results can be arranged in look-up tables or fitted into polynomial expressions. For
uncorrelated PSN sources, gain elements depend on the noise mode, the noise level (υn),
design parameters (rc and rr) and the relative position between the observed cell and
the noisy cell (M = i − j). For correlated PSN sources, gain elements have the similar
dependencies but now M is replaced by the number of cascaded cells (N).
4.2.3 Simulation Results
This section evaluates the accuracy of the proposed jitter accumulation model. Model
predictions are compared with simulation results, using a two stage symmetric H-tree
implemented in a 90nm technology. The tree was designed assuming an uniform load
distribution and geometric wire sizing. Each clock path has five inverter-based CRCs,
with rc = 4. Jitter accumulation was then evaluated with transient simulations, using
low-frequency PSN sources with different modes, amplitudes and correlations.
The repeater’s gain functions were obtained using (4.6) and (4.7). Results are shown
in Fig. 4.11 for gk1u and gkc, for k = 2, ..., 6. For uncorrelated noise sources, jitter ampli-
fication is shown to be almost constant after the second cell and higher for DMN than for
CMN. The most relevant design parameter is the resistance ratio (rr), which significantly
reduces jitter accumulation. This means that interconnect resistance is beneficial for jitter
accumulation when PSN sources are uncorrelated. When noise sources are correlated, rr
also has a beneficial impact on DMN jitter accumulation but the most relevant parameter
is the noise level (υn). Moreover, jitter gain for CMN is shown to be very small. Note also
that the capacitance ratio (rc) does not have a significant influence on gain parameters.
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Figure 4.11: Jitter gain for A (υn = 5%, rc = 2, rr = 0), B (υn = 5%, rc = 10, rr = 1), C
(υn = 5%, rc = 8, rr = 0) and D (υn = 10%, rc = 8, rr = 0), for: a) uncorrelated noise
sources; and b) correlated noise sources.
Fig. 4.12 compares simulation results with model predictions, for uncorrelated and
correlated PSN sources, with υn = 3%. Plots show that the proposed model can predict
jitter accumulation bounds with good accuracy. This accuracy is graphically represent in
Fig. 4.13a and Fig. 4.13b, with x-y plots. The x-axis corresponds to model predictions
while the y-axis corresponds to over 30 simulation results, obtained with υn = 3% and
υn = 6% for uncorrelated and correlated noise sources. One can see that jitter is well es-
timated, with most points falling above the 45 degrees line. The model error, calculated
as a percentage of the simulation results, is shown to be inferior to 10% in all the experi-
ments. Note that individual jitter estimates were obtained using the scalable jitter model
described in Chapter 3 (section 3.3), which also contributes to this final prediction error.
The model was further used to predict jitter in clock trees, designed with variable in-
terconnect parameters (Cint and Rint), wire sizing techniques (geometric or uniform) and
chip sizes. As it is not practical to graphically represent the results for all of these exper-
iments, the model’s accuracy is shown with x-y plots in Fig. 4.13c and Fig. 4.13d. These
results were obtained with over 30 jitter measurements for uncorrelated MMN sources,
in trees with two and three stages. The model provides good jitter estimations, with an
error inferior to 10% in all the experiments. Although this may seem a large error, the
proposed model is much more accurate than the conventional statistical accumulation
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Figure 4.12: Dynamic jitter model predictions compared to simulation results, for: a)
uncorrelated noise sources; and b) correlated noise sources.
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Figure 4.13: Model accuracy in clock trees with: a) N = 5, rc = 4 and uncorrelated PSN;
b) N = 5, rc = 4 and correlated PSN; c) and d) variable N, interconnect parameters, wire
sizing techniques and chip sizes, with uncorrelated PSN.
model, shown in Fig. 4.7, as discussed there.
The proposed jitter accumulation model can also be useful to grasp the importance
of noise correlations on dynamic jitter accumulation. It shows that DMN is beneficial for
jitter accumulation only if noise sources in adjacent repeaters are uncorrelated. Circuits
with wire-bonded packages, usually have symmetric power and ground noise variations
(dominant DMN). However, most PSN in wire-bonded packages is low-frequency and
highly spatially correlated [178]. Thus, jitter accumulation can only be reduced if noise
sources can be decorrelated, using dithering or similar techniques.
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On the contrary, for low inductance packages, DMN is dominant only if cascaded re-
peaters share the same local power distribution parasitics. In this case, noise sources are
probably also highly correlated and jitter accumulates fast. However, if clock repeaters
are placed in different power blocks, DMN may no longer be dominant. This is beneficial
for jitter accumulation if noise sources are correlated in adjacent repeaters, but detrimen-
tal if they are independent. In this scenario (repeaters in different power blocks), noise
sources are not expected to be totally correlated and one cannot take fully advantage of
the beneficial impact of CMN. Nevertheless, this approach can result in a positive net ef-
fect because the beneficial impact of CMN for correlated sources is by far more significant
than its detrimental effect for uncorrelated sources. Also, this difference becomes more
pronounced with the number of cascaded repeaters.
4.3 Clock Deskewing Systems
THE performance of clock deskewing systems is usually discussed only in terms ofstability, power consumption and/or maximum static error. To the authors’ knowl-
edge, there is still no published work investigating their precision with dynamic variabil-
ity sources. Because these sources are expected to increase with technology scaling, this
is an increasingly important issue when selecting a deskewing technique. This section
presents a model that allows the designer to evaluate precision in DLL-based deskew-
ing systems, according to layout constraints and the expected on-chip variability levels.
This enables him/her to select the best solution for each application and to evaluate the
potential gains provided by the selected scheme, at an early design stage.
4.3.1 Deskewing Uncertainty Model
In a perfectly balanced CDN, the clock arrives to all registers at the same time, so they
have the same nominal phase (φni = φnj ∀ i, j). In this section, the best known techniques
are considered to be used during the pre-silicon design stage to guarantee this condition,
both nominally and statistically. These may include load balancing [179], clock schedul-
ing [180] and/or statistical design optimisation [181]. However, the resulting circuit de-
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sign will not be ideal for each individual chip because most variability sources are not
controllable or predictable prior to silicon. Thus, the post-silicon clock phase (φ) will be
a RV characterised by a PDF with mean (µφ) and standard deviation (σφ).
According to definitions in section 2.1.2, static jitter is the difference between the mean
clock phase and its nominal value (δφ = µφ − φn), dynamic jitter is the time-dependent
standard deviation (σφ), and skew is the difference between two different clock phases.
Thus, static skew corresponds to δφij = δφi − δφj , while dynamic skew depends on σφi
and σφj . If one of these phases is considered to be the reference clock phase (φr), for
which µφr = φnr and σφr = 0, skew becomes equal to jitter. For this reason, absolute
clock skew and jitter will be here considered to represent static1 and dynamic uncertainty,
respectively. Absolute skew (δφ) and jitter (σφ) are defined in (4.8).
S = δφ = µφ − φn ; J = σφ (4.8)
A DLL based deskewing circuit generally includes a Phase Detector (PD), a Low-Pass
Filter (LPF) and a Digitally Controlled Delay Line (DCDL), as shown in Fig. 4.14. Its pur-
pose is to eliminate skew between two SDs, which will be here referred to as the controlled
domain (SDc) and the reference domain (SDr). Because the two clocks being compared
are not available at the same chip-location, interconnect lines must be carefully routed
(possibly with repeaters) to and from the deskewing circuit. The nominal delay intro-
duced by these lines is represented by τf and τr, with subscripts standing for forward
and return clock paths. Inside SDc, the nominal distribution delay is represented by τc.
Although Fig. 4.14 shows a buffered clock tree inside SDc, this model imposes no restric-
tion on the CDN structure inside controlled domains.
Assuming that SDc is sufficiently small so that internal skew is negligible, any clock
sink can be used to measure φc. The PD compares a delayed version of this clock phase
(φ
′
c) with the reference clock phase (φr), and generates the appropriate tuning information
to adjust the DCDL. The loop filter controls the circuit operating rate, to avoid instability.
In such configuration, the phase difference between domains is eliminated as long as
1Quasi-static delay variations, induced by temperature or ageing mechanisms, are also considered part
of skew because they occur in a much larger time scale than the deskewing circuit’s operation cycle.
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Figure 4.14: Generic DLL based feedback deskewing circuit.
the delays in forward and return clock paths are integer multiples of the clock period
(Tclk), as shown in (4.9). Here, nr and n f are integer multiplicative factors (∈ N0) and ∆
is the DCDL’s nominal insertion delay. To minimise uncertainty, but also power and area
overheads, it is desirable to have n f = 1 and nr = 0 (ideal situation).
∆+ τf + τc = n f · Tclk and τr = nr · Tclk (4.9)
The PD usually consists of an up/down detector. Any skew greater than the PD’s
threshold (±epd) will trigger either an up or down signal to indicate that the delay control
word should be adjusted. In regular time intervals (Tdsk) the DCDL is adjusted, increasing
or decreasing the forward clock delay by a fixed delay step. The tuning process is active
until skew is within the PD’s guard-band (2epd). This eliminates static skew and all the
frequency components of dynamic skew that fall within the loop’s bandwidth. Residual
absolute skew in SDc (Sc) depends only on epd and on the delay difference between the
nominal return path delay and its post-silicon mean value, i.e, on the return path delay
skew (δτr ). This is shown in (4.10).
Sc = epd + |τr − µτr | = epd + δτr (4.10)
The DCDL’s minimum delay adjustment is called the delay step (d). The number of
possible increments (M) multiplied by the delay step corresponds to its dynamic range
(∆m). This should be enough to guarantee the condition in (4.9), and compensate for the
maximum unexpected skew introduced by PVT variations in the forward interconnect
(δτf ) and in the SDc clock distribution network (δτc ). This is shown in (4.11).
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∆m = M · d ≥ ∆+ δτf + δτc (4.11)
The absolute and relative magnitudes of d and epd are chosen based on several trade-
offs. To minimise the adjustment error, they should be as small as possible. However,
a small guard-band is more susceptible to the effects of jitter, which could cause false
triggering of the delay detector. On the other hand, a small d increases the lock-in time
when skew is large2. Regarding their relationship, d should be smaller than 2epd to ensure
stable locking. Because these parameters are prone to variability, it is also common to
introduce some design margin and make epd ≈ d.
Dynamic clock phase variations that fall outside the loop’s bandwidth are not com-
pensated and thus, there will be absolute jitter in SDc. To derive an expression for jitter
(Jc), the loop’s response to phase error at the PD’s inputs must be evaluated. In the follow-
ing analysis, the instantaneous phase error is considered to be θ = φr − φ′c and the error
coherence time (tθ) is the time during which θ is seen by the PD as a constant value. Also,
the lock-in time (tL) is defined as the time the loop needs to reach a stable state, which is
proportional to the loop’s operation cycle (tL= m · Tdsk). Here, parameter m corresponds
to the number of DCDL adjustments needed to eliminate θ, so m = bθ/dc. Considering tθ
and tL, two different situations may occur:
1. tθ > tL: the error is static or changes slowly, so it can be eliminated by the deskew-
ing circuit. If tθ  tL, the error in the transient periods between stable states can
be disregarded. Thus, θ is assumed to be completely eliminated and Jc ≈ 0. If not,
jitter is still partially eliminated and Jc < σφc , being σφc the expected jitter without
deskewing.
2. tθ < tL: the loop either becomes unstable or does not respond. In the first case,
the loop tries to adjust the delay but never reaches a stable state because the error
changes faster than tL. In the second case, θ changes faster that the time the loop
needs to start adjusting. In either cases, θ cannot be eliminated and Jc = σφc . If
2If DCDLs are implemented with binary weighted delay elements the system’s accuracy can be increased
without a significant lock-in time penalty. However, the difficulty to initialise the states and to match delay
elements makes them acceptable for coarse adjustment only. In that case, it is common to find a second
delay line with conventional ring counter for fine adjustment [182]. Although this model considers only
single delay-lines, the same approach can be used to analyse dual-delay line configurations.
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the loop is too slow, even quasi-static variations (usually seen as skew) can not be
mitigated and jitter may be higher than expected (Jc > σφc ).
To account for different situations, Jc is here considered to depend on gδ and σφc ,
as shown in (4.12). Parameter gδ models jitter gain/atenuation in slow/fast deskewing
systems (gδ < 1 in fast systems and gδ ≥ 1 in slow/static systems). Its value depends
on how the expected jitter has been defined, i.e., if it includes quasi-static variations or
not. Furthermore, parameter σφc is defined as the sum of jitter contributions generated
in the path between SDr and the registers in SDc. Assuming that the reference clock
phase has no jitter (σφr = 0), that path includes jitter generated in the DCDL (σ∆), in the
forward clock path (στf ) and in the clock distribution network inside SDc (στc ). Because
jitter contributions are added as standard deviations, a correlation parameter (ρ) is here
included to account for non worst-case jitter accumulation. Its value varies between zero
and one, depending on the correlation between individual jitter contributions.
Jc = gδ · σφc = gδ · ρ
(
σ∆ + στf + στc
)
(4.12)
To obtain an expression for στc , a three step approach is here taken. First, the chip is
considered not to be partitioned in SDs and thus, the clock is distributed using a single
clock distribution network. This network should be similar to the one considered before
in SDc. Second, the chip-wide distribution jitter (σ@) is defined as the maximum jitter
between clock source and sink. Likewise, the chip-wide distribution skew (δ@) is defined
as the maximum skew introduced by the clock distribution network, including static
and quasi-static components. These uncertainties are known to be proportional to the
distribution latency (τ@) and thus, to the chip area (A@). So, if the chip is divided in two
SDs with similar sizes, uncertainty should decrease by 50% in each SD. Finally, applying
this reasoning to SDc (with area Ac), στc and δτc can be modelled as shown in (4.13), with
αc= Ac/A@.
στc = αc · σ@ and δτc = αc · δ@ , with αc = Ac/A@ (4.13)
Results presented in section 4.1.3 have shown that the worst-case PSN induced jitter
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in DCDLs is almost constant across designs and depends only on their insertion delay
(∆m), noise ratio (υn) and technology sensitivity (Υn). Using this relationship and the
expression in (4.11), one can write σ∆ as shown in (4.14). It shows that jitter depends on
the DCDL’s nominal delay (∆) but also on the amount of skew it is supposed to eliminate.
σ∆ = Υn · υn · ∆m = Υn · υn
(
∆+ δτf + δτc
)
(4.14)
Finally, the expression for the system’s uncertainty (U ) is given in (4.15), reflecting
absolute skew and jitter in SDc.
U = Sc + Jc = epd + δτr + gδ · ρ
(
Υn · υn ·
(
∆+ δτf + αc · δ@
)
+ στf + αc · σ@
)
(4.15)
Because the loop operates continuously in time, it has two different lock-in times.
During boot time, the DCDL is adjusted to mitigate static components of skew. When
the loop reaches stability, it will adjust the DCDL only to compensate for dynamic (low-
frequency) components of skew, as long as their magnitude is higher than epd. This after-
boot lock-in time determines the circuit’s ability to eliminate dynamic uncertainty, which
has been previously defined as tL. If the quasi-static skew is considered to be a percentage
γ of total skew at the PD’s inputs, tL can be written as shown in (4.16). Here, total skew
includes interconnect skew and clock distribution skew inside SDc.
tL = Tdsk ·m = Tdsk · bγ ·
(
δτf + δτr + δτc
)
/dc (4.16)
4.3.2 Impact of Circuit Floorplanning
DLL-based deskewing systems can be floorplanned and implemented as a Local Deskew-
ing System (LDS) or a Remote Deskewing System (RDS). This is shown in Fig. 4.15, where
the PD and LPF are represented by a single circuit block, the Skew Controller (SC).
In a LDS, the circuit employs only one DCDL in the forward clock path, which is phys-
ically close to both SDr and SDc 3. As a consequence, the interconnect delays (and their
3If the domains are not physically close to each other, a second DLL based mechanism could be used to
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Figure 4.15: Floorplans for DLL based deskewing systems: a) LDS; and b) RDS.
uncertainty) are negligible and uncertainty can be expressed as shown in (4.17), with the
nominal DCDL delay ∆LDS = Tclk− τc. Also, the expression for after-boot lock-in depends
only on the clock distribution skew inside SDc (4.18).
ULDS = epd + gδ · ρ (Υn · υn (Tclk − τc + αc · δ@) + αc · σ@) (4.17)
tLLDS = Tdsk · bγ · αc · δ@/dc (4.18)
In a RDS, the reference and controlled domains are in remote locations so the intercon-
nect delays cannot be considered negligible. To enable clock deskewing in forward and
return paths, the deskewing circuit employs two matched DCDLs and one SC that equally
adjusts the both lines [184],[185]. The design’s symmetry guarantees a temporal symme-
try in clock paths. If interconnects are routed side-by-side and the DCDLs implemented in
close proximity, the forward and return path uncertainty will also be highly correlated,
which guarantees the loop’s symmetry even under severe PVT variations.
When activated, the DCDLs are dynamically adjusted to eliminate skew between φd
and φr. When the loop reaches a stable state, the loop delay is a multiple of the clock
period, as shown in (4.19). Here ∆RDS is the nominal DCDL delay and τm is the matched
line’s delay. For the minimum uncertainty, the DCDL delay should be as small as possible.
This occurs for n = 1, although it results in a clock phase inversion (φd = φr + pi).
2 · (∆RDS + τm) = n · Tclk (4.19)
compensate for interconnect skews [183]. However, this would introduce significant overheads in system
complexity, lock-in time, power and area.
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Like before, the maximum static error between the clock signals at the PD’s input is
epd. However, neither of these clock signals correspond to the controlled clock phase (φd).
The circuit’s symmetry guarantees that φd is exactly in between of PD’s input signals,
so the maximum static error is 0.5epd. Although this represents a significant accuracy
improvement, φd is not the clock phase distributed in SDc. So, the variability that affect
the clock distribution network in SDc are not compensated by the loop, and absolute
skew in this design is given by (4.20).
ScRDS = 0.5epd + δτc = 0.5epd + αc · δ@ (4.20)
To mitigate the impact of PVT variability, the delay introduced by each DCDL should
be sufficient to guarantee the condition in (4.19) and accommodate the unexpected inter-
connect path skew (δτm ), as shown in (4.21). Note that unlike a LDS, the DCDL dynamic
range is now unrelated to the size of SDc - it depends only on the interconnect skew that
it is supposed to eliminate.
∆mRDS ≥ ∆RDS + δτm = (n · Tclk/2− τm) + δτm (4.21)
A longer line is more exposed to PVT variability and will probably need more repeater
stages, which increases the line’s sensitivity to PSN. To compute the uncertainty associ-
ated with clock lines, two parameters are here defined: the average clock line skew per
unit length (δl); and the average clock line jitter per unit length (σl). This unit length
corresponds the line’s electrical length (delay) and not to its physical length. Using those
metrics, interconnect path skew (δτm ) and jitter (στm ) can be written as shown in (4.22).
στm = σl · τm and δτm = δl · τm (4.22)
The uncertainty (URDS) and lock-in time (tLRDS ) in a RDS are given in (4.23) and (4.24).
Note that tLRDS depends only on the magnitude of low-frequency components of skew
introduced by one of the interconnects, because DCDLs are simultaneously adjusted.
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URDS = 0.5epd + αc · δ@ + gδ · ρ (Υn · υn (Tclk/2+ (δl − 1) · τm) + σl · τm + αc · σ@) (4.23)
tLRDS = Tdsk · bγ · τm · δl/dc (4.24)
A similar design can be obtained if the position of matched lines is exchanged with
DCDLs [186], physically separating the lines from the SC. This solution requires one extra
long interconnect (the control line), which could compromise the system’s precision if
ACDLs are used. In a digital implementation the main drawback is the compromise be-
tween routing cost and lock-in time. A parallel control scheme is prohibitively costly in
terms of routing resources, while a series scheme increases the lock-in time, reducing the
system’s ability to mitigate dynamic variations (e.g., authors in [139] propose a scheme
with series control, but is can be used only for static or periodic deskewing).
The choice between LDS and RDS depends on the expected interconnect and intra-
domain distribution uncertainty. A LDS can eliminate clock distribution skew inside SDs,
but is highly affected by interconnect uncertainty. Thus, it performs better when there is
a small number of large SDs placed in close proximity to each other and deskewing blocks
can be placed simultaneously close to SDr and to some leaf in the controlled domains. On
the contrary, a RDS reduces interconnect skews but cannot eliminate distribution skews
inside SDs. Thus, it performs better when there are many small SDs scattered throughout
the chip as long as interconnect routing does not become prohibitively expensive. These
and other scalability issues are discussed in the next section.
4.3.3 Impact of Synchronisation Topologies
Deskewing schemes are either based on LDS or RDS. However, multi-domain systems
may employ a parallel, series or mesh synchronisation topology, which determines the
maximum uncertainty between SDs that share sequentially-adjacent registers. This sec-
tion investigates the impact of synchronisation topology on deskewing uncertainty.
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Parallel Synchronisation
With parallel synchronisation, all modules are synchronised to a common reference clock.
If the modules are topologically close to each other, the reference domain can be cen-
tralised and located in close proximity to the deskewing blocks. This is shown in Fig.
4.16a, which employs several LDSs in parallel. With this scheme, the maximum uncer-
tainty between two SDs (Ucpc) is just twice the uncertainty in a LDS and the lock-in time
(tLcp ) is the same as in a LDS. This is shown in (4.25), where subscripts stand for centralised
parallel scheme.
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Figure 4.16: Parallel synchronization, with: a) centralised SDr; and b) distributed SDr.
Ucp = 2 · ULDS and tLcp = tLLDS (4.25)
Although this architecture has been successfully used in commercial chips [157, 182],
the neighbouring condition is hard to meet in current large VLSI systems. To synchro-
nise large chip areas, parallel synchronisation can be extended using the concept of dis-
tributed reference clock. This concept was first presented using transmission line inter-
connects [187], which were able to synchronise arbitrarily located modules. The same
concept was latter adapted to micro-electronic circuit design [188]. The key idea is that
the clock can be distributed along the chip area using two matched lines in a ring config-
uration. Since the lines are routed in parallel and in opposite directions, the midpoint of
clock phases travelling the lines is constant at any point on the ring. This clock ring can
also be replaced with a distributed PLL [189] or DLL [186].
The architecture proposed in [186] is shown in Fig. 4.16b, using two RDSs in cascade.
The first distributes a global reference clock while the second synchronises local domain
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clocks. Here, these loops are referred to as the global and local deskewing loops. Note
that local clocks are taken from the middle point of local DCDLs, which is equivalent to
having two DCDLs, one in the forward path and another in the return path. The clock ring
allows a greater flexibility in floorplanning multiple SDs, but the global precision is now
affected by two cascaded deskewing circuits. In the following analysis, the global ring
is assumed to introduce a delay 2τm in each direction (a total delay of 4τm in the global
ring), to match the forward interconnect delay of a simple RDS.
To derive an expression for the worst-case system uncertainty, the two most electri-
cally distant SDs are here considered: one close to the reference clock input (best location)
and the other close to the global DCDL (worst location). Note that these domains are
physically close to each other (and close to the SC), and can therefore share sequentially-
adjacent registers. Considering a global loop delay equal to one clock period, for the
clock signals to be aligned at the PD’s input the global DCDL must be able to insert a delay
(∆G) equal to Tclk − 4τm. Moreover, it must be able to compensate for skew introduced in
the global ring, which can be represented as 4τm · δl . The maximum DCDL delay can thus
be expressed as shown in (4.26).
∆mG = ∆G + 4τm · δl = Tclk − 4τm · (1− δl) (4.26)
Using the same reasoning, the circuit’s symmetry forces the local deskewing circuits
to adjust their DCDLs to ∆mL,b = Tclk, for the best located loop, and ∆mL,w = ∆mG for the
worst located loop. Using these expressions, uncertainty in the best and worst located
local loops was derived as shown in (4.27) and (4.28), respectively. Skew is proportional
to 1.5epd, as it corresponds to the sum of static errors introduced by global and local PDs.
Also, note that jitter in local DCDLs depends only on half of their insertion delay because
the domain clock is extracted from the line’s middle point.
UL,b = 1.5epd + αc · δ@ + ρ · gδ (Υn · υn · Tclk/2+ αc · σ@) (4.27)
UL,w = 1.5epd + αc · δ@ + ρ · gδ (2τm · σl + Υn · υn · ∆mG /2+ αc · σ@) (4.28)
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The worst-case system uncertainty corresponds to the sum of absolute uncertainties
obtained for the most distant local loops. However, the static error introduced by the
global loop should not be considered, as it equally affects the precision of both local
loops. The complete expression for the maximum system uncertainty (Udp) is shown in
(4.29), where subscripts stand for distributed parallel. Note that the resulting expression
is twice the uncertainty in a RDS, as expected from the system’s architecture.
Udp = UL,b + UL,w − 2epd = 2 · URDS (4.29)
To avoid instability, global and local loops should operate in hierarchy. Some kind
of arbitration should then be used to guarantee that the global loop locks-in before the
local loops start operating. So, the worst case system lock-in time corresponds to the sum
of global and local loop’s lock-in time, considering the worst location for the local loop
(close to the global DCDL). The total lock-in time (tLdp ) is shown in (4.30).
tLdp = Tdsk · b(γ · 8τm · δl) /dc (4.30)
Series Synchronisation
In a series synchronisation scheme, the deskewing circuit is placed at the input of each
domain to compensate for skews introduced by the CDN in that domain. This is appro-
priate when intra-domain skew is negligible and each domain can obtain its reference
clock from a nearby clock leaf, on an adjacent domain. This scheme is depicted in Fig.
4.17a, for a cascaded hierarchy. The reference clock is fed to the reference domain (SDr),
from which the closest deskewing system gets its clock (DSK1). Similarly, other deskew-
ing systems get their clocks from their neighbours, although those clocks are not the real
reference clock. Nevertheless, if intra-domain skew is negligible, those clocks can be con-
sidered to be good time references.
The cascaded series topology is based on a common LDS, but its precision is dete-
riorated by the number of synchronisation levels (Ls) separating SDs with sequentially-
adjacent registers. Thus, both the uncertainty (Ucs) and lock-in time (tLcs ) depend on Ls,
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Figure 4.17: Series synchronization with: a) cascaded hierarchy; b) H-Tree hierarchy.
as shown in (4.31). In these expressions, subscripts stand for cascaded series.
Ucs = Ls · ULDS and tLcs = Ls · tLLDS (4.31)
In Fig. 4.17b, an alternative series synchronisation scheme with an H-tree hierarchy
is shown [190]. Each tree level employs a LDS, which reduces skew between adjacent
domains to within the PD’s guard-band. The main advantage of this scheme is that clock
domains are synchronised to each other, so there is no need for the DCDLs to add delay
in the clock path to compensate for the clock distribution delay. As a consequence, it is
enough that ∑∆mi≥δ@, which reduces jitter inserted by DCDLs and simultaneously saves
power and area. However, this scheme requires a global clock distribution network and
thus, στf 6= 0 (unlike a common LDS).
Furthermore, the hierarchical nature of deskewing makes static uncertainty depen-
dent on the number of levels between the most electrically distant domains, which can
be physically close to each other in this configuration. If the chip is divided in Nc local
clock domains, the H-tree has Ls =
√
Nc levels. To reduce uncertainty, authors in [134]
proposed a similar configuration with a ring control scheme in each quadrant, which re-
duces Ls to 4
√
Nc. In either case, the final expression for worst-case system uncertainty
(Uts) is shown in (4.32), where subscripts stand for tree series. The maximum accumu-
lated skew depends on the maximum number of PDs between two neighbouring SDs,
which is 2Ls − 1. Because two neighbouring SDs may have totally separate clock paths,
the maximum jitter is twice the jitter in a common LDS, with ∆m=δ@ and στf 6= 0.
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Uts = epd (2Ls − 1) + 2gδ · ρ
(
αc · σ@ + στf + Υn · υn · δ@
)
(4.32)
The lock-in time (tLts ) depends on the total skew that the DCDLs are supposed to elim-
inate in each branch, because domains at level i have to be deskewed before the domains
in level i− 1, and so forth (hierarchical deskewing). Thus tLts is given by (4.33).
tLts = Tdsk · bγ · δ@/dc (4.33)
Mesh Synchronisation
If DCDLs are allowed to be controlled by several Skew Controller (SC) outputs, a mesh
synchronisation topology can be implemented as schematically represented in Fig. 4.18
[190]. It employs an H-tree clock distribution, but other clock distribution structures are
possible. The domain clocks are compared to their neighbours (up to four) and a control
signal is generated to adjust the DCDL’s delay. To ensure a stable lock, the line’s dynamic
range should be enough to accommodate chip-wide clock distribution skew, so again
∆mm = δ@. When the system arrives to a stable state, the maximum uncertainty between
neighbouring domains (Um) is shown in (4.34).
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Figure 4.18: Mesh synchronization: a) global H-tree; b) local SDs; and c) deskewing units.
Um = epd + 2gδ · ρ
(
αc · σ@ + στf + Υn · υn · δ@
)
(4.34)
Compared to a tree series deskewing scheme, this has a smaller static uncertainty
because there is only one PD between neighboring domains. However, it may have higher
dynamic uncertainty due to its longer lock-in time (which increases gδ). The bound for
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Table 4.3: Model for the worst-case static and dynamic deskewing uncertainty.
Skew (Sij) Jitter (Jij) tL/Tdsk
Ucp 2epd 2gδ · ρ (Υn · υn (Tclk − τc + αc · δ@) + αc · σ@) bγ · αc · δ@/dc
Udp epd + 2 (αc · δ@) 2gδ · ρ (τm · σl + Υn · υn (Tclk/2− τm (1− δl)) + αc · σ@) bγ · 8τm · δl/dc
Ucs Ls · epd Ls · gδ · ρ (Υn · υn (Tclk − τc + αc · δ@) + αc · σ@) Ls · bγ · αc · δ@/dc
Uts epd (2 · Ls − 1) 2gδ · ρ
(
αc · σ@ + στf + Υn · υn · δ@) bγ · δ@/dc
Um epd 2gδ · ρ
(
αc · σ@ + στf + Υn · υn · δ@) k1 + k2 · bγ · δ@/dc∗
*: For the mesh scheme, k1 = Nc + 2
√
Nc and k2 = 2
√
Nc − 2
the worst case lock-in time was empirically derived in [190] as k1 + M · k2, where k1 =
Nc + 2
√
Nc and k2 = 2
√
Nc − 2. If M is replaced with m = bγ · δ@/dc, which is the
number of delay steps needed to mitigate the expected low-frequency distribution skew,
the after-boot lock-in time becomes the expression shown in (4.35).
tLm ≈ Tdsk · (k1 + k2bγ · δ@/dc) (4.35)
4.3.4 Comparative Analysis
The presented analysis shows that DLL-based deskewing systems are either implemented
as LDSs or RDSs, in spite of the multiple schemes that can be found in literature. LDSs are
used to eliminate skew between two adjacent SDs, while RDSs eliminate only clock dis-
tribution skew. These fundamental schemes can be found in five different topologies:
centralised parallel; distributed parallel; cascaded series; tree series; and mesh. This
section compares their static and dynamic uncertainty, using the proposed uncertainty
model. For the reader’s convenience, it is summarised in Table 4.3. For each topology, it
shows the worst-case skew (Sij) and jitter (Jij) between adjacent domains, as well as the
after-boot lock-in time (tL).
In mesh and tree series topologies, jitter is directly proportional to the expected on-
chip distribution skew (δ@). Thus, these topologies directly trade static for dynamic un-
certainty, which is a clear disadvantage when compared to others. Compared to each
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other, they apparently have the same expression for jitter. However, gδ is higher in mesh
because it has a higher tL. This means that it is less capable of mitigating quasi-static vari-
ations. Yet, the mesh topology has a lower and constant skew, which is a good feature
if one needs to synchronise a large number of domains. On the contrary, skew in a tree
series topology is higher and proportional to the number of synchronisation levels (Ls).
The distributed parallel topology is the only where jitter is not proportional to δ@. In-
stead it depends on interconnect variability (δl) and delay (τm). Also, this scheme requires
DCDLs with a nominal delay of only Tclk/2, as opposed to Tclk in centralised parallel and
cascaded seires, which results in less jitter insertion. However it has two significant dis-
advantages: 1) it cannot mitigate intra-domain skew; and 2) it requires a ring to be routed
throughout the chip, which may not be feasible.
The centralised parallel topology is one of the best in skew reduction, but cannot be
implemented when the domains are not physically close to each other and close to the
deskewing units. This imposes stringent limits on the maximum number of SDs in this
scheme. When Nc is large, an hybrid solution with cascaded arrangements of centralised
parallel systems can be used, as proposed in [191]. Yet, this degrades the overall static
uncertainty and increases tL. Regarding jitter, both centralised parallel and cascaded
series schemes need DCDLs with significant insertion delay, which may insert significant
dynamic uncertainty in high PSN environments.
To illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of different synchronisation topolo-
gies, the proposed model will now be used to compute static and dynamic uncertainty in
SDs. A reference synchronous circuit is considered to be equally divided in Nc domains,
with αc = 1/Nc and Ls =
√
Nc. Design parameters and performance metrics are shown
in Table 4.4. Fig. 4.19a shows results for Nc = 4. Note that the initial global circuit skew
(δ@) is reduced by all topologies, but at the cost of higher jitter (jitter is much higher than
σ@). The mesh topology is the one with the best overall performance, while centralised
parallel and cascaded series are the ones with the worst jitter performance. This occurs
because they require a DCDL with significant insertion delay and thus, with higher jitter
insertion. However, they are more effective in mitigating skew than distributed parallel
or tree series.
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Table 4.4: Design parameters and performance metrics for model evaluation.
Design Parameters Performance Metrics
epd = d Tclk τ@ γ ρ τc τm υn δ@/Tclk σ@/Tclk δl σl
5ps 200ps 200ps 30% 70% τ@/Nc τ@/4 4% 10% 2 % 10% 2%
(c) (d)
(a) (b)
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Figure 4.19: Skew and jitter as a percentage of Tclk: a) reference scenario; b) higher Nc; c)
higher δ@ and σ@; and d) higher δ@, σ@ and υn.
Fig. 4.19b shows results for Nc = 16. The performance of series topologies is shown
to significantly decrease: the cascaded series introduces higher jitter while the tree series
ends up inserting more skew than it was supposed to eliminate. On the contrary, the dis-
tributed parallel topology introduces less skew and jitter, because they are proportional
to the SD’s size. Nevertheless, the mesh topology was the one identified as best suited to
deal with increasing number of synchronous domains.
Fig. 4.19c compares results when δ@ and σ@ are increased, for Nc = 4. It can be
seen that skew is mitigated again at the cost of increased jitter. The distributed parallel
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topology shows the worst skew performance, because it cannot be eliminated inside each
SD. However, it is the one with lower jitter. The same occurs when noise levels (υn)
are also increased, as shown in Fig. 4.19d. Again, the topology with the best overall
performance is the mesh, which is able to mitigate skew with comparably small jitter
insertion. Yet, jitter is shown to be about 4× larger than it was with a single SD.
Results shown for this illustrative example were obtained using a simple model for
gδ, given in (4.36). Because some topologies are sufficiently fast to partially eliminate
jitter (gδ < 1), while others may be so slow that even quasi-static variations cannot be
mitigated (gδ > 1), gδ should be expressed as a function of tL. The proposed expression
was derived considering the following: a) sufficiently high-frequency jitter components
always exist, so jitter is never completely eliminated (gδ > 0.6); b) for the longest tL,
jitter increases at most by 50%; c) skew is always larger than jitter, so eliminating low-
frequency components of skew has a residual impact on tL.
gδ = 0.6+
√
(log10 tL)/2 (4.36)
Besides being a tool to compare precision in feedback synchronisation schemes, the
proposed model can also be used to determine the maximum allowable noise and inter-
ference levels for each scheme. For a reliable system operation, jitter should be kept as a
small percentage of the clock period. Thus, the model can be used to compute the maxi-
mum allowable noise level (υn) at DCDLs, according to their insertion delay, and evaluate
the need for additional PSN filtering. In chapter 6, this model will also be used to evaluate
deskewing precision trends with technology scaling.
4.4 Conclusions
THIS Chapter discussed clock uncertainty in clocking structures. Section 4.1 de-scribed different architectures of Digitally Controlled Delay Lines (DCDLs) and
compared their performance, considering different metrics. Clock tree design was also
briefly addressed. Because clock trees and DCDLs are built with several cascaded Clock
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Repeater Cells (CRCs), section 4.2 proposed a scalable jitter accumulation model for CRC
lines. Finally, uncertainty in deskewing systems was discussed in section 4.3. Models
proposed in section 4.2 and 4.3 will be useful in chapter 6, to investigate uncertainty
trends with technology scaling. The main conclusions drawn in each of these sections are
summarised next.
Simulation results presented in section 4.1 showed that uncertainty in DCDLs is al-
most constant, regardless the circuit’s implementation details and selected delay. This
means that for a given technology, jitter in these structures depends mostly on their dy-
namic range. Based on this observation, a normalised uncertainty parameter was de-
fined. Also, the conventional statistical accumulation model was shown to fail PSN jitter
accumulation predictions, even when individual contributions are obtained from simula-
tion results. This happens because it disregards the dual nature of PSN impact on delay -
a difference in the supply voltage between a driver and receiver pair creates either a pos-
itive or negative time shift in the perceived signal transition at the receiver, depending
on noise correlations.
To replace time-consuming transient noise simulations when evaluating jitter in clock
distribution systems, section 4.2 proposed a modified statistical accumulation model to
predict PSN jitter accumulation in cascaded CRCs. Along with the scalable jitter model
proposed in chapter 3, this model provided PSN jitter predictions for clock trees that were
within 10% of simulation results. This is a much better accuracy than the conventional
statistical accumulation model could provide. On the other hand, the proposed accu-
mulation model can give the designer a valuable insight regarding the impact of noise
correlations on jitter accumulation. This can be useful to promote floorplan-based power
and clock distribution design (to minimise jitter accumulation), which can be particularly
effective in bump-bonded and low inductance package styles, where cascaded circuit
blocks may be subjected to significantly different power distribution parasitics.
Finally, section 4.3 presented a model to evaluate uncertainty in digital deskewing cir-
cuits. DLL-based deskewing systems have been shown to be either LDSs or RDSs. LDSs are
used to eliminate skew between adjacent SDs, while RDSs eliminate only clock distribu-
tion skew. This fundamental difference impacts both their skew and jitter performance,
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which can be evaluated using the proposed analytical model. As it depends only on
parameters that can be easily obtained from design or early simulation data, it can be
incorporated in an automatic tool to determine the best topology for a given application
or to evaluate the system’s tolerance to power-supply noise.
Chapter 5
Experimental Results
This chapter describes the experimental setup, the methods and timing measurement techniques
used to experimentally evaluate the accuracy of the jitter models proposed in chapters 3 and 4. These
models can be used to predict jitter in clock repeaters and repeater lines, whether they are part of
an IC or a PCB, as long as the key circuit parameters can be extracted. For practical reasons, the
proposed models were experimentally evaluated using discrete clock repeaters. As a consequence,
results presented in here concern only to PSN jitter.
5.1 Experimental Setup
THIS section provides detailed information on the repeaters and measurement hard-ware used to evaluate the proposed models. The PSN framework, relevant mea-
surement techniques and board design solutions are also described.
5.1.1 Hardware and Equipment
Encapsulated digital gates (Little Logic), from Texas Instruments [192], were used to val-
idate the conclusions regarding jitter and uncertainty performance in different Static De-
lay Repeaters (SDRs). These devices are available in different technology families, with
different voltage ranges and timing performance. Results presented here were obtained
using gates from Low-Voltage Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (LVC) and
Advanced Ultra-low-voltage (AUC) families, hereafter called InvL and InvA, and LVC
NAND gates. The supply voltage was set to Vdd = 1.8V, which is the recommended
supply voltage for the AUC family, although the LVC family is optimised for 3.3V oper-
ation. Unfortunately, these gates could not be used to evaluate jitter insertion models
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because they are not single gate repeaters. They include an unknown number of internal
tapered repeaters, and thus, output jitter depends both on insertion and accumulation
mechanisms.
To evaluate jitter insertion models, inverters were built with matched pair small sig-
nal MOSFET arrays from Advanced Linear Devices (ALD1115). This monolithic comple-
mentary N-channel and P-channel transistor pair is intended for a broad range of analog
applications, including signal switching (CMOS inverter), and can support supply volt-
ages up to Vdd = 13V. For reasons latter explained, Vdd was set to 6V. Transistors have
similar threshold voltages (Vth = 0.7V) and input capacitance (Cin,n = Cin,p = 1pF),
but rather different drain to source ON resistance (Rds,n = 350Ω and Rds,p = 1200Ω at
Vds = 0.1V and Vgs = 5V). Thus, the resulting inverter gate has a mean channel resis-
tance Ron = 775Ω and an input capacitance Cin = 2pF. These gates are hereafter called
analog inverters as opposed to digital Little Logic inverters.
Different Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) were designed for the repeaters’ characterisa-
tion and jitter evaluation phases. Because digital signals have significantly high spectral
content, several signal integrity related issues had to be addressed in the PCB’s design
to ensure reliable results. First, boards were driven by semi-rigid coaxial cables with
straight Sub-Miniature version A (SMA) connectors and 50Ω terminations. Second, board
interconnects were designed as 50Ω micro-strip lines, to reduce reflections and main-
tain a good signal integrity. Finally, boards were designed with built-in voltage-divider
passive probes in the input and output nodes of the Device Under Test (DUT). This is
illustrated in Fig. 5.1, for a PCB with a cascade of five InvA cells, where the intermediate
repeater is the DUT.
(a)
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Figure 5.1: Repeater chain PCB with passive probes: a) schematic; b) photograph.
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Passive voltage-divider probes are attractive for their simplicity, with a good perfor-
mance up to several GHz. Moreover, being purely passive, they do not add any random
noise and jitter to the signal being measured (except for the intrinsic resistive thermal
noise). However, they reduce the amplitude of the signal transmitted to the measure-
ment instrument, so the instrument’s noise has a large relative impact. On the contrary,
active probes have no loading-amplitude trade-off but will always add some random
noise and jitter to the signal, as well as some parasitic capacitance load. Although neither
of these are ideal probes, measurements were performed with passive probes only due
to the unavailability of active probes compatible with the measurement equipment.
Using passive probes with analog inverters was tricky due to their rather large chan-
nel resistance. Passive probes consist of a resistive voltage divider, made up by a high-
impedance resistor (Rs) in series with 50Ω scope impedance. For Little Logic gates an
Rs = 450Ω was used, which resulted in a reasonable probe ratio of 1:10. However, this
Rs is too low for analog inverters, which have a comparable mean channel resistance
(Ron). To reduce the impact of the probe’s resistance and still have a reasonable dividing
ratio, an Rs = 1820Ω was selected for those inverters, which resulted in a ratio of 1:37.
This Rs is the one that minimises the probe’s impact on circuit operation and still allows
us to take advantage of the scope’s full vertical span (although at the minimum vertical
resolution). Despite the careful selection of Rs, the voltage divider reduced the clock sig-
nal dynamic range at the inverter’s output (3.3V) compared to the supply voltage (6V).
This resulted in a lower switching speed than was expected from these inverters, but had
no other consequence.
Different circuit boards were tested using the setup illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The noise
generator apparatus is explained in section 5.1.2. To generate the input clock signal, an
Agilent HP81130A pulse generator was used. It generates single-ended clock pulses from
1kHz up to 400MHz, with selectable transition times of 800ps or 1.6ns and configurable
amplitude levels. According to the manufacturer data-sheet [193], typical RMS period
jitter and baseline noise are equal to 0.001%+15ps and 4mV, respectively, which are too
small to interfere with our measurements. To measure jitter and timing parameters, a
20GHz bandwidth Tecktronics digital phosphor oscilloscope (DPO72004) was used, with
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50GS/s real time sample rate and 1.43ps delta time measurement accuracy (RMS) [194].
It has a minimal vertical resolution of 10mV/div and a typical vertical noise below 0.6%
of full scale (0.6mV). Although this is a very good accuracy, passive probes significantly
reduced the measured signal’s dynamic range in analog inverters. Thus, vertical noise
had to be accounted for when analysing experimental results (as will be latter explained).
Also, timing characterisation was performed in real-time sample mode with interpolation
and averaging artifacts to maximise the measurement accuracy.
Pulse Generator (HP81130)
Oscilloscope (DPO72004)
CH1 trigger
Clock
Circuit Under Test
Clkin
Clkin probe Clkout probe
∆Vdd
∆Vss
Supply Noise Generator
FPGA
Demux
Boards
DAC
Boards
∆Vdd
∆Vss
Figure 5.2: Setup used to measure PSN jitter in different circuit boards.
To measure jitter insertion, i.e. how much jitter does a clock repeater add, the re-
peater’s input clock signal was used as the scope’s trigger when capturing the output
clock signal’s histogram around the threshold crossing. The histogram standard devia-
tion is known to be a good jitter metric as long as it follows a Gaussian distribution and
sufficient samples are taken. For that reason, at least 5000 samples were taken in each
measurement. With this number of samples, one can be reasonably confident that all
outliers up to 3σ have been caught [159]. Other jitter metrics, like minimum, maximum
or peak-to-peak spread, are not suited for this purpose because they depend on a single
data point, even when the distribution itself is made up from millions of data points. On
the contrary, the standard deviation depends on all data points together and thus, it is a
extremely stable parameter (especially for large data sets).
5.1.2 Supply Noise Generator
To evaluate PSN induced jitter, power and ground random noise sources were built us-
ing a Xilinx Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and two custom Digital to Analog
Converter (DAC) boards, as shown in Fig. 5.3. Two independent Gaussian random se-
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quences were generated in MATLAB, following a standard normal distribution (µ=0 and
σ=1) with 4096 samples (12-bit resolution), and stored in the FPGA’s internal memory.
The DAC boards were then used to generate two different noise voltage waveforms (Vn1
and Vn2). Their magnitude, spectral content and relative mode (MMN, CMN or DMN)
can be digitally configured by external switches. Each DAC board includes a single-
supply 12-bit resolution DAC (AD9762) followed by a high-bandwidth rail-to-rail am-
plifier (AD8061), both from Analog Devices. Separate analog and digital PDNs reduce the
impact of digital switching noise coupling to the output signal waveforms (Vn1 and Vn2),
so that they can keep the spectral and statistical characteristics defined by the random
sequences stored in the FPGA.
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Figure 5.3: Noise generator built with a Xilinx FPGA, custom DAC and daughter boards.
Although Vn1 and Vn2 sources are sufficient to evaluate the proposed jitter insertion
model, at least fourteen independent noise sources are necessary to evaluate jitter ac-
cumulation in a clock tree with 3 stages (N=7). Thus, two additional daughter-boards
were necessary, which connect to both the FPGA and DAC boards. Each board receives
and demultiplexes the analog noise source Vni into eight independent outputs Vnij, us-
ing one Field Effect Transistor (FET) demultiplexer (SN74CBTLV3251), eight capacitors
and eight high-bandwidth rail-to-rail amplifiers (AD8061). This can be done because the
noise samples stored in the FPGA are not correlated in time and thus, their time demul-
tiplexed samples are also independent between each other. To guarantee that Vnij have
the same bandwidth as the noise waveforms used for individual inverters, the DAC clock
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frequency was increased eight times when using daughter-boards. DAC and daughter
boards are shown in Fig. 5.4.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: PCBs for a) custom DAC board; and b) custom daughter board.
To evaluate the impact of PSN on jitter, noise waveforms were coupled to the re-
peater’s supply and ground rails. To minimise the impact of the necessary changes in
the PDN and thus, on the repeater’s output waveform, the noise and signal paths were
separated using discrete reactances (L1, L2, C1 and C2), as shown in Fig. 5.5a. When
switching, the repeater needs to push/pull current from/to the power supply network.
On the other hand, noise has to be coupled to the repeater’s supply pins but not to the
entire PDN. Thus, the PDN must have a low impedance path for the clock signal’s spectral
components and a high impedance to PSN components. Because the clock signal has dis-
crete spectral components and the relevant PSN spectral components are below the clock
frequency ( fn < fclk), that was done using disjoint pass-band (L2, C2) and notch filters
(L1, C1), as shown in Fig. 5.5b and Fig. 5.5c.
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Figure 5.5: a) Repeater’s supply network with noise coupling; b) signal path and signal’s
transfer function (Hs( f )); c) noise path and noise’s transfer function (Hn( f )).
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Noise and signal paths were analysed separately to compute the required value for L1,
L2, C1 and C2. Thevenin’s theorem was used to transform the repeater’s current source
into a voltage source, which has been conveniently transferred to the supply input node.
Thus, the clock signal is shown to pass through a notch filter (5.1), which allows all the
relevant clock frequencies to be delivered to the repeater’s load, while the noise wave-
form passes through a pass-band filter (5.2), which blocks its DC component and their
high-frequency content. Here, τ = RonCL, Z11 = L1C1, Z22 = L2C2 and Z12 = L1C2.
Hs(s) =
vo
vs
=
(1+ s2Z11)(1+ s2Z22)(1+ sτ)
(1+ sτ)((1+ s2Z11)(1+ s2Z22) + s2Z12) + s2L1CL(1+ s2Z22)
(5.1)
Hn(s) =
vo
vn
=
s2Z12(1+ sτ)
(1+ sτ)((1+ s2Z11)(1+ s2Z22) + s2Z12) + s2L1CL(1+ s2Z22)
(5.2)
The clock frequency was selected according to the repeater’s switching speed (Tclk >
10tsw), to guarantee a good signal integrity. Thus, fclk = 20MHz was selected for Little
Logic gates and fclk = 2MHz for analog inverters. Noise frequency was then adjusted so
that PSN sources have low-frequency content when compared to the clock signal. Thus,
PSN sources were limited to fn = 6.25MHz and fn = 750kHz, for Little Logic gates and
analog inverters, respectively. The appropriate inductors and capacitors for the supply
and noise coupling network were then obtained, so that the relevant clock frequency
components ( f = n fclk, with n = 0, 1, 2, ...) may pass through the notch filter, while the
low-frequency noise components are coupled to the repeater’s supply rails.
5.2 Uncertainty and Jitter Evaluation
This section experimentally demonstrates that uncertainty is rather constant in digital
clock repeaters and repeater chains, supporting the conclusions in sections 3.1 and 4.1.
Also, the accuracy of the reference jitter model proposed in section 3.2 is evaluated.
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Table 5.1: Performance metrics in circuit type B, with σpsn = 6.66%Vdd.
Time [ps] Current [µA] Jitter [ps] Uncertainty [%]
SDR td tsw Ip Ie f f MMN CMN DMN MMN CMN DMN
FO1 768 1100 411 186 52 42 54 6.71% 5.51% 7.02%
InvA
FO4 1070 1480 1100 575 69 65 65 6.41% 6.07% 6.04%
FO1 2900 1720 502 282 183 93 234 6.33% 3.19% 8.06%
InvL
FO4 4370 3550 930 136 337 207 427 7.71% 4.74% 9.76%
FO1 5470 2010 137 128 514 156 790 9.41% 2.86% 14.43%
NAND
FO4 6830 3180 388 300 800 236 1308 11.7% 3.46% 19.14%
5.2.1 Uncertainty in SDRs
Little Logic gate repeaters are here used to experimentally evaluate the impact of PSN on
clock jitter and uncertainty. In Table 5.1, experimental results are shown for each repeater.
Circuit parameters were obtained under realistic conditions, with each repeater driving
and being driven by similar gates. It corresponds to circuit type B in Fig. 5.6, which is
here reproduced from chapter 3 for the reader convenience.
(a) (b)
CLtin=tout=tsw
Circuit type A Circuit type B
tin tout
tin=tout=tsw
tin tout
Figure 5.6: Test circuits: a) ideal driver and load; b) realistic driver and load.
Switching time and delay (tsw and td) were obtained using the scope’s timing mea-
surement facilities, while the peak and effective currents (Ip and Ie f f ) were inferred from
peak and mean slew-rate measurements. PSN jitter was evaluated for different noise
modes (MMN, CMN and DMN), with σpsn = 6.66%Vdd and fn = 6.125MHz. This can
be considered low-frequency noise because fclk was set to = 20MHz.
Results show that although absolute PSN jitter significantly increases with fanout, un-
certainty is much more stable. Moreover, uncertainty values have a much lower variabil-
ity than jitter, when comparing different repeaters. For example, the FO1 NAND gate
has around 10 times more MMN jitter than InvA but uncertainty is just ≈2.5% higher.
Simulation results provided in sections 3.1 and 4.1 led to the same conclusions. Note
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also that these jitter measurements include the combined effects of jitter insertion and
accumulation. The accumulation effect can be observed in CMN and DMN jitter metrics.
Although CMN induces higher jitter insertion than DMN (as shown in Fig. 3.7), it accu-
mulates slower when noise sources are totally correlated (as shown in Fig. 4.6). Because
these repeaters are built with several cascaded gates, sharing the same PDN, CMN jitter
values were smaller than those resulting from DMN.
Similar measurements were performed with capacitively loaded Little Logic gates,
using single repeater PCBs (circuit type A). Results are shown in Table 5.2. Photographs of
circuits type A and B are shown in Figure 5.7, for InvA repeaters. To guarantee balanced
transitions, these boards include a source capacitance (Cs) in the input node. Moreover,
CL in circuit type A was selected as the one that induces the same propagation delay
shown by the corresponding repeater in circuit type B, following the procedure described
in section 3.2.1. Thus, CL had to be found by inspection of timing parameters. Although
the best efforts were made to match the delay shown by repeaters in circuit type A (Table
5.2) with the delay shown by repeaters in circuit type B (Table 5.1), results show that they
do not match exactly. Nevertheless, jitter measurements agree with the conclusions taken
in section 3.2 that is, jitter in circuit type A is similar to jitter in circuit type B.
Figure 5.7: PCBs for InvA evaluation: a) FO1 type B; b) FO4 type B; and c) FOn type A.
Jitter and uncertainty results for Little Logic gates in circuit type A (solid lines) and
circuit type B (white icons), are also shown in Fig. 5.8. Both fanout and repeater structure
are shown to have a large impact on absolute jitter. NAND gates have more than 10
times the jitter inserted by InvA gates, for the same PSN levels, and it almost doubles
when fanout increases from FO1 to FO6. On the contrary, uncertainty is rather constant
with fanout and much less dependent on circuit structure.
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Table 5.2: Performance metrics in circuit type A, with σpsn = 6.66%Vdd.
Time [ps] Current [µA] Jitter [ps] Uncertainty [%]
SDR td tsw Ip Ie f f MMN CMN DMN MMN CMN DMN
FO1 767 872 441 209 42.9 37.3 43.6 5.59% 4.86% 5.68%
InvA
FO4 1140 1216 926 688 65.5 64.8 58.5 5.75% 5.69% 5.14%
FO1 2890 1618 380 295 194 104 245 6.71% 3.61% 8.47%
InvL
FO4 4350 3348 761 148 322 198 397 7.41% 4.56% 9.13%
FO1 5360 2090 144 138 546 167 853 10.2% 3.12% 15.9%
NAND
FO4 6640 3393 440 326 774 248 1250 11.7% 3.73% 18.9%
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Figure 5.8: Circuit type A metrics for Little Logic gates: a) jitter; and b) uncertainty.
Circuit type B metrics are shown with light grey, unconnected icons.
Results presented here follow conclusions taken in sections 3.1 and 4.1, regarding
PSN jitter insertion and accumulation in clock repeaters. Also, they show that the simple
circuit type A can be effectively used to evaluate jitter in clock repeaters driving and
being driven by similar gates (circuit type B), because jitter measurements closely match.
5.2.2 PSN Jitter Evaluation
This section presents jitter results for the analog inverter and compares them with the
reference jitter model, proposed in section 3.2. This model is based on four fundamen-
tal parameters: load capacitance (CL); peak current (Ip); effective current (Ie f f ); and PSN
magnitude (σvo,psn ). These parameters were experimentally obtained for the analog in-
verter, using type A and type B boards. According to the device’s data-sheet, the load
capacitance for FO1 was considered to be CL = Cin = 2pF. Also, this is the capacitance
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Table 5.3: Relevant circuit model parameters for the analog inverter.
Circuit type B Circuit type A Error [%]
td tsw Ip Ie f f td tsw Ip Ie f f td tsw Ip Ie f f
12.0ns 26.6ns 7.0µA 5.3µA 12.1ns 27.2ns 7.1µA 5.2µA 0.67 2.65 1.47 -2.58
that induces the same delay in both circuits type A and B, as shown in Table 5.3.
The error was computed as the difference between parameters measured at circuit
type A and the ones measured at circuit type B, as a percentage of the last. Its small mag-
nitude proves that the analog inverter, loaded with CL and driven by our clock source,
can be used to evaluate the inverter’s behaviour when embedded in a real design (be-
ing driven and driving other gates). Also, peak and effective currents (Ip and Ie f f ) were
obtained from peak and mean (from 10% to 90% Vdd) slew-rate measurements, respec-
tively. Peak slew-rate was obtained by measuring transition time in 10%Vdd time inter-
vals during a complete signal transition. The PMOS peak current was measured around
30%-40%Vdd in a rising transition while NMOS peak current was measured around 60%-
70%Vdd in a falling transition, as expected. Shown Ip and Ie f f parameters are the mean
between measured NMOS and PMOS currents.
To quantify the noise magnitude at the inverter’s supply nodes, its standard devia-
tion was measured in three different scenarios. First, noise was measured with the input
clock and external noise sources turned OFF, to measure the system’s baseline noise. Af-
ter, the input clock signal was turned ON, to measure self-induced noise. This is the
noise generated by the repeater’s switching current, passing through the non-ideal PDN.
Finally, external noise sources were turned ON (MMN), to characterise the total PSN at
the repeater’s supply rails. Noise histograms at the power rail, and their standard devi-
ation as a percentage of Vdd (υn = σpsn/Vdd), are shown in Fig. 5.9. To compute υn, the
scope’s noise floor (0.6mV at this vertical resolution (10mV/div)) was subtracted from
the measured noise standard deviation σn.
In the first and second scenarios, similar noise standard deviations were measured.
Thus, a single plot illustrates both in Fig. 5.9a. The only difference between them is the
spectral component at fclk = 2MHz, which is nonexistent when the clock is OFF. This
means that self-induced noise can be disregarded in these experiments. Also, these plots
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Figure 5.9: Spectral and statistical properties of noise in the repeater’s power supply
nodes: a) external sources OFF; b) external sources ON.
show power supply rail noise only, because noise in the ground rail has shown similar
spectral and statistical characteristics. Comparing these plots, one can see that our sys-
tem’s baseline noise is white and much smaller than externally generated noise. External
sources induce ≈ 2.3%Vdd noise in each power/ground rail, while baseline system noise
is just ≈ 0.5%Vdd when they are OFF (standard deviation).
Regarding spectral characteristics, external noise sources have their first spectral null
well bellow the clock frequency, which is one of our model’s requirement. Using (3.6)
from chapter 3, the PSN standard deviation is σvo,psn = 4%Vdd when external sources are
ON. When they are OFF, baseline PSN is white and has a magnitude equal to σvo,w =
0.8%Vdd. Because this baseline PSN is relatively high, and our scope’s vertical accuracy
is limited by the probe’s voltage divider, it was not possible measure the inverter’s TCN.
However, it will be shown that the TCN sensitivity metric can also be used to predict
white PSN, due to their spectral similarity - both TCN and white PSN have high frequency
components so jitter is proportional to Ip and not Ie f f .
In Table 5.4, jitter measurements for MMN and white PSN are compared against model
results, using (3.4) and (3.8) with σvo,tcn,max = σvo,w . Sensitivity was computed as βw =
CL/Ip for white PSN and βpsn = CL/Ie f f for low-frequency PSN. The error between jitter
predictions and simulation results, as a percentage of the last, is also shown. The pro-
posed model is show to accurately predict PSN jitter, for both low- and high-frequency
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Table 5.4: PSN jitter measurements (σtd,mea) and model predictions (σtd,mod)
Low-frequency PSN White PSN
Fanout FO1 FO2 FO3 FO4 FO5 FO6 FO1 FO2 FO3 FO4 FO5 FO6
β [ns/V] 391 475 546 618 724 825 281 341 392 443 520 592
σtd ,mea [ns] 1.32 1.68 1.95 2.16 2.56 2.90 0.19 0.24 0.27 0.30 0.34 0.39
σtd ,mod [ns] 1.38 1.68 1.93 2.16 2.52 2.89 0.20 0.24 0.28 0.31 0.37 0.42
Error [%] 4.2 -0.1 -1.9 -0.3 -1.6 -0.3 4.4 0.4 1.5 4.2 5.5 6.7
PSN. The error for white PSN induced jitter is higher because absolute values are very
small and thus, more prone to measurement errors.
Fig. 5.10 compares measurement (symbols) and model results (dashed lines), for PSN
jitter and output currents (Ip and Ie f f ). Ie f f was computed using the model expression
given in (3.7), with Vth = 0.7 and ξ = 0.92. Although ξ is a fitting parameter, it has
shown a value close to one, as expected. Model predictions are shown to closely follow
experimental results, for both jitter and Ie f f . Also, Ie f f is shown to follow the same trend
shown by Ip, but with smaller absolute value, as expected from simulations (Fig. 3.12).
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Figure 5.10: Measurement and model results: a) PSN jitter; b) peak and effective currents.
The impact of unbalanced transitions on output jitter was also experimentally evalu-
ated. The capacitors at the inverter’s input and output nodes were changed, so that PSN
jitter could be obtained for different transition time ratios (rio). In Fig. 5.11, jitter and
timing parameter measurements are shown for rio in the range [0.4, 1.4], normalised to
their values when rio = 1 . As expected, jitter follows the trends of timing parameters (td
and tout), but increases/decreases slightly faster when rio is varied.
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Figure 5.11: Impact of unbalanced transitions on delay (td), output switching time (tout)
and PSN jitter: a) FO1 inverter; b) FO6 inverter.
5.2.3 CRT Jitter Evaluation
In section 3.2, simulations were used to show that crosstalk has a two-fold impact on PSN
jitter. When aggressors are able to increase a victim’s line effective capacitance, PSN jitter
is expected to increase because tout increases. However, jitter increases less than expected
because rio = tin/tout decreases. In this section, experimental measurement are shown to
support those simulation results.
Crosstalk induced jitter is here evaluated by measuring its impact on PSN jitter, using
the board shown in Fig. 5.12. It has two aggressor lines (La1 and La2) driven by an
analog inverter, similar to the one driving the victim line (Lv). The circuit includes a
driver to align the aggressor and victim clock signals and guarantee that they have similar
switching times. This maximises the impact of crosstalk, which results in more accurate
measurements. Moreover, waveforms in aggressor lines can be configured to switch in
the same or opposite directions, compared to the victim’s clock signal.
Fig. 5.13 shows the victim’s timing parameters (rio, tout) and PSN jitter for different
aggressor transitions and coupling capacitance (Cc). Results were normalised to values
obtained when aggressors are quiet (no crosstalk). The symbol ’−’ means that the ag-
gressor is not switching, while symbols ’/’ and ’\’ represent the aggressor switching in
the same and opposite direction compared to the victim’s signal, respectively. Values are
normalised to parameters obtained for quiet aggressors.
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Figure 5.12: Circuit board to evaluate the impact of CRT: a) schematic; b) photograph.
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Figure 5.13: Crosstalk jitter measurements with Cg = 8pF and: a) Cc = 8pF; b) Cc = 15pF.
As expected, jitter is higher (lower) when aggressors switch in the opposite (same) di-
rection and is proportional to the number of aggressors. This linear relationship reflects
the linear dependence on the effective output capacitance. This capacitance is known to
be minimum (Ce f f = Cg) when aggressors switch in the same direction as the victim,
maximum (Ce f f = Cg + 4Cc) when they switch in the opposite direction, and half way in-
between (Ce f f = Cg + 2Cc) when aggressors are quiet [163]. Note also that jitter increases
slower than would be expected if it was predicted based only on the Ce f f variation (rep-
resented by the dashed line), because rio decreases for increasing Ce f f (as discussed in
section 3.2). Finally, it can be observed that with a higher coupling capacitance (Cc) jitter
has a larger variability in respect to its value for no crosstalk.
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5.3 Scalable Jitter Model Validation
This section presents experimental results for jitter insertion and accumulation models,
proposed in sections 3.3 and 4.2, respectively.
5.3.1 Jitter Insertion
The scalable Clock Repeater Cell (CRC) jitter insertion model, presented in section 3.3,
is based on two key assumptions. First, it assumes that for jitter prediction purposes,
an RC loaded repeater is equivalent to a capacitively loaded repeater. This equivalent
capacitance (Ceq) is the one that captures the CRC’s output slew rate up to the 50%Vdd
threshold. Second, it assumes that design choices having an impact on the CRC’s timing,
have a proportional impact on output jitter. This means that the timing characterisation
of a reference repeater can be used as a scaling function to determine jitter in CRCs with
different design parameters (rc and rio). Experimental results here presented, support
both assumptions.
The equivalent circuit model accuracy, for the purpose of predicting jitter in general
CRCs, was first evaluated. Jitter was measured in the output node of a single balanced
inverter, loaded with a pi-model RC network and a load capacitor. The RC network models
the interconnect, while the load capacitor models the input capacitance of subsequent
stages. For practical reasons, the capacitance values were fixed (CL = Cint = 2Cin) while
the line resistance was varied between zero and 2.6Ron. For each Rint, Ceq was found
as described in section 3.3.1. This Ceq was then used to load a similar inverter, and the
correspondent jitter insertion measured. For both circuits, transitions were kept balanced
using a source capacitor Cs. Fig. 5.14 shows circuit board’s pictures and schematics.
In Fig. 5.15a, jitter measurements in the RC loaded inverter (symbols) are compared
to results measured in the capacitively loaded inverter (dashed lines). The design space
to which the presented results correspond is defined by rr ∈ [0 , 2.6], rio = 1 and rc ∈
[4 , 8.5]. Despite the difficulties to guarantee balanced transitions and the intrinsic board
differences, the error between jitter measurements in these circuits was inferior to 8%.
This means that the Ceq circuit model can be used for jitter estimation purposes and does
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Figure 5.14: Circuit boards to evaluate the equivalent circuit model: a) inverter followed
by an interconnect pi-model and load; and b) inverter followed by Ceq.
not introduce significant errors compared to the interconnect’s pi-model. Note also that
this capacitance is the one that produces the same output switching time during the initial
charging/discharging period (tswl) and not the one that produces the same cell delay, as
shown in Fig. 5.15b.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between RC inverter and Ceq inverter measurements: a) PSN
jitter; and b) delay (td) and switching time (tswl).
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To evaluate the proposed PSN jitter insertion model, jitter and timing parameters were
measured in a capacitively loaded inverter with increasing rc and rio. Normalised results
are shown in Fig. 5.16. When rio = 1, all three metrics increase linearly with rc, although
the delay trend is the one that most closely matches the trend of jitter. On the contrary,
when rio 6= 1, jitter increases/decreases much faster than timing parameters. This is
shown in superimposed plots, for rc ∈ {1, 4, 6}. This effect has been accounted for in our
model (specifically, in the scaling function proposed in (3.20)). Note that Γd was defined
as the product of both timing parameters (td and tout) when rio 6= 1.
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Figure 5.16: Normalised dynamic jitter, delay and switching time, for different rc and rio.
5.3.2 Jitter Accumulation
The jitter accumulation model, proposed in section 4.2, depends on the characterisation of
gain functions for DMN and CMN, considering correlated and uncorrelated noise sources
in cascaded cells. To experimentally evaluate its accuracy, these functions had to be first
obtained for the analog inverters. To do that, a cascade of six similar FO1 inverters (rc =
rio = 1) was used, with rr = 0. The characterisation procedure explained in section (4.2.2)
was then followed, using the board shown in Fig. 5.17.
Gain results are shown in Fig. 5.18. These values were obtained for CMN and DMN,
with υn = 4%, considering uncorrelated and correlated noise sources along the line.
Comparing these plots with simulation results presented in section 4.2.3, one can see
that the gain functions follow the same trends, although here, DMN gain for correlated
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Figure 5.17: Board with a FO1 inverter line, used to characterise gain functions.
noise sources is substantially lower. Note that measurements are not expected to match
simulation results. The measured gain parameters correspond to discrete analog invert-
ers (built with encapsulated MOSFETs) while simulation results were obtained for 90nm
integrated inverters, with no port or package parameters considered.
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Figure 5.18: Measured gain functions, with rc = 1, rr = 0 and υn = 4%Vdd, for: a)
uncorrelated noise sources; and b) correlated noise sources.
These functions were then used to predict jitter in a binary tree with three stages
(N=7), using the board shown in Fig. 5.19. Each tree node includes two inverters, built
with MOSFETs similar to the ones used before. The only difference is that now, a package
with two transistor pairs (ALD1105) is used as it simplifies the binary tree construction.
Each tree node has its own PDN and an independent passive probe. The board was also
built in such way that it is possible to shunt PDNs (in the back side), so that the same PSN
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source can be applied to all cells simultaneously. Thus, it can be used to evaluate jitter
with uncorrelated and correlated PSN sources.
Figure 5.19: Binary tree board with three stages, i.e., with 7 cascaded inverters.
The same PSN source was first applied to repeaters along the tree (with υn = 4%Vdd),
to measure jitter at each junction. Then, daughter-boards were used to generate four-
teen independent power and ground noise waveforms and jitter measurements were
repeated. Fig. 5.20 compares measurement results (symbols) with model predictions
(dashed lines). MMN jitter predictions were computed as the mean value between CMN
and DMN bounds. The proposed model’s predictions are shown to be very accurate
(within 10% of measurement results), despite the tolerances associated with discrete cir-
cuit elements and the imperfections associated with the experimental framework. Note
also that inverters used in these experiments may come from different wafers and/or dif-
ferent lots and thus, are not as matched as repeaters would be in integrated clock trees.
Trends in Fig. 5.20 and Fig. 4.12 are very similar. If noise sources are uncorrelated,
CMN jitter defines the upper-bound while DMN jitter is relatively smaller. On the contrary,
DMN jitter grows much faster than CMN jitter if noise sources are totally correlated. Also
MMN is shown to fall between CMN and DMN bounds, as expected from simulation results.
However, simulated inverters have shown a higher sensitivity to DMN, when sources are
totally correlated. As a consequence, the DMN jitter bound for correlated noise sources in
Fig. 5.20b is smaller than the bound for uncorrelated sources. Nevertheless, DMN jitter
grows faster for correlated noise sources (8× after seven CRCs) than any other jitter bound
for uncorrelated sources. Thus, DMN can be identified as the major jitter source in long
repeater lines, where noise sources are highly correlated.
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Figure 5.20: Jitter measurements in a binary tree, compared to model predictions, for: a)
uncorrelated noise sources; and b) correlated noise sources.
5.4 Conclusions
THIS chapter evaluates the accuracy of models presented in chapters 3 and 4, usingexperimental results. Section 5.1 describes the hardware, the experimental setup
and measurement techniques. The proposed reference jitter model is evaluated in section
5.2, while the scalable jitter insertion and accumulation model is evaluated in section 5.3.
Uncertainty has also been shown to be rather constant in SDRs, supporting conclusions
taken in sections 3.1 and 4.1. Next, conclusions drawn along this chapter are summarised.
Section 5.1 describes clock repeaters, evaluation boards, laboratory equipment and
measuring techniques used in the presented experiments. It discusses the experimen-
tal limitations which justify why results in this chapter are limited to PSN jitter. Details
regarding the design of evaluation boards and noise generation hardware are also pro-
vided, explaining the approach taken to generate multiple noise sources with specific
statistical and spectral characteristics.
The reference jitter model, proposed in section 3.2, was evaluated in section 5.2. Ex-
perimental results have shown that a repeater loaded with a single capacitance, and
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driven by an ideal clock source (clock generator equipment), can be used to evaluate
jitter insertion in repeaters embedded in real circuits (which are usually driven and drive
other gates). This simple circuit model was then used to experimentally evaluate the ac-
curacy of PSN jitter sensitivity metrics. Results have shown that the model can provide
very accurate results, with an error below 4% for low-frequency PSN sources and below
7% for high-frequency PSN. Finally, variations in the effective load capacitance of a given
repeater, induced by crosstalk delay, have been shown to have a beneficial impact on PSN
jitter.
Section 5.3, evaluated the scalable jitter insertion and accumulation models, proposed
in sections 3.3 and 4.2. The assumptions on which the jitter insertion model is based were
experimentally evaluated, showing the model’s accuracy and applicability. Model er-
rors were measured to be within 8% of experimental measurements. The proposed jitter
accumulation model was also used to predict jitter in a binary tree. Model predictions
have shown an error of less than 10%, compared to experimental results. These can be
considered sufficiently accurate results, given the fact that experimental measurements
have their own uncertainty sources. First, clock repeaters are discrete elements and thus,
inter-repeater circuit parameters have a much higher variability than in integrated cir-
cuits. This is relevant because the models depend on a preliminary circuit characterisa-
tion. Second, imperfections in the experimental framework (e.g, in noise generator or
evaluation boards), introduce errors that do not exist in a simulation environment. Fi-
nally, errors can be partially attributed to the granularity imposed by the use of discrete
capacitors (in Ceq and Cs) and difficulties in measuring accurate timing parameters (due
to signal integrity problems).
Chapter 6
Limits and Trends in Synchronous
Clocking
As processes shrink, clock speed increases, and die size grows, an increasingly larger percentage
of the clock period is being lost to skew and jitter budgets. This chapter evaluates clock precision
trends and its impact on synchronous design, considering different scaling scenarios. Jitter inser-
tion and accumulation models, proposed in chapters 3 and 4, will be used, coupled with models for
variability sources and their evolution with technology scaling. Results show that the limits are ulti-
mately imposed by dynamic clock uncertainty, which is increasing with technology scaling and cannot
be mitigated without significant power and routing overheads. Therefore, technology scaling alone
should not be the main driver of the virtuous cycle of decreasing the cost per function in electronic
circuits. Solutions at other abstraction levels may enable designers to reduce the ratio cost/function
and increase system performance without depending exclusively on dimensional scaling, and all its
variability, reliability and power consumption issues.
6.1 Clock Repeaters
THIS section evaluates the impact of technology scaling in circuit parameters af-fecting the repeater’s sensitivity to variability sources. Simulation results are pre-
sented, using Predictive Technology Modelss (PTMs) [195] and commercial MOSFET mod-
els, showing that jitter sensitivity is increasing in scaled devices. Also sensitivity metrics
proposed in section 3.2, are shown to follow simulation results with reasonable accuracy.
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6.1.1 Scaling and Circuit Parameters
The continuous increase in the integration density, captured by Moore’s Law [196], has
been made possible by a dimensional scaling of transistors. The scaling theory developed
by Mead [197] and Dennard [198] shows that one can obtain at the same time a higher
speed and a reduced power consumption in a CMOS circuit as long as critical dimensions
are reduced, while keeping the electrical field constant. According to this theory, the ratio
between the original and the new parameter (S=old parameter/new parameter) is 1.44
for the feature size (SL) and 0.7 for the supply voltage (SV =
√
SL) [199]. This implies a
Vdd and Vth reduction in each new technology generation.
In the last decade, the scaling theory has faced difficulties in keeping the electrical
field constant, because Vth scaling is limited by off-current requirements and physical
constants [4]. To cope with this problem, alternatives to the existing materials and struc-
tures have been introduced. These include strain-induced mobility enhancement, high-k
gate dielectrics, metal gates and non-classical devices (e.g., Ultra-Thin Body (UTB) Fully
Depleted Silicon-On-Insulator (FDSOI), or Multi Gate (MG) MOSFETs)[200]. Also, different
techniques can be used to trade speed for power in a given technology [201]. This means
that one can no longer assume that SL and SV have the values previously referred, nor
that they are fixed numbers for a given technology node.
This can be observed in Table 6.1, showing the scaling factors associated with key in-
verter parameters built with PTMs (180nm down to 16nm) [195] and commercial MOSFET
models from UMC (180nm and 130nm) and IBM (90nm and 65nm). Note that most fac-
tors have quite different values from the ones assumed by general rules (scaling theory).
Thus, general rules can only give a very coarse approximation to reality in nanometric
technologies. These factores were computed from simulation results in each technology
node, using balanced FO1 minimum-sized inverters. The NMOS transistor was chosen to
have the minimum size allowed in each technology, while the PMOS was sized to obtain
balanced transitions. This choice on transistor sizing is advantageous for two main rea-
sons. First, these inverters exhibit the worst case TCN jitter, which minimises simulation
errors when obtaining this metric. Second, it is the most straightforward way to com-
pare different technologies, which may have different restrictions in respect to NMOS and
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Table 6.1: Scaling factors for key inverter parameters, in different technologies.
PTM UMC IBM General
Tech. [nm] 130 90 65 45 32 22 16 130 90 65 Rules
SL 1.38 1.44 1.38 1.44 1.41 1.45 1.38 1.38 1.44 1.38 1.43
SV 1.38 1.08 1.09 1.10 1.11 1.13 1.14 1.50 1.00 1.00 1.20
SVth 1.17 0.98 0.97 0.78 1.06 1.10 1.24 1.24 0.76 0.88 1.20
SIp 1.24 1.27 1.41 0.93 1.44 1.73 1.68 1.73 0.99 1.39 1.43
SCin 1.67 1.53 1.65 1.65 1.42 1.69 1.44 1.73 1.91 1.94 1.43
Stsw 1.92 1.30 1.27 1.95 1.06 1.08 0.99 1.53 1.96 1.41 1.43
Std 1.80 1.31 1.27 1.84 1.10 1.14 1.09 1.38 1.78 1.36 1.43
PMOS sizing. To keep the consistency of results, similar standard performance MOSFETs
were chosen in each technology, with the recommended Vdd.
Fig. 6.1 shows the most relevant circuit parameters for the simulated inverters, nor-
malised to the PTM 180nm inverter. Solid lines correspond to PTM inverters and dashed
lines correspond to inverters implemented with commercial models from UMC and IBM.
The left plot includes the inverter’s supply voltage (Vdd), the threshold voltage as a per-
centage of the supply voltage (vT = vth/Vdd) and the inverter’s input capacitance (Cin).
Parameter Vth was obtained as a mean value between NMOS and PMOS threshold voltage
with Vgs = Vds = 0.75Vdd, following the model proposed in [75]. The plot in the right-
hand side, includes the peak current (Ip), time delay (td) and switching time (tsw), for a
fanout of one inverter (CL = Cin). As considered in previous chapters, these parameters
correspond to mean values for rising and falling transitions.
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Figure 6.1: Parameters for FO1 inverters implemented with predictive and commercial
models, normalised to the PTM 180nm inverter.
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Presented data shows that CMOS inverters (the basic building block of clock repeaters)
are expected to follow the increasing speed trend with technology scaling, but with an
increasingly slower pace. The main difference between commercial and predictive tech-
nology models is their higher vT and lower drivability (Ip), which is translated into higher
switching time and delay in 180nm and 130nm technologies from UMC. IBM inverters
show a better performance because their supply voltage is not scaled (65nm devices use
the same Vdd as 130nm devices). Regarding PTM parameters, a sudden change in vT and
Ip can be observed between 65nm and 45nm results. This happens because predictive
models are partially based on early stage silicon data from industrial applications, which
do not necessarily follow smooth theoretical scaling rules.
6.1.2 Trends in Jitter Sensitivity
Trends in physical and environmental sensitivity metrics are investigated in this section,
using simulation results for inverters implemented in different technology nodes. Results
show that the reference jitter model, proposed in chapter 3, can be used to accurately pre-
dict jitter trends with scaling, as long as trends in key circuit parameters can be obtained.
TCN Jitter Sensitivity
TCN jitter was evaluated using the simulation framework described in section 3.1, for
the reference inverter. To guarantee consistency of simulation results across technology
nodes: a) the seed in the random noise generator was the same for all simulations; b) TCN
jitter simulation was performed for 1000 clock cycles, at room temperature; c) switching
time as a percentage of clock period was kept constant (tsw = 20%Tclk); and d) balanced
transitions were guaranteed (tin = tout).
Fig. 6.2 shows results for TCN jitter (σtd,tcn ) and uncertainty (Utcn) in inverters with
increasing fanouts, using predictive and commercial models. Both absolute and relative
jitter metrics are shown to generally increase with scaling. This means that intrinsic clock
precision deteriorates with scaling because faster devices generate more noise, which is
not fully compensated by their higher peak slew-rate.
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Figure 6.2: TCN precision metrics for inverters implemented with predictive and com-
mercial models: a) absolute jitter (σtd,tcn ); and b) uncertainty (Utcn).
Table 6.2: Reference inverter’s TCN jitter model error.
PTM UMC & IBM
Tech. [nm] 180 130 90 65 45 32 22 16 180 130 90 65
µetcn [%] 0.39 0.14 -0.22 0.17 -0.60 0.41 0.12 -0.14 -0.18 -0.27 0.17 -0.66
σetcn[%] 0.41 0.75 0.99 0.88 1.84 1.84 0.96 0.79 0.53 0.44 0.37 0.18
ki 0.48 0.47 0.47 0.45 0.42 0.42 0.41 0.41 0.46 0.45 0.45 0.44
Simulation results have also shown to fit the proposed reference jitter model’s predic-
tions, across technology nodes. The error (etcn) was computed as the difference between
jitter predictions and simulation results, as a percentage of the last. Its mean (µetcn) and
standard deviation (σetcn), for fanouts in {1...6}, are shown in Table 6.2. It also provides
the exact input voltage parameter ki = Vin/Vdd used to measure peak noise, at each
technology node. One can see that both µetcn and σetcn are very small, meaning that
the proposed model is sufficiently accurate to predict TCN jitter trends with technology
scaling. Also, no significant correlation between the error and fanout was observed.
PSN Jitter Sensitivity
PSN sensitivity with technology scaling has also been evaluated using simulation results.
Although PSN is expected to increase in high-performance digital circuits [202], the fo-
cus here is on PSN sensitivity. Therefore, PSN sources were scaled according to Vdd in each
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technology node (keeping noise within 10%Vdd), and shaped to have low-frequency PSDs.
Like before, consistency across simulations was maintained: a) simulation time was de-
fined as Tsim = 3000Tclk; b) switching time was set to 20%Tclk; and c) similar input and
output switching times were used (tin = tout).
Fig. 6.3 shows simulation results for PSN jitter (σtd,psn ) and uncertainty (Upsn). As
before, results for different fanouts are shown using a grey scale. Because PSN was con-
sidered to scale with Vdd, absolute jitter is shown to decrease with technology scaling,
following power supply scaling. Nevertheless, jitter grows faster than the inverter’s de-
lay and thus, uncertainty increases in each generation. This means that if repeaters are
used to introduce delay, they will do an increasingly worse job as technology scales.
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Figure 6.3: PSN precision metrics for inverters implemented with predictive and commer-
cial models: a) absolute jitter (σtd,psn ); and b) uncertainty (Upsn).
Like before, simulation results were compared with the reference jitter model predic-
tions. Table 6.3 presents statistical data on the error between predictions and simulation
results, compared to simulation results (epsn). It gives the error’s mean (µepsn) and stan-
dard deviation (σepsn) for fanouts in {1...6}, and the effective current fitting parameter
(ξ), used in each technology node. Contrary to TCN results, the model has consistently
shown to over-estimate jitter for fanouts higher than three or four, and under-estimate
jitter for lower fanouts. Also, this effect was more evident in 22nm and 16nm technolo-
gies, which have shown σepsn ≈ 5%. This is a consequence of considering a very simple
Ie f f model, with a weak dependence on fanout. However, the model has been shown
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Table 6.3: Reference inverter’s PSN jitter model error.
PTM UMC & IBM
Tech. [nm] 180 130 90 65 45 32 22 16 180 130 90 65
µepsn [%] 0.53 -0.87 -0.74 -0.94 0.35 -0.44 0.50 -0.37 -0.67 -0.10 1.49 0.78
σepsn [%] 2.42 2.22 2.12 2.80 2.92 2.89 4.68 5.01 1.44 2.37 4.84 4.69
ξ 1.05 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.06 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.15 1.18 1.13 1.14
to reasonable predict jitter trends with scaling and thus, the cost of lower accuracy is
compensated with the model’s generality and simplicity.
The trends associated with the normalised PSN uncertainty (Υpsn) were also evaluated.
This parameter was proposed in section 4.1.3, as the ratio between PSN uncertainty (Upsn)
and the noise level (υn). For the reader’s convenience, it is reproduced in (6.1). Because
it was shown to be fairly constant in circuits implemented in a given technology, it was
considered to represent the technology’s sensitivity to PSN. To evaluate the trends of Υpsn,
and to see if that assumption holds with scaling, several simulations were conducted us-
ing PTM inverters. Results for increasing σpsn, are shown Fig. 6.4a. It can be observed that
Υpsn is fairly constant for low noise magnitudes and increases exponentially for larger
σpsn. This behaviour is similar for all technology nodes, but the exponential rise starts
earlier for scaled technologies (the dotted line indicates where υn = 8%).
Υpsn = Upsn/υn =
(
σtd,psn /td
)
· (σpsn/Vdd) = (σtd,psn ·Vdd) / (td · σpsn) (6.1)
Results for noise samples with increasing cut-off frequencies ( fn = 1/Tn) are shown
in Fig. 6.4b. Each curve corresponds to a different technology node, where Tclk = 20tsw.
Thus, the frequencies where small peaks occur (Tn = Tclk and Tn = 0.5Tclk) are not the
same for all technologies. Nevertheless, results presented in these plots confirm that
Υn in a given technology is almost constant for low-frequency noise ( fn < fclk) with
typical noise levels (υn < 10%). Thus, it can be considered to reflect the implementation
technology’s PSN sensitivity. Moreover, Υn is shown to increase with technology scaling,
meaning that sensitivity to PSN increases with scaling regardless the circuit architecture.
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CRT Jitter Sensitivity
To investigate CRT sensitivity trends, a reference inverter loaded with a single capaci-
tance (Cv) was used. The input transition time (tin) was kept constant and equal to the
output transition time when Cv = µc (situation with no crosstalk). Then, Cv was varied
in [0.5µc, 1.5µc[ and the delay as a function of output capacitance obtained, for each tech-
nology node. Simulation results were fitted into linear functions of the type y = m · x+ b,
where m represents the inverter’s delay sensitivity to variability in Cv. Table 6.4, shows
parameters m and b for different technologies, along with the fitting Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE). One can see that the slope is almost constant across technology nodes
(m ≈ 0.5), with only a slight decreasing trend. This means that scaling has no signifi-
cant impact on the inverter’s sensitivity to load variability. Thus CRT jitter is expected to
increase with technology scaling only if Cv variability increases, which depends essen-
tially on the ratio between coupling and ground capacitance and on the probability of
simultaneous switching in neighbouring wires.
Variability in Cv also affects the inverter’s balance and thus, has an impact on out-
put jitter (e.g., PSN jitter). To investigate this, the scaling trends in the inverter’s delay
and balance ratios (rd = td/td,nom and rio = tin/tout) were evaluated, in FO4 inverters
implemented with PTM transistors. Plots in Fig. 6.5 show that the impact of unbalanced
transitions in PSN jitter is not expected to increase significantly with technology scaling.
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Table 6.4: Linear fitting results for td/µtd as a function of Cv/µc.
PTM UMC & IBM
Tech. [nm] 180 130 90 65 45 32 22 16 180 130 90 65
m 0.63 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.53 0.51 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.47
b 0.36 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.47 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.48 0.50 0.50 0.53
RMSE [×10−3] 6.80 5.86 6.23 6.47 4.23 4.52 5.71 7.12 7.12 2.43 1.55 1.04
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Figure 6.5: Performance metrics in FO4 inverters: a) normalised PSN jitter as a function of
rio; and b) rd = td/td,nom and rio, as a function of Cv/µc.
6.2 Clocking Structures
INTERCONNECT has become a major bottleneck in current digital circuits, becausethe properties of the wires do not scale with technology in a favourable way [203].
Thus, distributing a high precision clock signal to electrically distant circuit blocks has
become a difficult problem. This section investigates the precision limits of traditional
CDNs and the underlying synchronous design paradigm.
6.2.1 Clock Trees
Jitter insertion and accumulation models, proposed in chapters 3 and 4, are used here
to discuss the performance limits in direct clock distribution networks. Models were
implemented in Scilab, which is an open source numerical computational package, to
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evaluate the impact of alternative designs. Fig. 6.6 presents the flow-graph of this simu-
lation framework. The only topological restriction is that trees must be a cascade of CRCs
and thus, they must not include grids, links between regions nor other passive/active
deskewing systems. The simulation loop can be manually interrupted or automatically
suspended by a predefined stop condition. Because it is based on analytical models, this
loop-based approach is computationally inexpensive.
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Figure 6.6: Scilab simulation framework to evaluate precision in clock trees.
First, the clock tree is synthesised according to the user’s design options, implementa-
tion technology data, chip size and load distribution. The synthesis algorithm computes
the repeater’s sizes, the sink capacitance driven by each branch and the interconnect
parasitics. Using this clock tree netlist (or any other previously synthesised), CRCs are
identified according to their definition. Each cell is characterised by the repeater’s size,
pi-model parasitics and load capacitance. The methodology presented in section 3.3 is
then used to compute the equivalent capacitance and obtain the key circuit parameters
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(rc, rr and rio) associated with each CRC. This framework makes use of an additional re-
sistive model, similar to the one proposed in [85], to obtain accurate values for the input
switching time (from 10% to 90% of full swing) of cascaded repeaters.
With these parameters and k-factor equations describing the reference repeater’s de-
lay (td) and switching times (tsw), path delay (tD) and skew can be easily computed. Note
that these k-factor equations are usually already available in technology library files. Af-
ter this step, jitter performance is evaluated using the proposed scalable jitter insertion
and accumulation models. These models require a pre-characterisation of dynamic and
static jitter on different structures: a) a reference repeater, for the CRC’s jitter insertion
model; b) a reference RC interconnect in each metal layer used in the clock tree, for the
Ceq variability mapping; and c) a line with a few cascaded repeaters, for the CRC’s jitter
accumulation model. Note that although characterisation data must be obtained with
rather computationally expensive Monte Carlo and/or transient noise simulations, it is
required for reference structures only and is performed only once for a given technology.
To estimate the clock tree’s power consumption a scalable current model proposed
in [20] was used. It is based on the characterisation of the current profile of a refer-
ence repeater. To reduce the amount of storage requirements, the profile is matched to
the symmetrical triangular approximation, characterised by a peak current (Ip), duration
(Dp) and position (Pp). Design ratios are then used to compute each cell’s current con-
sumption and the overall power consumption.
Table 6.5, provides performance results for different H-trees, using characterisation
data obtained for an IBM 90nm reference repeater and top-level interconnects. The num-
ber of stages (Nstg), fanouts and interconnect widths were varied. For each set of options,
the simulation framework selects the design solution that provides the maximum clock
frequency and computes the correspondent performance. The framework can also be
easily modified to search the best design solution for low-power instead of high-speed.
Design options are the chip size (A@), load capacitance per unit area (C@), maximum
clock repeater size compared to the reference repeater (Smax) and type of repeaters. In
these experiments, inverters and buffers (with tapering factor ζ) were used as repeaters,
with geometric wire sizing in the top metal layer and Gaussian MMN sources, with a
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Table 6.5: H-tree performance for different design options.
Design Options Timing Power Area
Chip Repeater Tree PSN tD fclk [GHz] Pm Pp
A@ C@ Type Smax Nstg (ρ) [ps] nom max [mW] [mW] PpPm Sr Wr
3 0 170 2.58 2.18 16.4 34.4 2.1 342x 1x
1 10 Inv 120x
2 1 135 2.40 1.78 26.7 43.8 1.6 449x 2x
3 0 198 2.41 2.00 9.36 20.2 2.2 589x 1x
1 10 Inv 60x
2 1 157 2.22 1.58 15.8 23.3 1.5 741x 2x
3 0 193 2.09 1.78 18.1 36.8 2.0 249x 1x
2 10 Inv 120x
2 1 166 1.85 1.41 27.4 41.8 1.5 470x 2x
4 0 270 1.63 1.40 21.1 57.2 2.7 622x 1x
4 10 Inv 240x
3 1 223 1.53 1.17 29.0 52.0 1.8 794x 1x
4 0 256 1.67 1.43 22.4 78.1 3.5 587x 1x
4 5 Inv 240x
2 1 170 1.55 1.23 46.1 82.9 1.8 832x 4x
Buf 3 0 292 3.48 2.59 11.0 32.5 2.9 372x 1x
1 10
ζ = 2
120x
2 1 233 2.89 1.41 17.8 31.4 1.8 438x 3x
Buf 2 0 281 4.19 2.77 22.3 48.8 2.2 895x 3x
1 10
ζ = 4
240x
2 1 265 4.26 1.69 20.7 47.0 2.3 760x 2x
Note: Chip area (A@) and capacitance (C@) are given in [mm2] and [pF/mm2], respectively.
standard deviation equal to 10%Vdd.
Timing performance was evaluated in terms of path insertion delay (tD) and clock
frequency ( fclk) for: a) best case jitter - PSN sources are uncorrelated between adjacent
CRCs (ρ = 0); and b) worst case jitter - PSN sources in adjacent cells are totally correlated
(ρ = 1). The nominal clock frequency corresponds to the maximum ideal frequency when
no jitter is considered while the maximum real frequency takes jitter into account. Results
show that the design that achieves the maximum clock frequency for ρ = 1 is different
from the faster design when ρ = 0. If ρ = 1, a tree with less stages can distribute a higher
frequency clock because jitter accumulation is smaller. On the contrary, a higher number
of stages can be used if ρ = 0, with savings in power, implementation and routing areas.
Power performance is evaluated with mean (Pm) and peak (Pp) power consumption,
which are important metrics not only in what concerns to power savings but also to auto-
induced PSN. Resistive voltage drops are proportional to the total current flowing to clock
repeaters (evaluated with mean and peak power consumption metrics), while inductive
drops depend on current consumption variations (evaluated with the peak-to-mean ra-
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tio). These drops may induce higher variability in the clock tree and further reduce the
circuit’s maximum frequency, so power and timing metrics should be analysed simulta-
neously. Area performance metrics are also shown, as the total repeater’s size ratio and
interconnect’s width ratio. The former corresponds to the sum of repeater sizes in a clock
path compared to the reference repeater size (Sr = Spath/Sre f ), while the latter is the min-
imum used interconnect width compared to the minimum possible width in the target
technology (Wr = Wint/Wmin).
The proposed framework can also be used to evaluate the impact of choosing a differ-
ent maximum repeater size, repeater type or pipeline effort (which varies C@). Results in
Table 6.5 show that buffers increase the tree’s nominal fclk, when compared to inverters.
Different tapering factors can trade-off area and power for similar results in terms of fclk.
However, the real maximum frequency in these trees is much lower than the nominal
frequency due to higher jitter insertion and accumulation. Jitter insertion is higher in
tapered buffers because internal inverters are unbalanced. Also, jitter accumulates faster
in these repeaters because internal inverters are affected by correlated PSN sources.
Another issue is the impact of the synchronisation area (A@) on the clock tree’s perfor-
mance. To increase system integration, improve performance and reduce design cycles,
most high-performance VLSI systems today include multiple, simpler and more efficient
SDs (e.g., in multicore processors or SoCs). This reduces the clock load and simplifies the
clock distribution problem. Nevertheless, the proposed framework can help achieving
a better global solution for the CDN inside each SD, evaluating the performance impact
of using different repeater architectures and spacing, fanouts or alternative interconnect
design styles.
Fig. 6.7 shows the impact of A@ on the most relevant performance metrics. Reducing
A@ can simultaneously increase the clock frequency (both nominal and maximum met-
rics) and reduce power consumption and power ratio. However, jitter as a percentage of
clock cycle (i.e., uncertainty) can increase with chip partitioning. For example, the best
solution for a circuit with A@ = 6mm2 is a two stage H-tree, where uncertainty is around
8% of the clock period (with ρ = 1). If this area is partitioned in 3 smaller areas (with
A@ = 2mm2 each), the clock frequency increases. However, the best solution is still a
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two stage tree and uncertainty is now twice the value it was before (increases from 8.5%
to 17%). This examples shows that in some situations, uncertainty can limit speed gains
offered by chip partitioning.
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Figure 6.7: H-tree performance for increasing synchronous domain area (A@).
As die area is not expected to decrease, nor is circuit density, clock trees alone can-
not distribute a high precision clock signal in modern chips. To reduce clock uncertainty,
most CDNs today are hybrid structures with clock trees associated to clock meshes, spines
or links between regions [117]. Alternative paths created by these additional intercon-
nects, smooth out the difference between clock arrival times and reduce delay variability.
However, they are used at the cost of additional power and routing resources. Thus, bet-
ter results could be achieved if uncertainty could be reduced in the first place - it is always
easier to improve a good system than a fair one. Even if uncertainty cannot be reduced,
having accurate information regarding the CDNs performance, prior to introducing aver-
aging structures, can save power and routing resources.
6.2.2 Trends in Jitter Accumulation
Uncertainty in clocking structures depends both on jitter insertion and accumulation.
Section 6.1 has shown that jitter insertion in clock repeaters is expected to increase with
technology scaling, due to a higher sensitivity to variability sources. Thus, although
repeaters may switch faster, the uncertainty associated with those transitions becomes a
larger percentage of the clock period. This section will show that jitter amplification also
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increases in scaled devices. This means that jitter accumulates faster in scaled CDNs, even
if the number of clock repeaters is not increased.
Jitter along a repeater line is here evaluated with three FO1 inverters in open- and
close-loop configurations. In open-loop, the circuit is driven by a clean reference clock
signal, while the close-loop arrangement is just a three inverter ring oscillator. Circuits
were simulated using the same TCN and MMN sources described before. Simulation re-
sults include jitter and uncertainty after the third inverter in the open-loop circuit, and
the average clock frequency (µ fosc ) and its standard deviation (σfosc ) for the close-loop.
Fig. 6.8, compares the open-loop time uncertainty (UOL = σtd /td) with the close-loop fre-
quency uncertainty (UCL = σfosc /µ fosc ). Results show that noise sources have an increas-
ing impact on both open- and close-loop clocking structures, with technology scaling.
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Figure 6.8: Open- and close-loop uncertainty for: a) TCN sources; and b) PSN sources.
For the open-loop circuit, jitter at the output of the third cell (σtd3) depends on jitter
accumulated along the line. Thus, TCN and MMN jitter generated in each cell were mea-
sured to compute the expected output jitter, using the conventional statistical accumula-
tion model. Parameter σtd3,tcn was obtained as the square root of the sum of individual TCN
variances (uncorrelated noise sources), while σtd3,psn was computed as the sum of individ-
ual standard deviations (correlated sources). The ratio between measured and expected
jitter results is shown in Table 6.6, for TCN (ηtcn) and PSN (ηpsn) induced jitter.
The increasing trend in parameters ηtcn and ηpsn show that the error introduced by
the conventional statistical accumulation model actually decreases with scaling. This
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Table 6.6: Ratio between measured and expected jitter after three inverters.
Technology Node 180nm 130nm 90nm 65nm 45nm 32nm 22nm 16nm
ηtcn 0.93 0.96 0.99 0.96 0.97 0.99 1.01 1.05
ηpsn 0.51 0.53 0.54 0.59 0.71 0.76 0.78 0.78
may result from one of two phenomena: 1) the impact of CMN may be decreasing with
scaling and thus, the conventional statistical accumulation model is increasingly more
accurate; or 2) scaling brings CMN and DMN jitter bounds closer and thus, the error be-
tween the conventional model predictions and measurement results becomes smaller. To
investigate these hypothesis, several circuit simulations were performed with cascaded
PTM inverters, using υn = 5%, rc = rr = 1, Tclk = 20tsw and Tn = 4Tclk.
Fig. 6.9 shows the ratio between MMN jitter and the sum of CMN and DMN jitter
bounds, measured along the repeater line. It has been shown in chapter 3 that MMN jitter
is midway between bounds, so this ratio should be around 50% for all technology nodes.
However, results show that this assumption actually depends on noise correlations and
on the implementation technology. When sources are uncorrelated, scaling brings the
MMN jitter ratio closer to 50%, meaning that the impact of CMN and DMN is increasingly
balanced. On the contrary, the impact of DMN is higher than CMN (MMN jitter ratio is
higher than 50%) when sources are totally correlated, and it increases with scaling. This
means that the first hypothesis in the previous paragraph is correct, and the beneficial
impact of CMN for correlated sources decreases with scaling.
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Figure 6.9: Ratio betwen MMN jitter and the sum of CMN and DMN jitter bounds, in cas-
caded repeaters, and: a) uncorrelated noise sources; and b) correlated noise sources.
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To test the second hypothesis, jitter accumulation gain parameters were obtained
for correlated (gci ) and uncorrelated noise sources (g
u
ij), according to definitions given in
chapter 4. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the trends associated with these parameters. CMN
gain is shown to slightly increase while DMN gain decreases noticeable. Results for the
16nm node do not exactly follow this trend, but it would be premature conclude anything
different because these are only predictive technology models. Thus, the second hypoth-
esis can also be considered correct - the conventional statistical accumulation model error
becomes smaller with scaling because jitter bounds become closer to each other.
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Figure 6.10: Scaling impact on jitter amplification gain for correlated noise sources, and:
a) CMN sources; b) DMN sources; and c) MMN sources.
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Figure 6.11: Scaling impact on jitter amplification gain for uncorrelated noise sources,
and: a) CMN sources; b) DMN sources; and c) MMN sources.
Finally, it is important to notice that MMN gain is shown to increase for both correlated
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and uncorrelated noise sources. Thus, considering the results shown here and in section
6.1, it is reasonable to expect higher dynamic clock uncertainty in scaled technologies due
to both jitter insertion and accumulation mechanisms.
6.3 Discussion
RESULTS presented in sections 6.1 and 6.2 show that dynamic uncertainty is ex-pected to increase with technology scaling. Because it cannot be successfully mit-
igated without significant power and routing overheads (which are increasingly expen-
sive resources), it poses a fundamental limit on the synchronous clocking paradigm. This
section discusses dynamic uncertainty trends with technology scaling, using different
scenarios for the evolution of variability sources and technology scaling trends.
6.3.1 Jitter Trends in Clock Repeaters
Jitter trends depend on the evolution of variability sources and the system’s sensitivity
to those sources. Although the first cannot be generally predicted without specific in-
formation regarding system’s architecture, it is possible to predict the trends associated
with sensitivity. This section evaluates trends of jitter sensitivity, using the reference jit-
ter model proposed in section 3.2, coupled with models for variability sources and their
evolution with technology scaling. Because the reference model depends only on param-
eters that can be easily obtained, it can be used to predict performance degradation in
advance to technology migration, allowing the designers to consider beforehand the nec-
essary counter-measures. Also, because it has been heuristically derived, predictions are
fairly accurate in nanometric technologies where the multitude of second-order effects
prohibitively increases the complexity of analytical models.
For the reader’s convenience, the reference jitter model is shown in (6.2) and (6.3). It
will be used in this section to predict TCN, PSN and CRT jitter trends using two scenarios
for the evolution of σvo,tcn , σvo,psn and crosstalk parameter kc/
√
M. In scenario A, variability
sources are considered to be constant with technology scaling. In this situation, jitter
evolution depends only on sensitivity factors. In scenario B, more realistic scaling trends
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Table 6.7: ITRS intermediate interconnect’s parameters and capacitances.
Parameters Interconnect [nm] Dielectric Capacitance [fF/mm]
Tech Wint = Sint Tint h[nm] ke f f Cc Cg βcrt/td
180nm 320 640 672 3.75 92.9 63.1 0.236
130nm 225 360 315 3.30 59.1 81.2 0.187
90nm 138 234 206 3.35 63.7 77.5 0.197
65nm 68 122 109 3.10 64.3 67.6 0.207
45nm 45 81 72 2.75 57.0 60.0 0.207
32nm (1) 27 51 46 2.60 57.6 53.6 0.216
22nm (2) 19 38 34 2.30 54.2 45.0 0.223
22nm (2) 14 27 24 2.15 50.7 42.1 0.223
(1) Manufacturable solutions are known.
(2) Manufacturable solutions are not known.
are considered: TCN is inversely proportional to channel length, so its scaling factor is
Stcn = 1/SL; PSN follows slew-rate scaling trends, so Spsn = SV/Stsw ; and both kc and
M increase with feature size shrinkage so crosstalk scales with Scrt =
√
SL/SL. In both
scenarios, Tclk is considered to scale with tsw.
σtd = f
(
σvo,tcn · βtcn ; σvo,psn · βpsn ;
(
kc/
√
M
)
· βcrt
)
(6.2)
βtcn =
CL
Ip
; βpsn =
CL
Ie f f
; βcrt = td · CcrtCgt + Ccrt ·
√
tsw
Tclk
(6.3)
In these scenarios, interconnect parasitics are considered to scale according to ITRS
predictions for minimum sized intermediate interconnects in high-performance integrated
circuits. Table 6.7 shows the ITRS data for the interconnect’s geometry (width (Wint), spac-
ing (Sint), thickness (tint)) and inter/intra layer dielectric characteristics (height (h) and ef-
fective constant (ke f f )). It also gives Cc, Cg and the ratio βcrt/td, for a constant Tclk = 10tsw,
computed with the ITRS general interconnect model for RC delay evaluation [4]. Note that
the column on the right is almost constant, meaning that the ratio Ccrt/(Ccrt + Cgt) is not
expected to increase with scaling.
To discuss jitter evolution in these scenarios, a reference synchronous system will be
here considered. It operates at a reference clock frequency (Tclk = 1) and is implemented
in a 250nm technology (technology node immediately before the 180nm node). In this
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system, the clock signal is affected by variability sources, so that TCN jitter is 0.1%Tclk,
and both PSN and CRT jitter are 1%Tclk. Fig. 6.12 shows the expected clock jitter and
uncertainty trends for scenario A, where variability sources do not scale (S = 1). Solid
lines correspond to sensitivity metrics computed with PTM scaling factors (shown in Ta-
ble 6.1), while dashed lines were obtained applying ITRS speed scaling predictions (17%
frequency increase per year down to the 45nm node and 8% increase thereafter) [4].
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Figure 6.12: Scaling trends considering constant variability sources (scenario A) for: a)
absolute jitter; and b) uncertainty.
Although absolute jitter is shown to decrease in every new generation, clock preci-
sion steadily deteriorates with scaling for PSN and TCN. In these plots, clock precision
is represented by uncertainty, computed as the ratio between jitter and the clock period.
The uncertainty increasing trend results from the fact that sensitivity to noise sources de-
creases slower than Tclk. On the contrary, CRT sensitivity is shown to follow clock period
scaling because it depends almost exclusively on td scaling. Data used to compute CRT
sensitivity is shown in Table 6.7.
Jitter and uncertainty trends for scenario B are shown in Fig. 6.13, using PTM and ITRS
scaling factors. In this scenario, both absolute and relative clock precision metrics dete-
riorate with scaling except for absolute CRT jitter, which follows the decreasing trend of
td. PSN and TCN uncertainty are shown to increase by one order of magnitude between
the 180nm and the 45nm node. This means that dynamic jitter increases faster than the
device’s switching speed and can virtually eliminate the performance gain introduced by
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technology scaling. Note also that in this scenario, TCN uncertainty becomes compara-
ble to PSN uncertainty at smaller technologies. This is relevant because contrary to PSN,
intrinsic noise sources cannot be mitigated by design.
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Figure 6.13: Scaling trends considering increasing variability sources (scenario B) for: a)
absolute jitter; and b) uncertainty.
Regarding the mismatch between predictive and ITRS results, the difference results
essentially from td and tsw scaling predictions. While ITRS predicts a constant decrease
in timing parameters (supporting the desired speed scaling), measured values for Ip and
Ie f f in PTM inverters were smaller than it would be necessary to guarantee ITRS speed
scaling predictions. Thus, TCN and PSN jitter sensitivity parameters do not decrease as
fast as the clock period is expected to, and uncertainty is higher than ITRS predicts.
Results presented here show that sensitivity to dynamic variability sources will in-
crease in scaled devices. Because PSN jitter accumulation is also expected to increase,
clock precision will deteriorate with technology scaling. This means that clock frequency
can only be improved if variability sources can be reduced below current levels, which is
not a reasonable assumption in current multi-million gate designs. The easiest solution
to extent the fully synchronous design paradigm is thus to divide the system in multiple
SDs, controlled by a high-level synchronisation scheme. However, dynamic uncertainty
will also affect the precision of these schemes, as discussed next.
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6.3.2 Jitter Trends in Synchronous Systems
The last resource to maintain the synchronous paradigm in current high-performance
VLSI designs is feedback-based clock distribution architectures, i.e., using multiple SDs
associated to a clock deskewing scheme. To evaluate the impact of technology scaling on
the precision of these schemes, this section investigates the trends of deskewing uncer-
tainty considering four different scaling scenarios. Fig. 6.14 illustrates these scenarios.
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Figure 6.14: Scaling scenarios with higher clock frequency or more SDs.
First, scaling is assumed to be used to accommodate larger functionality on-chip, so
the chip size and clock frequency are maintained with technology migration. Design
reuse is commonplace to reduce development costs. Thus, larger functionality means a
higher number of SDs (Intellectual Property (IP) modules). This is hereafter called sce-
nario D (for higher number of domains). Second, dimensional scaling is assumed to be
used to reduce chip area and increase its clock frequency. In this case, the functionality
is the same and thus, the chip integrates the same number of SDs. This will be called
scenario F (for higher frequency). For each scenario, two possible noise evolutions are
further considered, described in section 6.1 as scenario A and B. The first considers that
noise sources do not scale, while the second considers them to increase with scaling.
To allow a direct comparison between deskewing architectures, Tdsk is considered to
be the same for all schemes and SDs are considered to have the same size (αc = 1/Nc).
Regarding scaling, some assumptions are also made. First, scaled devices are considered
to be faster by SV and not SL, to reflect the slower speed scaling trends in nanometric de-
vices (Std =1.19). Second, CDNs and interconnects are considered to be optimally buffered,
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Table 6.8: Scaling factors for model and circuit parameters in scenarios DA and DB.
Parameter A@ Tclk epd = d αc τ@ τm δ@ σ@ δl σl υn
Scaling factors
SDA 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.41 0.92 0.92 0.65 0.77 0.71 0.84 1.00
SDB 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.41 0.92 0.92 0.65 0.65 0.71 0.71 0.84
Example
90nm node 1mm2 500ps 5ps 0.25 500ps 125ps 25ps 10ps 5% 2% 4%
so that the wire delay matches the gate delay (td) in each stage. Because wire delay is pro-
portional to the square of wire length, the number of buffers necessary per unit length
increases with the root of td. Third, parameters γ and ρ are assumed to be constant with
scaling (Sγ=Sρ=1). Finally, both process variations and sensitivity to variability sources
are considered to increase with scaling, for all scenarios considered.
Table 6.8 shows the scaling factors (S=old parameter/new parameter) considered in
scenarios with more domains (DA and DB). Because the clock frequency is considered to
remain constant, there is no need to improve the deskewing accuracy and Sd = Se = 1.
Also, improving accuracy has the undesirable side effect of increasing the lock-in time
and noise sensitivity. Following the second assumption, the clock distribution latency
(τ@) and interconnect delay (τm) increase with the root of 1/Std in this scenario (constant
A@). Chip-wide distribution skew and jitter are considered to increase proportionally to
variability sources, sensitivity to those sources, and distribution latency. They increase
faster than interconnect skew and jitter, because these metrics are given per unit delay,
which also increases in this scenario. In DA (constant noise levels), skew (δ@ and δl)
increases faster than jitter (σ@ and σl) because process variability is assumed to be the only
PVT source increasing with scaling. The number of domains is considered to increase at
the same rate as density, so Sαc is equal to SL=1.41.
For illustration purposes, the table also shows absolute values for model parameters
in an hypothetical 90nm system. This circuit has A@ = 1mm2, four SDs, fclk = 2GHz and
d = 5ps. If it had a single global clock distribution network, τ@ would be 500ps (one clock
period). A global interconnect ring would have the same delay in this circuit (4τm=τ@).
Clock distribution skew and jitter, were considered to be equal to 5% and 2% of the clock
period, respectively. Likewise, interconnect skew and jitter were defined as 5% and 2%
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of interconnect delay. Parameter Υn was obtained from simulation results shown in Fig.
6.4, with υn = 4%. Other parameters were defined as follows: τc = αc · τ@, γ = 30%
and ρ = 0.8. Different absolute values for model parameters would give different results,
but the purpose of this example is just to show how the model can be used to evaluate
the uncertainty trends associated with different deskewing schemes and their ability to
increase the system’s performance and/or reliability, with technology scaling.
Fig. 6.15 presents skew and jitter results for scenarios DA and DB, using five different
deskewing topologies: centralised parallel; distributed parallel; cascaded series; tree se-
ries; and mesh (refer to section 4.3.4). All schemes are shown to reduce skew well below
its maximum value without deskewing (2δ@), represented by a dotted line. Skew as a per-
centage of clock period is constant (or almost constant) for parallel and mesh topologies,
because chip partitioning fully compensates the increase in variability sources. On the
contrary, series topologies show skew degradation with scaling because a higher number
of SDs increase the number of hierarchical levels, and thus, increase skew accumulation.
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Figure 6.15: Deskewing scaling trends in scenarios DA and DB for: a) skew as a percent-
age of clock period; and b) jitter as a percentage of clock period.
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Table 6.9: Scaling factors for model and circuit parameters in scenarios FA and FB.
Parameter A@ Tclk epd = d αc τ@ τm δ@ σ@ δl σl υn
Scaling factors
SFA 2.00 1.19 1.19 1.00 1.30 1.30 0.92 1.09 0.71 0.84 1.00
SFB 2.00 1.19 1.19 1.00 1.30 1.30 0.92 0.92 0.71 0.71 0.84
Jitter in scenario DB is almost twice as high as in scenario DA, but exhibits similar
trends. Mesh and series schemes are the ones where jitter increases faster with scaling,
because they have a higher lock-in time and consequently, higher gδ. This reflects their
inability to mitigate low-frequency skews when more SDs are used. On the contrary,
jitter grows slowly in parallel schemes, specially for the one with a distributed reference
domain. However, worst case jitter between two domains is always higher than it would
be without deskewing (2ρσ@) and thus, all schemes trade static for dynamic uncertainty.
When scaling is used to increase the clock frequency (scenario F), both Tclk and A@
are considered to decrease with scaling. The scaling factors for each circuit parameter
in this scenario are shown in Table 6.9. Tclk is now assumed to scale with td, total area
to scale with S2L, Nc is not considered to scale (Sαc =1) and deskewing accuracy (d and
epd) is considered to follow Tclk. Distribution and interconnect delays are considered
to scale simultaneously with the root of SA@ and the root of 1/Std . Clock distribution
and interconnect uncertainty have the same dependencies as explained for scenario D.
However, their scaling factors are now higher because path delays decrease with scaling.
Results for static and dynamic uncertainty in scenarios FA and FB are shown in Fig.
6.16. The same 90nm reference system described above, was used in these plots. The
centralised parallel and cascaded series topologies are the ones with higher dynamic un-
certainty, because they require DCDLs with larger delays (proportional to Tclk). In terms of
static uncertainty, the worst scheme is the distributed parallel, because it cannot mitigate
inter-domain skews. Although uncertainty values are smaller than those obtained in sce-
nario D, the same trends can be observed - while skew is kept within comfortable levels,
jitter increases exponentially with scaling. Like other clocking structures, feedback-based
synchronisation systems are here shown to be limited by dynamic uncertainty, which can
mitigate their ability to increase clock precision in large synchronous designs.
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Figure 6.16: Deskewing scaling trends in scenarios FA and FB for: a) skew as a percentage
of clock period; and b) jitter as a percentage of clock period.
6.3.3 The Synchronous Paradigm
The microprocessor is a key system driver for semiconductor products, since it often
uses the most aggressive design styles and manufacturing technologies. This section will
use it to describe the impact that technology scaling has had on the synchronous design
paradigm, and discuss future trends.
Increasing circuit complexity, power consumption and variability have been the main
constraints affecting the miniaturisation virtuous circle of the semiconductor industry.
This cycle, represented in Fig. 6.17, is powered by the continuous decreasing cost-per-
function, which leads to significant improvements in economic productivity and further
investments in technology scaling. According to Moore’s Law, with a feature scaling of
n one can get O(n2) more transistors each generation, running O(n) faster. In the past,
this enabled the first microprocessors to scale performance with O(n3), but the system’s
complexity and size soon reduced that performance increase to O(n2) and then to O(n).
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At the turn of the century, microprocessors became so complex and dynamic power con-
sumption so high, that microprocessor could no longer take advantage of device speed
scaling and performance stalled [204].
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Figure 6.17: The miniaturisation virtuous circle of the semiconductor industry.
To overcome excessive power consumption and system complexity, circuit designers
started exploiting parallelism. MPUs now incorporate multiple cores per die, which are
smaller and faster to counter global interconnect scaling, and optimised for reuse across
multiple applications and configurations. On the other hand, modern MPU platforms
have stabilised maximum power dissipation at approximately 120W due to package cost,
reliability, and cooling cost issues. Thus, further increases in clock frequency require de-
signers to reduce power waste using multiple circuit level techniques, as multiple Vdd
domains, clock distribution optimisation, frequency stepping, new interconnect architec-
tures, multiple Vth devices, well biasing and block shutdowns among others [4].
Parallelism allowed designers to relax the need for increasing clock frequencies, as
relatively cheap parallel hardware resources can be used to increase performance. How-
ever, this is not a free lunch. The cheaper hardware provided by technology scaling is
also more vulnerable to process variability and noise. On the other hand, circuit-level
techniques to reduce power have increased localised power and temperature variations
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that changed the traditional on-chip PSN profile. As a consequence, dynamic clock un-
certainty increased and its impact on circuit performance became less predictable. To
circumvent this, most MPUs today employ hybrid clock distribution networks and rely
on loosely synchronous design styles. For example, it is common to find independent
clock frequencies and distribution styles, with different averaging structures (e.g., spines,
grids, etc.), at different parts of the chip [127, 130].
To reduce the impact of variability, deskewing units have been proposed as an alterna-
tive to time averaging structures, with lower power and routing requirements. Although
their lengthy response times limits their ability to mitigate dynamic skew, they are very
effective in eliminating static and quasi-static skew [205]. For this reason, most current
cutting-edge MPUs employ some sort of active deskewing [130]. However, section 6.2 has
shown that all deskewing schemes trade static for dynamic uncertainty. Thus, their us-
age is usually complemented with techniques to reduce PSN levels (e.g., dedicated power
supplies or on-die voltage regulators) [8]. Moreover, these deskewing units are not used
to guarantee chip-wide synchronicity. Instead, they are used inside localised SDs in GALS
architectures. GALS design is a natural choice for both MPUs and SoCs, as they are fre-
quently designed with existing synchronous IP modules/cores to improve design pro-
ductivity and reduce cost.
The challenges faced by MPUs and SoCs depend largely on the application and product
markets. Table 6.10 presents the main high-performance system drivers, their architec-
ture, requirements and performance trends [4]. The low-power and multi-technology
SoCs segment is here neglected, as they are out of the scope of this thesis. According to
these system drivers, it can be observed that the era of sequential computing, where tech-
nology scaling was the main driving force, gave way to a new era in which parallelism is
at the forefront. Thus, high performance system success is now based more on software
breakthroughs in parallel programming than simply on hardware. Nevertheless, achiev-
ing the desired performance trends described in Table 6.10 will also require hardware
advances in multiple design abstraction levels. These levels, along with digital design
domains, are represented in Fig. 6.18 using the traditional Y-chart [206].
Transistor-level optimisation can be a practical solution to reduce the cost per func-
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Table 6.10: System drivers in the high-performance circuit segment.
High
Performance
SoC
Examples High-end gaming and networking applications
Architecture Multiple cores with accelerator engines, and with on-board switch fabric, L3 caches and connectivity modules
Die areas are constant
Number of cores increases by 1.4×/year
Requirements Core frequency increases by 1.05×/year
Accelerator engine frequency increases by 1.05×/year
Underlying fabrics scales consistently with the increase in
number of cores
Performance
Trends
Processing performance(1) increases 1000× between 2009
and 2024
SoC
Consumer
Stationary
Examples High-end gaming
Architecture
A main general-purpose processor, a number of Data Pro-
cessing Engines (DPEs) and I/O for memory and chip-to-
chip interfaces
Design productivity improves 10× for newly designed
logic over the next ten years to 2019
A main processor is to able to control up to 8 DPEs
Requirements Superior functional flexibility to support adding or mod-ifying functions
Die areas are constant (≈ 220mm2)
Main processor and DPEs have constant circuit complex-
ity, so that layout areas decrease with scaling
Performance
Trends
Processing performance(1) increases 250× between 2009
and 2024
Microprocessor
Examples
Desktop (Cost-Performance (CP)), server systems (High-
Performance (HP)) and embedded MPUs as cores in SoC
applications (Power-Connectivity-Cost (PCC))
Architecture General-purpose instruction-set architecture
Die areas are constant (140mm2 for CP, 260mm2 for HP,
70100mm2 for PCC)
The number of logic cores increases by a factor of 1.4×
with each technology generation
Requirements The number of logic transistors per processor core in-creases 1.4× with each technology generation
Memory content (like logic content) doubles with each
successive technology generation
Layout density doubles with each technology generation
Performance
Trends
Clock frequency increases by a factor of at most 1.25× per
technology generation
(1) results from the product of number of cores, core frequency, and accelerator engine frequency.
tion and increase performance. It relies on the fact that, if the logic synthesis tool can use
any possible logic function and size, the resulting technology mapping can drastically
reduce the number of transistors, improving timing, power and area [207]. Using less
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Figure 6.18: Y-chart with digital design domains and levels of abstraction.
transistors per function, one can obtain better performance and simultaneously reduce
the cost/function ratio without resorting to technology migration. On the other hand,
these area gains can be used to improve computational integrity. Computational integrity
involves multiple design considerations, such as testability, reliability, serviceability, re-
coverability, fail-safe computation, and security. Although multiple specific techniques
exist already in these domains, system architects need to integrate them into their designs
under stringent power budgets.
At the architecture level, there are two different approaches to reduce the complex-
ity of current high-performance designs and increase their performance. The first is to
go back to fully synchronous design using novel clock distribution technologies. These
include dedicated clock distribution chips for three-dimensional ICs, travelling-wave, op-
tical or RF distribution [208]. Although more robust to dynamic variability, none of these
schemes are currently a viable alternative to GALS in commercial products for three main
reasons. First, they have reduced or none CAD tool support; second, they typically re-
quire auxiliary circuits in the receiver end, which may eliminate precision gains offered
by those structures; and finally, they are efficient in mitigating global clock distribution
uncertainty only, which is also mitigated using a GALS architecture.
The second approach would be to accept dynamic uncertainty as an unavoidable
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constraint and opt for asynchronous communication between SDs, i.e., NoC architectures
[209]. Besides design and verification benefits, NoCs have been advocated to address
clocking, signal integrity, and wire delay challenges. In fact, it is nowadays widely recog-
nized that they represent the most viable solution to cope with scalability issues of future
systems and to meet performance, power and reliability requirements [210]. Neverthe-
less, further research is necessary to better understand design trade-offs and accuratly
evaluate their performance gains.
System-level optimisations are also possible, but require better use of parallelism.
In MPUs, this can be achieved with non-von Neumann architectures for some specific
applications [211] or with better architectures for cooperating von Neumann machines
(multicore processors). To maximise the performance of multicore processors, it is still
necessary to improve the communication scheme between cores and the memory config-
uration [212]. Also, application-driven selection of the optimum number of cores, and
their nature (homogeneous or heterogeneous cores), can bring further performance im-
provements [213].
Finally, a word on power consumption reduction. Although this is not an obvious
priority in high-performance applications, which are generally free from battery life is-
sues, high-performance system designers will have to continue addressing this issue if
they want to take advantage of transistor speed scaling. This can be done with tradi-
tional circuit level techniques, as Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [214],
or/and new technology solutions, like SOI and Multi Gate (MG) devices. However, the
ability to push forward the limits of synchronous systems will also depend on their im-
pact/sensitivity on/to dynamic variability sources, which is yet to be investigated.
6.4 Conclusions
THIS chapter discussed limits and trends of clock precision in synchronous sys-tems, using the models proposed in chapters 3 and 4. Section 6.1 focused on clock
repeaters and their circuit model parameters, while clocking structures were analysed
in section 6.2. Different scaling scenarios were used in section 6.3 to predict clock pre-
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cision trends in direct and feedback clock distribution systems. These results were then
used to discuss future trends in synchronous clocking, considering current ITRS high-
performance system drivers. Next, the main conclusions in this chapter are summarised.
Section 6.1.1 evaluated the trends associated with key circuit parameters using invert-
ers implemented in Predictive Technology Models (PTM) and commercial technologies. It
has been shown that difficulties in keeping the electrical field constant have changed their
traditional scaling trends. Also, circuit parameters were shown not to be fixed numbers
for a given technology node and thus cannot be estimated using the generalised scaling
theory. In this scenario, the proposed reference jitter model has the advantage of depend-
ing only on circuit parameters for which actual scaling factors can be easily obtained.
In section 6.1.2, both TCN and PSN uncertainty were shown to increase with tech-
nology scaling. Also, the proposed reference model was shown to provide very accu-
rate jitter predictions, compared to simulation results. The error for Thermal Channel
Noise (TCN) jitter predictions was within 3% of simulation results, considering the mean
plus 3 times the standard deviation (µetcn + 3σetcn) for fanouts in {1..6}. Power Supply
Noise (PSN) predictions were less accurate, with µetcn + 3σetcn within 16% of simulation
results for the same fanout span, due to the simplicity of the proposed model for Ie f f .
Nevertheless, it has shown to be better than other Ie f f models, for this purpose. This
section has also shown that the normalised PSN uncertainty can be seen as a constant
parameter in each technology node, reflecting its PSN sensitivity.
Section 6.2 discussed precision limits in clocking structures. The proposed scalable
jitter insertion and accumulation models were used in section 6.2.1 to evaluate jitter in
clock trees. Results have shown that those models can help the designer selecting the
best solution for its clock distribution tree, avoiding circuit over-design and unnecessary
consumption of power and routing resources. Finally, section 6.2.2 showed that PSN jitter
amplification in clocking structures is expected to increase with technology scaling, for
both open- and close-loop clocking structures. This further supports the key chapter con-
clusion - that the synchronous design paradigm will be increasingly limited by dynamic
uncertainty, as technology scales.
Considering different scaling scenarios and evolution trends for variability sources,
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section 6.3 discussed clock uncertainty trends. The analysis presented in section 6.3.1
led to two significant conclusions. First, that sensitivity to dynamic jitter sources will
continue increasing with technology scaling. This means that clock repeaters will in-
sert increasing amounts of jitter even if variability sources do not increase. Second, that
if variability sources increase as expected, uncertainty will increase exponentially with
scaling. This means that uncertainty will reduce the designer’s ability to use the poten-
tial performance gains offered by device speed scaling. In section 6.3.2, the proposed
deskewing uncertainty model was also used to evaluate the performance of alternative
deskewing topologies, in different scaling scenarios. Results have shown that regardless
of the system architecture, deskewing schemes trade static for dynamic uncertainty, with
the additional disadvantage of area and power overheads.
Given these conclusions, section 6.3.3 discussed the trends of high-performance syn-
chronous systems and identified recent techniques at different abstraction levels that can
support the virtuous cycle in the electronic industry, in this domain. However, none
of those techniques has yet proved to be effective in mitigating the impact of dynamic
uncertainty and thus, the synchronous digital design paradigm is expected to become
restricted to the design of small and simple modules/cores. This alleviates the clock un-
certainty problem within SDs, but may introduce new challenges in their interfaces.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Directions
The main goal of this thesis is to better understand the sources of clock uncertainty in high-
performance synchronous systems in order to identify opportunities and strategies for performance
improvement and evaluate the limits of the synchronous design paradigm. This chapter summarises
the main conclusions of this thesis and proposes possible directions for additional research.
7.1 Conclusions
Technology scaling and the demand for ever-increasing performance has driven CMOS
system complexity and power consumption up. Because voltage scaling had to be slowed
down in modern technologies, performance evolution has been depending on multi-
phase clock solutions and parallel processing architectures rather than clock frequency
in sequential processing structures. Nevertheless, even with loose requirements in clock
frequency increase, the requirement for tight timing control of clock precision has not
been alleviated. In fact, higher complexity in power distribution networks, higher pro-
cess variability and reduced noise margins have increased the difficulty in maintaining
clock uncertainty within the traditional 10% budget. To better understand the mecha-
nisms through which clock uncertainty is generated, and evaluate the limits of the syn-
chronous design paradigm, this thesis investigated jitter insertion and accumulation in
active circuits at different design levels.
Clock uncertainty is mainly inserted by repeaters in the clock distribution paths from
the source to clock sinks, as a result of Process, Voltage and Temperature (PVT) varia-
tions along those paths. One contribution of this thesis has been the analysis of static
and dynamic uncertainty (i.e, static and dynamic jitter) in the most common Static Delay
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Repeaters (SDRs) and Tunable Delay Repeaters (TDRs). Although much of the focus has
been on the contrast between different repeater structures, the conclusion is that uncer-
tainty (evaluated as the delay variation as a percentage of propagation delay) is rather
constant in these circuits. This means that for a given clock path delay, precision is de-
termined essentially by the implementation technology and not by the clock repeater
design. To further investigate the jitter insertion mechanism in clock repeaters, analytical
jitter models were developed and presented in this thesis. They depend only on simple
circuit parameters that can easily be obtained and thus, provide a valuable insight re-
garding the repeater’s key design parameters responsible for jitter insertion, including
the gate, load and interconnects.
Another contribution is the analysis of clock uncertainty in clocking structures. The
methodology used to evaluate jitter insertion in clock repeaters was extended to repeater
chains, showing again that clock precision depends marginally on implementation de-
tails. It is essentially determined by path delay and the correlation among noise sources
in individual clock repeaters. This thesis proposes a model for dynamic jitter accumu-
lation in delay lines and clock trees, which has a much better accuracy than the conven-
tional statistical accumulation model. Moreover, it gives the designer a valuable insight
regarding the impact of noise correlations on jitter accumulation, which can be useful
to promote floorplan-based power and clock distribution design (with the objective of
minimising jitter accumulation).
Because deskewing systems can be effectively used to mitigate static uncertainty and
increase clock precision in synchronous systems, they could not be disregarded. This
thesis has shown that DLL-based deskewing systems are either implemented as Local
Deskewing Systems (LDSs) or Remote Deskewing Systems (RDSs). However, despite the
implementation structure, they end up trading static for dynamic clock uncertainty. To
quantify this effect, this thesis proposes a model to evaluate uncertainty in deskewing
systems, considering both floorplanning and scalability issues. As it depends only on
parameters that can be easily obtained from design or early simulation data, the model
can be incorporated in an automatic tool to determine the best topology for a given ap-
plication or to evaluate the system’s tolerance to power-supply noise.
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In pursuit of the thesis’s main goal, the proposed models have been used to predict
clock precision trends using different scaling scenarios and evolution trends for variabil-
ity sources. Results were then used to discuss future trends in synchronous clocking,
considering current ITRS high-performance system drivers. More specifically, this thesis
identified dynamic uncertainty as the main impairment to fully synchronous designs for
three main reasons. First, sensitivity to dynamic jitter sources is increasing with technol-
ogy scaling. This means that clocking structures insert increasing amounts of jitter even if
variability sources are not considered to increase. Second, deskewing circuits trade static
for dynamic uncertainty, which can ultimately render them useless. Finally, alternative
solutions to the current aggressive technology scaling have still not proven effective in
supporting the virtuous cycle in the electronic industry nor in mitigating the impact of
dynamic uncertainty.
As a consequence of these conclusions, the synchronous digital design paradigm is
expected to become restricted to the design of small and simple modules/cores, where
dynamic uncertainty can be kept within tolerable levels. In this Globally Asynchronous
Locally Synchronouss (GALSs) paradigm, the system’s performance becomes more de-
pendent on the asynchronous interfaces and functional partition than on the clock fre-
quency of individual synchronous modules. Thus, the focus of high-performance circuit
designers will naturally shift from clocking structures to communication modules, and
from clock uncertainty to transmission errors.
7.2 Future Directions
This thesis investigated the sources of clock uncertainty in synchronous designs using
static CMOS design styles and on-die electrical clock distribution. Although it proposes
uncertainty models for both clock repeaters and clocking structures, complementary re-
search in the following topics could help in further understanding the sources of clock
uncertainty and the limits of the synchronous design paradigm.
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New Device Structures and Materials
For four decades, the semiconductor industry has achieved continuous performance en-
hancements by shrinking the bulk MOSFET device dimensions, as described by Moore’s
Law. However, it has become clear that the conventional transistor materials have been
pushed to fundamental material limits and new materials, techniques and structures are
needed to improve scaled CMOS devices. In the next decade, either extensions of bulk
CMOS technology or new approaches such as fully depleted Fully Depleted Silicon-On-
Insulator (FDSOI) and Multi Gate (MG) devices will be required to further reduce the cost-
per-function and increase the performance of integrated circuits. Although the proposed
models are expected to be applicable with these new device structures and materials (as
they depend only on circuit-level parameters), further research would be necessary to
demonstrate this assumption.
Clock Averaging Structures
Clock averaging structures, like clock meshes or spines, are ubiquitous in most high-
performance circuits today. A clock mesh is a grid composed by wires to which the
sequential elements are directly connected, while a clock spine can be seen as a one di-
mensional clock mesh. Clock spines are usually used to take the clock signal from a
clock driver, across the chip, to one or more local clock trees/meshes. Both structures can
be used to smooth out undesirable variations between signal nodes spatially distributed
over a SD, although their ability to mitigate delay variations is highly related to power
consumption. It would be interesting to extend our jitter insertion and accumulation
models to include hybrid CDNs in different configurations, like spine-grid or tree-grid
clock distribution.
Differential CDNs
This thesis focused only on single-ended electrical clock distribution styles, which is the
most common approach in commercial chips. However, differential clock distribution
styles can have less sensitivity to power supply noise and to manufacturing variations,
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which leads to significant savings in skew and jitter [63]. In the current scenario of in-
creasing PVT variability with technology scaling as well as increasing sensitivity to those
variations (as shown in this thesis), differential clock distribution may become a viable
alternative. Thus, it would be interesting to extend the proposed jitter insertion and accu-
mulation models to include differential buffers and interconnects, as well as differential
to single-ended converters.
Alternative CDNs
Most CDNs today employ clock grids and/or clock trees. However, a number of alterna-
tive clocking strategies have been proposed, as standing-wave, travelling-wave, optical
clock distribution, package clock distribution, among others. These approaches may ei-
ther be forgotten, become popular in niche applications, or take over as the dominant
clock method if technology evolves to makes them more attractive. They are particu-
larly efficient for global clock distribution and thus, can avoid the usage of deskewing
schemes when synchronisation is needed among different SDs. In this situation, the lim-
its of synchronous design would be limited by their floor-planning and scalability issues.
Thus, further investigation on their timing precision could establish new limits for the
synchronous design paradigm.
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